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Kurzfassung

Die Technik der Moleküldynamik (MD) Simulation ist eine wichtige und weit verbreitete
theoretische Methode, um molekulare Systeme in atomarer Auflösung zu untersuchen. Sie
verhilft dabei zu einem besseren Verständnis der Struktur, Dynamik und Funktion der
untersuchten Moleküle.

(Bio)molekulare Simulationen nahmen 1977 mit einer kurzen Vakuum-Simulation des
Rinderpankreas-Trypsininhibitors unter Verwendung eines einfachen Kraftfeldes ihren An-
fang. Seither wurden in der Methodologie wie auch in der Anwendung dieser Technik
rapide Fortschritte gemacht, und somit haben sich Moleküldynamiksimulationen zu einem
weit verbreiteten Instrument zur Untersuchung verschiedener biomolekularer Systeme wie
Proteinen, Nukleinsäuren, Kohlenhydraten und biologischen Membranen entwickelt. Kapi-
tel 1 gibt einen kurzen historischen Überblick und eine Einführung in jene vier Aspekte
der MD Simulation, welche in dieser Arbeit untersucht werden: (i) die Einbeziehung der
Polarisierbarkeit in klassisch-mechanischen Kraftfeldern, (ii) die Interpretation von ex-
perimentellen Daten, (iii) die Anwendung von MD zur Untersuchung der Peptidfaltung
und deren molekularer Assoziation, und (iv) die Vorhersage der Stabilität biomolekularer
Systeme durch Berechnung ihrer Freien Energie.

Die Genauigkeit des Kraftfeldes ist für (bio)molekulare Simulationen fundamental. Da-
her werden die empirischen Kraftfeld-Parameter kontinuierlich verbessert und optimiert.
Die gegenwärtig am häufigsten angewandten (bio)molekularen Kraftfelder beschreiben die
elektrostatischen Wechselwirkungen durch Summation der Coulombschen Paarwechsel-
wirkungen und beziehen den Effekt der Vielkörperwechselwirkungen als (implizite) Mit-
telung im Kraftfeld ein. Dies macht jedoch die Beschreibung der korrespondierenden
Reaktion der Elektronen auf die Umgebung unmöglich. Um diesen Effekt in die Simu-
lation einzubeziehen sind polarisierbare molekulare Modelle nötig. Kapitel 2 gibt einen
Überblick über die verschiedenen möglichen Ansätze zur Berücksichtigung der Polarisier-
barkeit in klassischen Kraftfeldern. In den Kapiteln 2 und 3 wird dann der Charge-
On-Spring (”Ladung-an-einer-Feder”) Ansatz verfolgt, um ein polarisierbares Modell für
Wasser zu entwickeln. Die daraus resultierenden Wassermodelle eignen sich zur An-
wendung in biomolekularen Simulationen. Kapitel 5 beschreibt MD Simulationen von
Methanol im flüssigen Zustand und Methanol-Wasser Mischungen mit polarisierbaren
Modellen. Hierbei werden Polarisierungseffekte in Wasserstoffbrücken ausbildenden Flüssig-
keiten untersucht.

Simulationen können auf atomarer Ebene zur Interpretation von Experimenten beitra-
gen und lieferen zusätzliche Informationen, welche meist experimentell nicht zugänglich
sind. So ist es zum Beispiel schwierig oder gar unmöglich die mikroskopisch konforma-
tionelle Verteilung eines molekularen Systems aus experimentellen Befunden abzuleiten.
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viii Kurzfassung

In Kapitel 6 werden die konformationellen Verteilungen von Peptiden, welche viele Aib-
Reste aufweisen, im kristallinen Zustand und in Lösung untersucht und verglichen. Es
werden dabei eindeutig unterschiedliche Verteilungen beobachtet.

Der Austausch zwischen experimentellen und theoretischen Methoden hat sehr viel
zum Verständnis der Proteinfaltung beigetragen. Peptide dienen als gute Modellsysteme,
um Faltungsprozesse mittels MD Simulationen zu untersuchen. In Kapitel 7 werden an-
hand von MD Simulationen die Faltung und Dimerisation kleiner Peptide, welche un-
natürliche Aminosäure-Bausteine enthalten, sowie deren Bindung an Proteine untersucht.
Im Besonderen wird auf die Wichtigkeit der expliziten Darstellung des Lösungsmittels in
der Simulation eingegangen. Die Simulationen reproduzieren die experimentellen Daten
und suggerieren ein Protein-Peptid Bindungsmodell, das für die Verhinderung der Protein-
Aggregation wichtig sein könnte.

Eine weitere wichtige Anwendung von MD Simulationen ist die Berechnung der Un-
terschiede in Freien Energien. Die Freie Energie steht in direkter Beziehung zu vielen fun-
damentalen chemischen Eigenschaften wie Stabilität, Löslichkeit und Adsorption. Kapi-
tel 8 und 9 konzentrieren sich auf die Vorhersage von Stabilitäten biomolekularer Sys-
teme. In Kapitel 8 wird die Methode der one-step perturbation (”Änderung des Systems
in einem Schritt”) zur Freien Energie Berechnung eingesetzt, um die Methylierungs-Effekte
in Amylose- und Zellulosefragmenten auf Stabilität und Freie Hydratationsenergie zu un-
tersuchen. Das Ergebnis dieser Studie hat zur Synthese von Amylosederivaten, welche
Eigenschaften der Zellulose aufweisen, angeregt. In Kapitel 9 wird ein elektrostatisches
Kontinuum-Modell eingesetzt, um, in Kombination mit Homologiemodellierung und MD
Simulation, die relativen Stabilitäten konstruierter Ankyrin-”repeat”-Proteine zu berech-
nen.

Abschliessend erfolgt in Kapitel 10 ein Ausblick bezüglich der in dieser Arbeit behan-
delten Themen.



Summary

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with empirical force fields serves as an important
and widely used theoretical tool to study molecular systems at an atomic resolution, and
helps us to understand the structure, dynamics and function of molecules of interest.

(Bio)molecular dynamics simulations began in 1977 with a short MD simulation of the
bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor in vacuo with a simple force field. Since then MD has
developed rapidly, both in methodologies and in applications and has evolved into a widely
used tool in studying biomolecular systems. MD has been applied to various (bio)molecular
systems: from proteins to nucleic acids to carbohydrates to biological membranes. Chap-
ter 1 gives a short overview of the history of (bio)molecular dynamics simulations and four
aspects of MD simulations that are studied in this thesis, are introduced and discussed:
(i) inclusion of polarizability into classical force fields, (ii) interpretation of experimen-
tal results, (iii) application of MD to the study of peptide folding and association, (iv)
prediction of the stabilities of (bio)molecular systems via free energy calculations.

Fundamental to (bio)molecular simulations is the accuracy of the force field used, so
over the years the empirical force-field parameters have been continuously refined and op-
timized. Currently, the widely used (bio)molecular force fields describe the electrostatic
interactions via a pairwise additive Coulomb interaction and treat many-body effects in
a mean-field manner. This inhibits the model from describing the molecular electronic
response to the environment. In order to fully capture this feature, polarizable mod-
els are required. Chapter 2 reviews possible approaches that can be applied to account
for polarization in classical force fields. In Chapters 3 and 4, the Charge-On-Spring ap-
proach is used to develop polarizable water models. The obtained models are suitable
for use in biomolecular simulation. In Chapter 5, MD simulations of liquid methanol and
methanol-water mixtures with polarizable models are reported with the aim of studying
the polarization effects in hydrogen-bonding liquids.

Simulation can help to interprete experimental results at the atomic level and provide
additional information, which is usually not accessible to experiments. For instance, the
microscopic conformational distribution of a molecular system is difficult or impossible to
obtain from experiments. Chapter 6 presents a MD study to probe the conformational
distributions of Aib-rich peptides in the crystalline state and in solution. Significantly
different distributions are observed.

The interaction between experiments and simulations has contributed significantly to
our understanding of the protein folding problem. Computationally, peptides serve as
good, tractable model systems for MD simulations to study the protein folding problem.
In Chapter 7, complementary to experiments, MD simulation is used to study the folding,
dimerization, and protein binding of unnatural amino acid containing peptides, with an
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x Summary

eye to the importance of an explicit representation of the solvent in the model. The
simulations do reproduce the experimental data and suggest a protein-peptide binding
model of β-sheets that may be of importance to inhibit protein aggregation.

Calculating free energy differences is one of the major goals of MD simulations, be-
cause the free energy is directly related to many fundamental chemical properties, such as
stability, solubility, adsorption, etc. Chapters 8 and 9 focus on predicting the stabilities of
biomolecular systems. In Chapter 8 the one-step perturbation method is used to study the
effects of methylation on the stability and solvation free energy of amylose and cellulose
fragments. It led to a suggestion to produce derivatives of amylose with cellulose proper-
ties. In Chapter 9 a continuum electrostatics model, together with homology modelling
and MD simulation, is used to evaluate the relative stabilities of designed ankyrin repeat
proteins.

Finally, Chapter 10 presents an outlook regarding the topics presented in this work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Brief history of (bio)molecular dynamics simula-

tions

It is now over fifty years since the first computer simulation of a liquid was carried out at
Los Alamos National Laboratories in the United States by Metropolis et al. [1]. Metropolis
and co-workers laid the foundations of modern Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. The original
models were highly idealized representations of molecules, such as hard-spheres and disks,
but within a few years MC simulations were carried out using the Lennard-Jones non-
bonded interaction function [2]. This made it possible to compare data obtained from
experiments on, for example, liquid argon with the computer-generated thermodynamic
data derived from a model. At the same time, a different technique was required to obtain
the dynamic properties of many-particle systems. Molecular dynamics (MD) is the term
used to describe the computer-aided solution of the classical equations of motion (Newton’s
equations) for a collection of atoms with the aim of recreating a physical system and its
dynamics on a computer [3]. This was first accomplished, for a system of hard spheres,
by Alder and Wainwright [4, 5]. In this case, the particles move at constant velocity
between perfect elastic collisions, and it is possible to solve the dynamic problem without
making any approximations within the limits imposed by machine accuracy. It was several
years before a successful attempt was made to solve the equations of motion for a set of
Lennard-Jones particles by Rahman [6]. Here, an approximate, step-by-step procedure is
needed, since the forces change continuously as the particles move. After this groundwork,
molecular dynamics techniques developed rapidly.

1.1.1 MD simulations of water

Water is by far the compound most studied using computer simulation in the literature
[7–9]. The computer era of model-based studies of liquid water began with the work of
Rahman and Stillinger, MD simulations of the Ben-Naim-Stillinger (BNS) model [10].
Soon the BNS potential energy function evolved into the ST2 potential energy function
[11]. This work definitively proved that molecular dynamics simulations could be useful
in the study of dense liquids. The ST2 model contains four charge sites, at hydrogen sites
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

and at ”lone-pair” sites, plus a Lennard-Jones interaction term between the oxygen sites.
The ST2 model was parametrized to reproduce the experimental data of liquid water at
ambient conditions.

Water has been called ”the lubricant of life” because of its important role as the solvent
of (bio)molecules. For this reason, a considerable amount of effort has been directed
to developing models capable of describing the interactions of water molecules not only
with other water molecules but also with various solute molecules. Another important
consideration in the development of water models was to keep the number of interaction
sites small, because the computational effort scales with the square of the number of
sites per molecule. Hence, emphasis was placed on three-site and four-site models rather
than on more elaborate schemes. Among the pioneering work was the formulation of the
simple point charge (SPC) model developed by the Groningen group in 1981 [12]. The
SPC model is a three-site model. Apart from the partial charges on the oxygen and
hydrogen atoms, there is a Lennard-Jones interaction between the oxygen atoms. The
parameters (partial charges and Lennard-Jones parameters) were chosen to reproduce the
thermodynamic properties of liquid water at ambient conditions. The SPC model holds a
slightly different geometry compared to the experimental geometry of water in gas phase (∠
HOH = 109.47◦ instead of 104.52◦, oxygen-hydrogen distance dOH = 0.10000 nm instead of
0.09542 nm). A similar model labelled TIP3P (transferable intermolecular potential with
three particles) and its variant TIP4P [13] were developed using the experimental gas
phase geometry. Due to their simplicity and fairly good performance for liquid water over
a wide temperature range, the SPC and TIP3P models have been the mostly used water
models in (bio)molecular simulations. Other water models have added intramolecular
flexibility and have parameter values between those of the SPC and TIP3P models. The
later developed SPC/E [14], TIP5P [15, 16] and SPC/L [17, 18] models show improved
agreement with experimental data.

1.1.2 The birth of biomolecular dynamics simulations

In 1977 a simulation of the bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) in vacuo for 9.2 ps
marked the beginning of MD of biomolecular systems [19]. This work replaced the view of
proteins as relatively rigid structures with the realization that they are dynamic systems,
whose internal motions may play a functional role. Soon the question arose on the validity
of MD simulation of proteins in vacuo because of the role of the solvent in stabilizing
the native structure of proteins [20]. The first MD simulation of a protein (BPTI) in
solution was performed using a very simple spherical solvent model, which interacts with
the protein via van der Waals interactions only [21]. After the SPC model was developed,
realistic MD simulations of BPTI with explicit water were first done by van Gunsteren et
al. [22, 23]. The first nucleic-acid simulation in vacuo was published in 1982 and revealed
problems due to the lack of solvent [24]. In 1985, simulations could be performed for DNA
fragments with explicit water models [25].

Since then MD has proved to be very versatile with a wide range of applications, and
today MD simulations are routinely used in studies of large and complex biomolecular
systems. Molecular dynamics simulations can provide ultimate detailed, atomic-level,
insights into the biomolecular systems of interest [26, 27]. MD can be used to sample
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configuration space, to obtain a description of a system at equilibrium, and to examine
the dynamic properties of a system. On the other hand the development in simulation
methodology continues apace with applications [28, 29].

1.2 (Bio)molecular force fields and current applica-

tions

Fundamental to (bio)molecular simulations is the representation of the energy of a biomolec-
ular system as a function of its atomic coordinates. The states expected to be populated
at thermal equilibrium are the low energy regions of this (potential) energy function,
and forces on individual atoms are related to the gradient of this function, which is why
such functions are also commonly referred to as a ”force field”. Atomistic simulations
of the properties of biomolecular systems commonly consider an average over the much
faster electronic motions, so that the energy surface on which the atoms move is the
Born-Oppenheimer ground-state energy. It is not yet feasible to directly calculate such
surfaces for macromolecules with high accuracy by means of quantum-chemical electronic
structure calculations, so most practical simulations use a set of simple functions to rep-
resent the energy, adjusting a large number of parameters to optimize agreement with
experimental data and with quantum-chemical data on small molecules. The most widely
used biomolecular force fields (such as AMBER/parm94 [30], CHARMM27 [31], GRO-
MOS 45A3 [32, 33], and OPLS/AA [34]) incorporate a relatively simple potential energy
function [35, 36]:

U =
∑

bonds

1

2
Kb(b− b0)2 +

∑

bond angles

1

2
Kθ(θ − θ0)2

+
∑

torsional angles

1

2
Kφ[1− cos(nφ+ δ)]

+
∑

atom

∑

pairs

C12(I, J)

r12
ij

− C6(I, J)

r6
ij

+
∑

atom

∑

pairs

1

4πε0εr

qiqj
rij

(1.1)

The first three summations are over bonds (1-2 interactions), bond angles (1-3 interac-
tions), and torsional angles (1-4 interactions). The torsional term can also include so-called
”improper” torsional angles, where the four atoms defining the angle are not sequentially
connected by covalent bonds. Such terms serve primarily to enforce planarity around sp2

central atoms and tetrahedral structure around sp3 central atoms. The last two terms
sum over all the non-bonded pairs, usually excluding 1-2, and 1-3 interactions and often
using separate parameters for 1-4 interactions. It describes electrostatics using partial
charges on each atom that interacts via Coulomb’s law and the dispersion attraction and
exchange repulsion that are represented by a Lennard-Jones 6-12 function. The evaluation
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of the long-range non-bonded interactions is computationally demanding and a bottleneck
of MD simulations. The design of force-field terms and the parametrization of force-field
parameters is a complex task, involving many decisions concerning which data to empha-
size in the fits (e.g. condensed phase properties vs. gas phase properties), expectations of
transferability to moieties outside the ”fit set” (e.g. organic molecules vs. biomolecules),
and computational efficiency (e.g. pair-wise interactions vs. many-body interactions).
During the last two decades, we saw a tremendous effort directed to the development
of biomolecular force fields. With the improvement in methodology and the growth of
computing power, it is nowadays possible to study systems of increasing complexity (from
proteins [27], to nucleic acids [37], to carbohydrates [38], to membranes [39, 40]) with more
accurate methods on ever increasing time scales (100 ns to µs), making it possible to study
biological phenomena as they happen [41]. This development towards larger system sizes
and longer time scales is analogous–but in an inverse sense–to the development of mod-
ern experimental techniques that are pushing the limit of time/space resolution towards
smaller scales [42, 43]. Given these developments, it becomes particularly important to
emphasize the validation of simulation techniques and force fields and the verification of
the simulation results [44].

1.2.1 Methodology: Accounting for polarization in molecular

simulation

In the commonly used (bio)molecular force fields, the electrostatic interactions are de-
scribed by pair-wise additive Coulomb interactions and thus many-body effects (including
polarization effects) are treated in a mean-field manner (Eq. 1.1). Polarization refers to
the redistribution of the electron density of an atom or molecule due to an electric field. In
terms of molecular interactions, polarization leads to non-additivity of pair interactions.
It is widely recognized that the use of an electrostatic model based on fixed, atom-centered
charges inhibits the model from responding directly to the molecular environment [45, 46].
For instance, in order to model the properties of water in the condensed phase, the perma-
nent dipole moment of various empirical water models is larger than the gas phase dipole
moment (1.85 D [47]), in order to implicitly pre-include polarization effects. Although the
enhanced dipole moment treats the mean polarization in an effective way, it can not cor-
rectly reflect the dependence of charge distributions on the state of the system, nor can it
respond dynamically–other than through reorientation–to fluctuations in the electric field.
The water molecule on the highly solvated surface of a protein carries the same partial
charges as that buried inside a mainly hydrophobic binding pocket of a protein. Because
of the different environments, the degree of polarization of individual water molecules can
vary widely across a biomolecular system. In the condensed phase the molecular dipole mo-
ment of water increases from 1.85 D [47] to 2.9±0.6 D [48]. In addition, in (bio)molecular
systems molecular motions will result in conformational changes and fluctuations in the
electric field, causing the electron density distribution to change. In order to capture
these effects, polarizable models are required. Much effort has been directed to investigate
the explicit inclusion of polarization into classical force fields. Three basic methods for
including polarization have been studied: fluctuation charge (FQ) [49], Drude Oscillator
(DO) [50], and polarizable point dipole (PPD) [51] models. In Chapter 2, we will review
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the current methodologies for incorporating polarizability into molecular simulation. In
Chapters 3 and 4, the Charge-On-Spring scheme, which is a DO type method, is used to
develop simple, but accurate polarizable water models. MD simulations of pure methanol
and methanol-water mixtures with polarizable models will be presented in Chapter 5.

1.2.2 Application: Interpretation of experimental data using

simulation

Statistical mechanics [52] shows that an observable A of a macroscopic system can be
described as an ensemble average over microscopic states r:

< A >=

∫
A(r)π(r)dr (1.2)

where ∫
π(r)dr = 1. (1.3)

Eq. 1.2 shows how to calculate the value of an ensemble average once the probability dis-
tribution π(r) of microscopic states in a sample is known. In practice, it is only possible to
determine the average value < A > from experiments, while the underlying distribution
π(r) is experimentally inaccessible, because most experiments involve both a time and an
ensemble average over molecular conformations. An experimentally averaged value does
not contain much information on the underlying distribution of molecular conformations
[53]. Even if the experimentally measured average values of observables may happen to be
similar in two different states or under different conditions, the underlying conformational
distributions may differ considerably. And, different observables may have different sensi-
tivities to the conformational distributions. In contrast, MD provides a direct sampling of
microscopic states r with probability π(r), but often have difficulty in reaching the time
scales necessary to yield converged average values for large systems. Nowadays it is possi-
ble to perform enough sampling for short polypeptides in solution to achieve convergence
for certain observables, such as a proton-proton distance, a 3J-coupling constant, and MD
can be used to probe in atomic detail the structural and dynamic properties including the
conformational distribution. A particular case is the difference between conformational
distributions of polypeptides in the crystalline state and in solution. Contrary to protein
crystals, polypeptide crystals usually contain few or no water molecules. The solution
and the crystal are rather two different molecular environments. Thus one would expect
that the (structural) properties (e.g. conformational distribution) are different in these
two states. Thus it may be risky to draw conclusions on the properties of small molecules
in solution using the crystallographic data. An example are Aib-rich peptides, whose
structures are mainly determined in crystalline form by X-ray crystallography, due to the
difficulty in the NMR experiments to determine solution structures. It has been shown
that an Aib-rich peptide adopts a mixed right- and left-handed helix in DMSO [54] while
another very similar Aib-rich peptide adopts a right-handed 310-helix in the crystal [55].
The conformational properties of these two peptides either in solution or in crystal were
studied by MD simulations and the results are presented in Chapter 6.
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1.2.3 Application: Simulation of polypeptide folding and asso-

ciation

The protein folding problem, a once seemingly intractable problem, has yielded many of
its secrets as a result of the now mutually enhancing effects of theoretical and experimen-
tal studies [56–58]. MD simulation has been used to study protein folding mechanisms
(folding pathways, folding kinetics, folding thermodynamics). Currently the longest MD
simulation of a protein carried out is 1 µs and a massive computer with 256 processors
was utilized in this MD simulation [59]. Full atomic MD simulation of protein folding
with a realistic solvent representation starting from an unbiased structure is still infeasi-
ble. Simplified models (e.g. implicit solvent models) and enhanced sampling techniques
(e.g. high-temperature, replica exchange molecular dynamics) which, however, distort the
kinetics, are applied to study protein folding. Given the importance of solvent in determin-
ing the conformational properties of proteins, it is imperative to include solvent explicitly
in the simulation to model the process realistically. Care has to be taken when interpreting
unfolding studies at high temperatures to understand the folding process under physiologi-
cal conditions. On the other hand, relatively short polypeptides have many of features and
complexities of proteins. Computationally, peptides present a more tractable system than
proteins and experimentally, peptides fold at very fast rates, only requiring probing on the
nanosecond time scale. Peptides offer a unique opportunity to bridge the gap between a
theoretical and experimental understanding of protein folding [60]. With increasing com-
puting power, it is possible to achieve reversible folding/unfolding of polypeptides using
MD simulations starting from (unbiased) extended structures in explicit solvent. It offers
insights into folding pathways, folding kinetics, folding/unfolding equilibria and illustrates
the importance of the explicit representation of solvent molecules and a correct description
of folding thermodynamics [56, 61–64].

The formation of β-sheets involving β-strands from two proteins constitutes an impor-
tant form of molecular recognition based on hydrogen bonding between amide groups, and
represents a general mode of protein-protein interaction [65]. Chemical decoys (unnatural
peptides) that can mimic these hydrogen-bonding edges provide possibilities for develop-
ing new drugs that can block, modulate, or mediate β-sheet interactions between proteins.
Experimentally, new turns and unnatural amino acids have been designed to bring β-sheet
formation into natural peptides. In Chapter 7, MD simulations are described that aim at
the study of the folding, dimerization, and protein-binding of unnatural amino acid con-
taining peptides. Results are compared with the available experimental data and detailed
atomic information is obtained that is complementary to experimental findings.

1.2.4 Application: Prediction of the stability of biomolecules

The ultimate goal of computer simulation is to serve as a predictive tool for the proper-
ties of biomolecular systems, such as stabilities, binding constants, solubilities, partition
coefficients, etc. All these fundamental chemical properties are directly related to free
energy differences. The free energy difference between two states determines the probabil-
ity of finding a molecular system in one state or the other. The difference in free energy
∆Aab = Aa−Ab between states a and b of a molecular system is related to the equilibrium
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constant Kab between these two states through the relation

∆Aab = −β−1lnKab, (1.4)

where β = (kBT )−1, T is the temperature and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. By means of
statistical mechanics, a free-energy difference may also be expressed in terms of averages
over ensembles of atomic configurations for the molecular system of interest. Such an
ensemble can be generated by MD simulation [66–69]. Despite its inherent simplicity,
accurate calculation of the free energy is a holy grail in the field of computer simulation.
There are mainly three ways to calculate the free-energy differences, i.e., direct counting
of microscopic states, thermodynamic integration (TI) [70], and free-energy perturbation
(FEP) [71]. Direct counting involves a simple counting of the occurrence of configurations
belonging to states a and b and this approach is only applicable to cases where sufficient
sampling of both states can be achieved in one simulation and where an unambiguous
definition of the two states in terms of instantaneous configurations can be made [72].
In the more widely applicable TI and FEP approaches, the Hamiltonian of a molecular
system is made dependent on a coupling parameter λ and then the free energy ∆Aab for
going from state b to a can be expressed either as

∆Aab =

∫ λa

λb

〈
∂H(q,p, λ)

∂λ

〉
dλ (1.5)

the TI formula, or as

∆Aab = −β−1ln
〈
e−β[H(q,p,λa)−H(q,p,λb)]

〉
λb

(1.6)

the FEP formula. The major disadvantage of TI and FEP is that multiple simulations are
needed to achieve convergence. Furthermore, optimal choice of the λ-dependence of the
Hamiltonian, of the λ-spacing of the simulation points, and of the lengths of individual
simulations depend on the particularities of the systems. Thus the choice of these simula-
tion parameters has large consequences for the accuracy and computational effort of the
calculation. Yet, the development of accurate and computationally efficient methods for
predicting the relative stabilities of biomolecules is of great scientific as well as industrial
interest.

The so-called one-step perturbation methodology [73] makes use of the fact that the
FEP perturbation formula for calculation of the free energy difference between two states
requires only one simulation at state b and no simulation at state a to calculate the free
energy difference between states a and b (Eq. 1.6). This means that, in principle, a single
simulation at λb can be used to evaluate the relative free energy differences between a
molecule and a large number of its mutants, with the assumption that the configurations
sampled in state b are also representative for state a. The one-step perturbation approach
can avoid the problem of insufficient sampling commonly occurring when the λ-spacing is
too large by using a single simulation of a non-physical reference state, which is chosen
to maximize the sampling of the collection of mutants. Using the one-step perturbation
method, the relative free energies for a series of not too different compounds can be
estimated rather efficiently and accurately. In Chapter 8, this approach was applied to
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study the relative stability and solvation free energy difference of amylose and cellulose
fragments and their derivatives.

Continuum electrostatics models provide a static alternative to MD simulations for
investigating the stabilities of proteins and their mutants [74, 75]. Given a static charge
density ρ(r) and the relative dielectric permittivity ε(r) of a system, the linearized Poisson-
Boltzmann (PB) equation [76]

5 · [ε(r)5 φ(r)]− κ′φ(r) = −ρ(r)

ε0
(1.7)

which relates the electrostatic potential φ(r) to the charge density ρ(r), the relative di-
electric permittivity ε(r), and the ionic strength I with

κ′ =

(
8πNAe

2Iβ

1000

)1/2

. (1.8)

can be solved. Here NA is Avogadro’s number, e is the electronic charge, and β = (kBT )−1

(kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature).
The application of the PB equation to a system that includes a solute molecule de-

scribed at a microscopic resolution and a solvent described using a continuum model
involves the choice of several parameter values: the choice of solute and solvent boundary,
atomic radii, and relative dielectric permittivity of the protein interior. The qualitative
features of the continuum results are generally in agreement with the explicit solvent re-
sults, but the details and fine structure can depend critically upon the parameters chosen.
In Chapter 9, continuum electrostatics was used to study the the relative stability of two
highly homologous proteins.

In Chapter 10 a perspective on (bio)molecular simulation is provided.



Chapter 2

Accounting for polarization in
molecular simulation

2.1 Summary

Polarization plays an important role in the energetics of molecular systems, not the least in
biomolecular systems. Most computer simulation studies of such systems do not treat elec-
tronic polarizability explicitly, but only implicitly using effective charges, dielectric permit-
tivities or continuum electrostatics methods. Yet, the introduction of explicit polarizability
into biomolecular models and force fields is unavoidable when more accurate simulation
results are to be obtained. Various ways to account for polarizability in (bio)molecular
simulation are reviewed with an eye to striking a balance between accuracy on the one
hand and simplicity and computational efficiency on the other. The various choices to be
made are listed and discussed. The most promising approach, the so-called Charge-On-
Spring type of models, is treated in more detail and applied to liquid water as an example.
Its implementation in the GROMOS biomolecular simulation software is sketched.

2.2 Introduction

Polarization is a redistribution in space of a charge distribution due to an electric field
[77]. This electric field can either be applied in an experiment or may originate in the
molecular environment of a molecule in a molecular system. The charge distribution of
a molecular system is basically determined by the nuclear charges located at the atoms
and the electron density distribution around the nuclei. An electric field will induce a
polarization by changing the relative positions of the nuclei or by changing the distribution
of the electrons.

In electrostatic theory [78] a charge distribution, ρ(~r′), of a restricted part of space
can be characterized in terms of its multipole moments. These are the coefficients of a
series expansion of the potential of the charge distribution, φ(~r), in terms of the distance,
r, between a point (origin) inside the charge distribution and the position ~r. This is
illustrated in Figure 2.1. According to electrostatic theory, the potential φ(~r) is given by

9
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~r

|~r| � |~r′|

Origin
~r′

ρ(~r′)

Figure 2.1: Charge distribution ρ(~r′) and the vectors ~r and ~r′ used in the derivation of
the multipole expansion.

Coulomb’s law

φ(~r) =
1

4πε0

∫
ρ(~r′)

|~r − ~r′|d~r
′, (2.1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. Assuming that |~r| � |~r′| and using the series
expansion for small x of (1 + x)−1/2, we find

|~r − ~r′|−1
= r−1

[
1− 2~r · ~r′

r2
+

(
r′

r

)2
]−1/2

= r−1

[
1 +

~r · ~r′
r2
− 1

2

(
r′

r

)2

+
3

2

(~r · ~r′)2

r4
− 3

2

(~r · ~r′)2 r′2

r4

+
3

8

(
r′

r

)4

− . . .
]
. (2.2)

Combining the subsequent terms in Eq. 2.2 according to their power n in (r′/r)n with Eq.
2.1 yields the multipole expansion of the potential φ(~r),

φ(~r) = φ(1)(~r) + φ(2)(~r) + φ(3)(~r) + . . . . (2.3)

The monopole term is

φ(1)(~r) =
1

4πε0

1

r

∫
ρ(~r′)d~r′ ≡ 1

4πε0

q

r
, (2.4)

where the monopole moment q of the charge distribution (a zero-rank tensor) is the total
charge of the distribution. The dipole term becomes

φ(2)(~r) =
1

4πε0

~r

r3
·
∫
~r′ρ(~r′)d~r′ ≡ 1

4πε0

~µ · ~r
r3

=
1

4πε0

µα
r2

rα
r
, (2.5)
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where the dipole moment (vector) of the charge distribution (a first-rank tensor) is denoted
by ~µ. In the latter expression we have used the summation convention by which repeated
greek indices are to be summed (over the dimensions x, y, and z). Throughout this paper
we will use both, the vector and the component notations. The three components of the
dipole moment tensor are

µα =

∫
r′αρ(~r′)d~r′ α = x, y, z. (2.6)

The next term in the expansion is the quadrupole term

φ(3)(~r) =
1

4πε0

1

r3

[
3(rαrβ)

r2
− δαβ

]
1

2

∫
r′αr
′
βρ(~r′)d~r′

=
1

4πε0

Qαβ

r3

[
3(rαrβ)

r2
− δαβ

]
, (2.7)

where the nine components of the quadrupole moment (a second-rank tensor) of the charge
distribution are defined as the tensor [77]

Qαβ =
1

2

∫
r′αr
′
βρ(~r′)dr′ α, β = x, y, z. (2.8)

In general the multipole moments depend on the choice of origin. However, if the monopole
moment (total charge q) vanishes, the components of the dipole moment are invariants,
being independent of the choice of the origin. If the monopole and dipole moments vanish,
the components of the quadrupole moment are invariant. For a neutral charge distribution,
the potential is dominated by the dipolar term, and if the dipole is zero, by the quadrupolar
term. We note that the quadrupole moment can also be defined as a traceless tensor [78].

Having expressed the potential φ(~r) as a series expansion in (1/r), the corresponding

expansion for the electric field ~E(~r) can be obtained by differentiation

~E(~r) = −∇φ(~r). (2.9)

For the monopole term we find

~E(1)(~r) =
1

4πε0

q~r

r3
=

1

4πε0

q

r2

~r

r
(2.10)

and for the dipole term we obtain

~E(2)(~r) =
1

4πε0

[
3~r (~µ · ~r)

r5
− ~µ

r3

]

=
1

4πε0

~µ

r3
·
[

3~r~r

r2
− 1

]
. (2.11)

Using the definition of the dipole tensor

Tαβ ≡
1

4πε0

1

r3

[
3rαrβ
r2
− δαβ

]
(2.12)
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the dipolar field components become

E(2)
α (~r) =

1

4πε0

µβ
r3

[
3rαrβ
r2
− δαβ

]

= Tαβµβ. (2.13)

Since molecular systems are generally characterized by charge conservation, the dipolar
term is the most relevant one to consider when simulating a system and we will not give
the corresponding formulae for the quadrupolar term [77].

Most (bio)molecular force fields and simulations do not consider electronic polarization
explicitly, using fixed permanent partial charges on the atoms or interaction sites [35, 36].
This is a reasonable first-order approximation, which is, however, not very accurate in
various cases. They can not fully reflect the dependence of the charge distribution on the
system’s state, nor can they respond dynamically to fluctuations in the electric field due to
molecular motion. For example, the gas-phase dipole moment of a water molecule is 1.85
Debye [79], whereas in the liquid phase at ambient thermodynamic conditions it is about
2.9±0.6 Debye [48], an increase of about 50%. The polarization energy of a water molecule
in the liquid phase varies between 5.2 kJ mol−1 (SPC/E [14]) and 25.4 kJ mol−1 (RSK
[80]) in various water models, which amounts to 10-50% of its total potential energy.
Also the frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity of water, ε(ω), displays electronic
polarization effects: the static dielectric permittivity ε(0) is about 78 [79], whereas the
infinite-frequency one ε(∞) is measured to lie between 2 and 5 [81, 82]. These effects
reside in the polarizability of a water molecule which is in the gas phase about 1.445 4πε0

10−3 nm3. This value is only roughly twice that for carbon atoms in alkanes or carbonyl
groups, or for nitrogen atoms in amides or nitriles, or for oxygen atoms in alcohols, ethers,
or carbonyl groups [79, 83, 84]. This means that polarization effects can be sizeable in
biomolecules, such as proteins, sugars, nucleotides and lipids. For example, the active site
of an enzyme may be considerably polarized upon binding a charged or polar ligand.

The predictive power of molecular simulation rests primarily upon the quality of the
force field or interatomic interaction function that is used [28, 35, 36]. Thus, the explicit
inclusion of electronic polarization into (bio)molecular force fields and simulations is in-
evitable if accurate trajectories and properties are to be obtained from simulation [45, 46].
This has been realized in the simulation community from the early days of molecular sim-
ulation [51, 85–87]. However, over the last three decades progress in the formulation of
simple, efficient, and yet generally applicable polarizable force fields for biomolecules has
been slow. In recent years, an increased interest in the topic is observed, which is illustrated
by the appearance of a number of reviews [9, 36, 45, 46]. Here, we do not want to review
the literature on polarizable force fields and their application in molecular simulation once
more, but rather wish to write an educational review about the various ways to model and
implement polarization into programs for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We list
the various formulae, the approximations that can be made and the concomitant choices
to be made in order to obtain a simple, computationally efficient and yet accurate and
transferable polarizable model for biomolecular simulation, thereby briefly discussing the
(dis)advantages of various choices. We will not add extensive references to the literature
on polarizable molecular models, because recent compilations can be found in e.g. refs.
[9, 36, 45, 46].
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2.3 Dipolar polarization

When considering polarization and polarizable models the following five distinctions should
be kept in mind.

1. A model may only consider the dipole or also take higher multipole moments into
account.

2. The electric field that is applied or present is either inhomogeneous, i.e. it varies
with position ~r ( ~E(~r)), or homogeneous, i.e. it is constant ( ~E), independent of ~r.

3. The molecules of a system may have permanent dipole moments, which are e.g. the
dipole moments of polar molecules in the gas phase ( ~E = ~0). In addition, a non-
permanent, induced dipole moment may be present due to the electric field originating
from surrounding molecules ( ~E 6= ~0) in e.g. the condensed phase.

4. The induced dipole moment ~µ may depend non-linearly on the electric field,

~µ = ~f( ~E), (2.14)

where ~f is a non-linear function of ~E, or the field dependence may be linear,

µα = ααβEβ α = x, y, z. (2.15)

Here the second-rank polarizability tensor is denoted by ααβ.

5. The polarizability of single atoms is isotropic. However the polarizability α of a
molecule or a group of covalently bonded atoms of a molecule is generally anisotropic,
i.e. the direction of ~µ may be different from that of ~E. For some of these cases, the
polarizability may be well described as isotropic and the polarizability α becomes a
scalar,

~µ = α~E. (2.16)

Based on these distinctions the following approximations to describe dipolar polariza-
tion are found in the literature.

1. Linear dipolar polarization as in a non-homogeneous electric field,

µα = ααβEβ +
1

3
α′αβγ

∂

∂rβ
Eγ +

1

15
α′′αβγδ

∂

∂rβ

∂

∂rγ
Eδ + . . . , (2.17)

where the higher-order rank tensors α′, α′′, etc. describe the dependence of the
polarization on the spatial derivatives of the field.

2. Linear dipolar polarization as in a homogeneous electric field (neglecting the deriva-
tives of the field),

µα = ααβEβ. (2.18)
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3. Non-linear dipolar polarization as in a homogeneous electric field,

µα = ααβEβ + βαβγEβEγ +
1

2
γαβγδEβEγEδ + . . . , (2.19)

where the hyperpolarizabilities β, γ, etc. are higer-order rank tensors describing the
non-linearity of the polarization in terms of powers of the field components.

4. Isotropic linear dipolar polarization as in a homogeneous field,

µα = αEα. (2.20)

5. If a molecular liquid shows a non-zero average induced dipole moment per molecule,
and explicit polarizability is not to be included into the molecular model, a first-
order approximation of the average total polarization can be obtained by including
the average induced dipole into the permanent one.

In practice, the simplest molecular models use approximation 5, treating polarization
implicitly. Polarizable models are generally based on approximation 4, or, in case a molec-
ular polarizability turns out to be very anisotropic, approximation 2. A rare example of
the inclusion of hyperpolarizabilities (approximation 3) can be found in ref [88].

2.4 Molecular mechanisms of polarization

One may distinguish three mechanisms of polarization in a molecular system, which are
illustrated for a water molecule in Figure 2.2.

1. Electronic polarization, which is caused by a redistribution of electrons over the atom
or the atoms of a molecule.

2. Geometric polarization, which is caused by a change in the molecular geometry of a
molecule.

3. Orientational polarization, which is caused by a realignment of a molecule (with a
dipole moment) by an electric field.

When considering a macroscopic description of polarization, the molecular system is
viewed as a continuum with relative dielectric permittivity εr or dielectric susceptibility
χ,

χ = (εr − 1)ε0. (2.21)

The Coulomb energy between two charges qi and qj in such a medium is then

U(~ri, ~rj) =
1

4πε0εr

qiqj
|~ri − ~rj|

, (2.22)

the dielectric displacement ~D is given by

~D = ε0εr ~E (2.23)
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the three molecular mechanisms of polarization illus-
trated for a water molecule.

and the polarization ~P (dipole moment per unit volume) by

~P = (εr − 1) ε0 ~E = χ~E, (2.24)

while the field equations are
∇ · ~D(~r) = ρ(~r) (2.25)

and
~E(~r) = −∇φ(~r). (2.26)

2.5 Modelling of polarizability in molecular simula-

tion

Basically, accounting for (electronic) polarization in a molecular simulation can be carried
out in three ways, which we list in order of increased accuracy.
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2.5.1 Mean-field models

One type of mean-field model accounts for polarizability by changing the permanent dipole
moment of the molecules in such a manner that it includes the average induced dipole
moment. Examples of this type of model are the SPC [12] and TIPS [89] models for liquid
water, in which the molecules have a permanent dipole that is about 20% larger than
that of a water molecule in the gas phase. These models are adequate to describe water
molecules in bulk water at ambient temperatures and pressures, but will do less well for
water molecules bound to ions or in active sites of enzymes or in the gas phase or ice.

Another type of mean-field model is based on continuum electrostatics in which the
relative dielectric permittivity εr is made a function of the distance between two interacting
partial charges, εr(~rij) [90]. The Coulomb energy between two charges qi and qj then
becomes

U(~ri, ~rj) =
1

4πε0

1

εr(~rij)

qiqj
|~ri − ~rj|

. (2.27)

The dependence of εr on the distance rij = |ri − rj| can be chosen in different ways. It
may linearly depend on rij [91, 92], may change exponentially with this distance [93, 94],
or may be a sigmoidal function of this distance [95, 96]. Distance-dependent dielectric
permittivity functions are an inexpensive but ad hoc way to qualitatively treat screening
effects in macromolecules. However, such functions can not always be used to simulate
the dielectric response. The dielectric permittivity may also be assigned constant values
for particular parts of a molecular system, e.g. a low value (2 to 5) inside a protein and
a high value (78) for the aqueous part of a system [74, 97]. It should be stressed that the
static dielectric permittivity profile for a highly non-uniform biomolecular system may not
be well described by these kind of methods [98–100]. A recently proposed refinement of
these schemes [101] would be to convert the atom polarizabilities αi assigned to the atoms
i positioned at ~ri in the system (α(~r)) into εr(~r) values at the atom positions using the
Clausius-Mossotti relation [78, 102, 103]

εr(~r) =
1 + 2α(~r) n

α

3ε0

1− α(~r) n
α

3ε0

, (2.28)

in which nα is the number density of atom polarizabilities. Using Eqs. 2.23, 2.25 and 2.26,
the equation for the electrostatic potential becomes

∇ · εr(~r)∇φ(~r) = − 1

ε0
ρ(~r), (2.29)

which may be solved using the spatial Fourier transform F and its reverse transform F−1,

φ(~r) = − 1

ε0
F−1

[
k−1F

[
1

εr(~r)
F−1

[
k−1F(ρ(~r))

]]]
, (2.30)

in which the reciprocal space vector is indicated by ~k.
The so-called Langevin dipole (LD) method and the related protein dipoles Langevin

dipoles (PDLD) method pioneered by Warshel and co-workers, an intermediate between
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continuum and discrete methods to treat solvation, avoid the use of the dielectric permit-
tivity but omit a detailed description of solvent molecules [104–106]. In the LD solvation
model, the solvent is approximated by (polarizable) point dipoles fixed on a cubic grid,
which will reorient according to a Langevin-type equation. The LD model and its variants
have been used to study processes in solution and in proteins.

2.5.2 Explicit, classical polarizability in the molecular model

A more accurate way to account for polarization in a molecular model is to introduce
explicit polarization into the molecules. This is computationally more expensive, and
makes the parametrization of a force field more complex due to the additional (polariza-
tion) degrees of freedom in comparison to mean-field models. Yet, introduction of explicit,
classical polarizable sites into molecules seems a viable, cost-effective way to account for
detailed polarization effects in condensed phase systems. Therefore, this type of model
will be considered in more detail in the subsequent sections.

2.5.3 Quantum-mechanical treatment of electronic degrees of

freedom

The, in principle, most accurate way to model electronic polarization in atoms and molecules
is through quantum-mechanical (QM) methodology. However, the required computing ef-
fort inhibits its application in MD simulation for all but the smallest systems and then only
in one of its more approximate forms, such as the density-functional [107] or semi-empirical
[108] or valence-bond [109] approximations. A number of quantum polarizable models for
liquids have been developed (for example, see refs. [110–113]). For larger systems, such
as biomolecules in solution, one has to resort to a hybrid quantum-mechanical, molecular
mechanical (QM/MM) description of the system, in which for a small part, e.g. the active
site of an enzyme, the electronic degrees of freedom are treated quantum-mechanically,
whereas the remaining much larger part of the system is treated using a force field and
classical dynamics [104, 109, 114–118]. In the QM part of the system the accuracy of the
calculated electronic polarization will depend on the quantum-chemical approximation
used. In the part of the system that is treated classically, polarization can be treated
either implicitly, as discussed in Section 2.5.1, or explicitly, as discussed in Section 2.5.2.
The electronic interaction energy between QM and MM subsystems can be expressed at
four levels of increasing complexity [117]. These levels are (1) the interaction between the
unperturbed wave function of the QM subsystem and the non-polarized MM charges, (2)
the mechanical embedding of the QM region, (3) the mechanical embedding plus polariza-
tion of the QM wave function by the permanent field which results from the MM charges,
and (4) the addition of the polarization of the MM part to the embedding and polarization
in (3). More complex combined approaches, in which the hybrid QM/MM method is used
to describe the solute and its first few solvation shells and the bulk solvent is treated with
an implicit solvation model, have been proposed [119–123]. It is clear that for large diffu-
sive condensed phase systems, a pure quantum treatment of electronic degrees of freedom
to capture polarization effects is much less cost-effective than a treatment using classical
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polarizability. For this reason, most polarizable models proposed in the literature are
formulated to model liquids, liquid mixtures and ionic solutions.

2.6 How to introduce classical, explicit polarizability

into molecular models for simulation

2.6.1 Six basic choices when modelling explicit polarizability

When introducing inducible dipoles into a molecular model or force field, six basic choices
are to be made, of which some relate to the possible approximations discussed in Section
2.3.

Three methods to generate induced dipoles

Basically, there three ways to make a molecular model or force field polarizable.

1. Inducible point (ideal) dipoles ~µi with polarizability αi can be put at sites ~ri in a
molecule and their polarization determined by

~µi = αi ~E(~ri). (2.31)

This type of model is called a point-polarizable dipole (PPD) model and dates back at
least to Vesely’s treatment of polarizable Stockmayer-type systems [51]. Polarizable
models based on the PPD model have been developed for proteins by Warshel and
co-workers [104] and Wodak and co-workers [124].

2. The overall size of the (partial) atomic charges qi at the sites ~ri of a molecule can
be varied such as to induce a larger or smaller dipole moment of a (neutral) group
of Nc charges in response to the local electric field. The total electrostatic energy of
the system is

U =
∑

i

(
U0
i + χ0

i qi +
1

2
Jiq

2
i

)
+
∑

i

∑

j>i

1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

, (2.32)

where U0
i is a constant, χ0

i is Mulliken’s definition of electronegativity [125], and
Ji is the ”hardness” of the atom [126]. The partial charges on each atom qi of the
molecule are found by minimizing the electrostatic energy of the system in a given
configuration subject to the constraint that the total charge is conserved. This type
of model is called a fluctuating charge or sometimes a fluctuation-charge (FQ) model
[49, 127]. Recently, the FQ model has been used to develop polarizable force fields
for proteins [128–130].

3. By changing the geometry of the (fixed) partial charge distribution of a molecule, the
dipole moment will change. An inducible dipole can be modelled by a fixed charge
−qvi at a fixed molecular site ~ri to which a freely floating opposite (massless) charge
+qvi is attached using a (harmonic) spring. The vector ∆~rvi connecting the negative
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charge with the positive charge is then determined by the polarizability αi and the
size and direction of the field,

~µi = qvi ∆~r
v
i = αi ~E(~ri). (2.33)

This type of model is called a Drude Oscillator (DO) model [50] or a Shell model
[131] or a Charge-On-Spring model [132]. The Shell model has its origin in the
Born theory of lattice dynamics, used in studies of the phonon dispersion curves in
crystals [131]. The classical Shell model has been successfully applied in studies of
various condensed systems, e.g., ionic crystals [133], liquids of polarizable particles
[134, 135], liquid water [132, 136–139], and the hydration of small ions [140]. An ab
initio polarizable Shell model has been developed by Saint-Martin et al. [141–143].

Combined models can be found in the literature too. For example, a combined FQ/PPD
model [144] has been employed to develop polarizable models for alanine, serine, and
phenylalanine and a combined DO/FQ model has been used to account for polarization
in single-atom species such as ions [140].

Choice of isotropic versus anisotropic polarizability

The atomic or molecular polarizability tensor α can be represented as a 3×3 array of nine
elements. In the case of isotropic polarizability, the array has three non-zero elements on
the diagonal and αxx = αyy = αzz. In the case of anisotropic polarizability, the array is
still symmetric (ααβ = αβα, α, β = x, y, z) with the diagonal elements generally not equal
to each other and non-zero off-diagonal elements (in an arbitrary coordinate system). We
can write the induced dipole moment as




µx
µy
µz


 =




αxx αxy αxz
αyx αyy αyz
αzx αzy αzz






Ex
Ey
Ez


 . (2.34)

Often, the values for the off-diagonal elements are experimentally not known, although
various algorithms have been proposed to derive the atomic polarizability tensor in a
molecule from ab initio calculations [145, 146]. Yet, this may be not really necessary to
capture the major polarization effects in case the polarizability is not very anisotropic,
i.e. αxx, αyy, and αzz are not very different from each other. For example, for water
the diagonal components of the molecular polarizability are αxx = 1.415, αyy = 1.528,
and αzz = 1.468 in units 4πε0 10−3 nm3 [147], where the x-axis is perpendicular to the
plane of the molecule and the y-axis is parallel to the line connecting the two hydrogen
atoms. Since these values differ by less than 4% from their average, using an isotropically
polarizable dipole in a water molecule is a simple, but yet accurate way to account for its
polarizability.

Choosing the sites of the inducible dipoles

A straightforward way to choose the sites of the inducible dipoles is to put them on all
atoms of the system. However, this implies a great number of sites. An alternative is to
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try to capture the polarizability of groups of atoms, e.g. those involved in unsaturated
bonds or those of a small molecule, in one polarizable site, which need not reside on an
atom. This reduces the number of interacting sites and is therefore cost-effective. On the
other hand, forces acting on massless (virtual) sites in a molecule will generate torques on
the atoms of the molecule leading to slightly more complicated expressions for the forces
on these atoms.

How to avoid the polarization catastrophe

If two inducible dipoles come spatially too close to each other, the dipolar interaction
between them will mutually enhance their induced dipoles to infinite size. This situation
may occur in a molecular simulation and is called the polarization catastrophe. For ex-
ample, for two water molecules with a polarizability α = 1.445 4πε0 10−3 nm3 [147], this
situation will occur for a distance between the polarizable centers of two molecules smaller
than (4α2)1/6 = 0.142 nm.

The polarization catastrophe can be avoided in four different ways.

1. The van der Waals repulsion between atoms or rather inducible dipole sites is chosen
sufficiently large as to keep the sites well beyond the critical distance of (4α2)1/6 [138].

2. Spreading the polarizability over more sites i will make the individual αi-values
smaller, which reduces the critical distance (4α2)1/6 [83]. One example is the use of
atomic polarizabilities on the atoms of a molecule instead of one molecular polariz-
able site [148].

3. By introducing an artificial distance-dependent damping factor for short distances
into the expressions for the dipolar interaction, this interaction can be kept finite
[84].

4. Instead of using a linear dependence of the induced dipole ~µ on the electric field ~E
for all sizes of ~E one may introduce a sublinear dependence for large field strengths,
e.g. by writing

~µi = αiE0

~E

E
ln(1 +

E

E0
), (2.35)

where E0 is an adjustable parameter or by simply truncating the increase in ~µ beyond
a given field strength E. This mimics saturation of polarization in a natural way
[149]. Eq. 2.35 can be considered as introducing hyperpolarizabilities, see Eq. 2.19.

Inter- and intra-molecular polarization

As interest extends beyond small rigid molecules, it is important to develop a polarizable
force field that incorporates intramolecular polarization in addition to the correct molecu-
lar response to an external field (inclusion of intermolecular polarization) [150, 151]. The
charge distribution of a flexible molecule will generally depend on its conformation. This
dependence is mainly due to through-space polarization. It can be modelled in two dif-
ferent ways. The atomic partial charges can be made explicitly dependent on the local
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geometry [152, 153]. Alternatively, changes in electrostatic potential and energy as a func-
tion of conformation can be mimicked through intramolecular induced dipole polarization.
This approach is more consistent with currently used biomolecular force fields [35, 36],
but care has to be taken regarding the treatment of polarization arising between 1-2, 1-
3, and 1-4 neighbours [151, 154]. Attempts to include full mutual polarization between
closely bonded atoms led to a polarization catastrophe [154]. The origin of the catas-
trophe resides in the non-physical approximation of using a point polarizability model.
The diffusive nature of the true charge distribution and the fact that the polarizability is
spread over corresponding regions of space suggest that polarization should be damped at
short range. Among the pioneering work was the model proposed by Thole [84], in which
dipole interactions are damped as if one of the point dipoles in each pairwise interaction
is replaced by a smeared charge distribution. As a result, the dipole interaction energy
approaches a finite value. Additionally, choices can be made regarding either damping
all the electrostatic interaction [155] or damping only the energy terms involving induced
dipole moments [151]. Alternative to the Thole-type of damping model, a soft-core like
potential could be implemented to damp the interactions for short distances [156, 157]. A
small constant r0

pol is added to every distance rij,

r′ij = rij + r0
pol, (2.36)

occurring in the electrostatic interaction terms U el(r′ij), which then will remain finite for
rij approaching zero. These constants can be chosen the same for all interaction pairs or
can be made dependent on the atom types as in the Thole-type models [84].

Parametrization against the gas phase properties or the condensed phase prop-
erties

The parametrization of force-field parameters involves many decisions, including which
data to emphasize in the fitting, i.e. condensed phase properties vs. gas phase properties.
For the non-polarizable force fields, in order to include the (average) polarization effect
in the condensed phase implicitly, the parameters are fitted to reproduce the condensed
phase properties and as a result, those models perform less well in the gas phase [35, 36].
In the parametrization of polarizable force fields, most of the polarizable models involve
parametrization against the properties of the system of interest both in the gas phase
and in the condensed phase. Recently, Kaminski et al. [158] have proposed a method to
develop a polarizable force field based on ab initio quantum chemistry without explicit
fitting to the experimental data for the specific system under consideration.

2.6.2 Expressions for the energies and forces

The precise expressions for the energies and forces for a collection of permanent charges
and of inducible dipoles, which are needed for a MD simulation, will be dependent on
the type of model (point-polarizable dipole, fluctuating charge, Charge-On-Spring) used.
Here, we give them only for the ideal point-dipole model, since the ones for the other two
models can be derived in analogy.
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We consider a set of N atoms or sites with permanent (partial) charges qi, and for
simplicity of notation we assume that the polarizabilities αi are located at the same N
sites. The electrostatic field ~Eq

i at site i due to the permanent charges is then

~Eq
i =

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

1

4πε0

qj~rij
r3
ij

, (2.37)

where ~rij ≡ ~ri − ~rj. The induced dipoles ~µi are then determined by this field and the
induced dipolar field,

~µi = αi ~Ei = αi

[
~Eq
i +

N∑

j=1,j 6=i
Tij~µj

]
, (2.38)

where Tij is the dipolar tensor (Eq. 2.12), but written in vector notation. The electrostatic
energy of the system, U el, can be written as a sum of four terms, each representing a
different type of interaction,

U el = U qq + U ind = U qq + U stat + Uµµ + U self . (2.39)

The energy U qq of the permanent charges is

U qq =
1

2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

. (2.40)

The energy U stat of the induced dipoles in the field of the permanent charges is

U stat = −
N∑

i=1

~µi · ~Eq
i . (2.41)

The energy Uµµ of the induced dipoles in the field due to the other induced dipoles is

Uµµ = −1

2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1,j 6=i
~µiTij~µj. (2.42)

The self energy U self of the induced dipoles is

U self =

N∑

i=1

∫ ~µi

0

~Ei · d~µ′i =

N∑

i=1

∫ ~µi

0

~µ′i
αi
d~µ′i

=
N∑

i=1

~µ2
i

2αi
. (2.43)

The force ~fk on site k is simply the negative gradient of U el,

~fk = −∂U
el

∂~rk
−

N∑

i=1

∂U el

∂~µi
· ∂~µi
∂~rk

. (2.44)
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This expression can be simplified by noticing that U self is not dependent on ~ri, only on
~µi, and that at equilibrium one has

∂U el

∂~µi
= 0, (2.45)

which is equivalent to the relation ~µi = αi ~Ei. For the force ~fk we then find

~fk = − ∂

∂~rk

[
U qq + U stat + Uµµ

]

= qk ~E
q
k +

N∑

i=1

~µi ·
∂ ~Eq

i

∂~rk
+

N∑

i=1,i6=k

∂

∂~rk
[~µiTik~µk]

= qk ~E
q
k +

N∑

i=1

~µi ·
∂

∂~rk

[
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

1

4πε0

qj~rij
r3
ij

]
+

+

N∑

i=1,i6=k

1

4πε0

3

r5
ik

[
5

r2
ik

(~µi · ~rik) (~µk · ~rik)~rik − (~µi · ~µk)~rik − (~µi · ~rik) ~µk − (~µk · ~rik) ~µi
]
.

(2.46)

Thus, if the induced dipoles ~µi are known, the forces can be calculated.

2.6.3 Equation for the induced dipoles or field equation

Eq. 2.38 determines the induced dipoles ~µi, or equivalently the field ~Ei must satisfy the
equation

~Ei = ~Eq
i +

N∑

j=1,j 6=i
αjTij

~Ej. (2.47)

Using a matrix notation in which the 3N components are sites and Cartesian components,
the equation for the induced dipoles M becomes

M = A E = A [Eq + T M] , (2.48)

in which M is a column matrix containing the Cartesian components of ~µi for all sites, E
and Eq analogously constructed matrices containing the total electric field and that due
to the permanent charges, respectively, and A and T are square matrices containing the
polarizability components and the dipolar tensor components for all sites, respectively.
Rearrangement of Eq. 2.48 yields

M =
[
A−1 −T

]−1
Eq. (2.49)

Since T depends on the positions ~ri of the sites i, calculation of the induced dipoles M
via Eq. 2.49 would require the inversion of a 3N × 3N matrix for each new configuration
of the system.
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2.6.4 Methods to solve the field equation or to find the induced

dipoles

In the literature four different techniques are found that can be used to solve Eqs. 2.38 or
2.48 for the induced dipoles.

1. Matrix inversion of the 3N × 3N matrix
[
A−1 −T

]
. Since the computational effort

is proportional to N 3, this method is only usable for small systems.

2. Since Eqs. 2.38 and 2.48 are linear in M, iterative solution of these equations through

M(n) = A
[
Eq + T M(n−1)

]
n = 1, 2, . . . , (2.50)

in which M after n iterations is denoted by M(n), is an efficient technique, espe-
cially when a good first guess M(0) is available, which is generally the case in MD
simulation.

3. In a MD simulation the size of the time step ∆t is limited by the fastest vibrations
or motions of the atoms. This implies that subsequent atomic configurations of a
system are not very different. This offers the possibility to use the induced dipoles
from the previous configurations for a prediction of the induced dipoles at time t
[159],

~µi(t) = 2~µi(t−∆t)− ~µi(t− 2∆t) (2.51)

which then can be used as initial guess M(0) for iterating Eq. 2.50. This is an
efficient method which is much used.

4. Since the induced dipoles ~µi must satisfy Eq. 2.45, their average over time, 〈~µi〉t,
can be made satisfy the relation

〈~µi〉t = αi

〈
~Ei

〉
t

(2.52)

by using the so-called extended system technique to impose restraints on a system.
The induced dipoles ~µi are treated as additional dynamical variables with pseudo
masses M v

i [160–162]. The extended system Lagrangian then reads

L
(
~ri,

.

~ri, ~µi,
.

~µi

)
=

1

2

N∑

i=1

mi

.

~ri
2

+
1

2

N∑

i=1

Mv
i

.

~µi
2
−

− 1

2

N∑

i=1

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

1

4πε0

qiqj
rij

+
N∑

i=1

~µi · ~Ei +
N∑

i=1

~µ2
i

2αi
, (2.53)

in which mi are the atomic masses, the time derivative of ~ri is denoted as
.

~ri and the

time derivative of ~µi is denoted as
.

~µi.
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2.6.5 Considerations regarding the choice of model and tech-

niques to include polarizability into molecular simulation

When developing a molecular model or force field a balance has to be found between
aiming for accuracy, which generally requires more complex and computationally expensive
models, on the one hand, and for simplicity, transferability and computational efficiency on
the other hand. With respect to the introduction of explicit (electronic) polarization into
molecular simulation we list below a number of considerations that may lead a reasonably
accurate but yet simple and efficient model.

1. Use of higher order multipole moments has been shown to improve the description
of the electrostatic potential around small molecules [163]. However, using inducible
point dipoles, the expressions for the forces contain already third-rank tensors (see
Eq. 2.46). Going beyond dipoles to higher multipoles would make the expressions
rapidly more complex and is probably not worth the effort.

2. Monopoles (charges) are most easy to handle in schemes to compute long-range
electrostatic forces, such as the reaction field [164, 165], Ewald summation [166],
particle-particle-particle-mesh (P3M) [167], and particle-mesh Ewald (PME) [168]
techniques, or when calculating the virial. Ewald summation has been described
for polarizable multipole schemes [169, 170], and PME has been derived for induced
dipole interactions [171]. Introduction of point dipoles, however, requires substantial
effort, a considerable disadvantage absent for fluctuating charge and Charge-On-
Spring models.

3. The use of a rigid virtual site or anisotropic polarizability will introduce torques on
other interaction sites, which complicates the expressions for the forces.

4. The charge redistribution in a fluctuating charge model can only arise as a result of
charge transfer from one site to another. Consequently, the polarization response is
constrained by the geometry of the charge sites. This constraint is more severe for
highly symmetric species. For example, in three-site, planar water models such as
SPC [12] and TIPS [89] no out-of-plane polarization can be induced through a fluc-
tuating charge model, whereas the experimentally derived molecular polarizability is
nearly isotropic. On the other hand, polarizable point dipole and Charge-On-Spring
models do not allow for charge transfer between atoms within molecules.

5. The Charge-On-Spring models are the simplest representation of polarization. If the
virtual charge qvi is chosen to be large (e.g. -8e), the charge separation ∆~rvi of the
two opposite charges will be very small. This means that the interaction with other
sites or molecules will be largely dipolar. A small ∆~rvi also allows to approximate
the electric field at the position ~rvi

′ of the virtual charge qvi by the electric field at
the position ~rvi of the fixed charge −qvi .
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2.7 Charge-On-Spring models

Recently, classical Drude Oscillator based polarizable water models have been devel-
oped in conjunction with GROMACS [137, 172, 173], GROMOS96 [32, 138, 174, 175], and
CHARMM [139, 176] biomolecular simulation packages. In a Charge-On-Spring model
[132] an inducible dipole is modelled by putting a fixed charge −qvi at a fixed molecu-
lar site ~ri and by attaching another, freely movable (massless) charge +qvi to position ~ri
with a (harmonic) spring with spring constant kho. The energy of the spring is given by
1
2
kho(∆~r

v
i )

2, where ∆~rvi = ~rv
′
i − ~rvi is the vector pointing from the fixed charge −qvi to the

freely movable charge +qvi . The freely movable charge +qvi must at any time be positioned
such that the total force acting on it is zero,

~fhoi + ~f eli = 0. (2.54)

Since the electric force is qvi
~E ′i and the force due to the spring is −kho∆~rvi , we have

∆~rvi =
qvi
kho

~E ′i. (2.55)

Using Eq. 2.33 one finds

~µi =
(qvi )

2

kho
~E ′i, (2.56)

from which follows with Eq. 2.31 the value of the force constant of the spring,

kho =
(qvi )

2

αi
. (2.57)

We note that when qvi is chosen to be large, the distance ∆rvi will be very small. For
example, in the COS/B2 model for water [138] the polarization charge is qvi = −8.0e,
which yields an average charge separation ∆rvi of 0.00153 nm. This small distance makes
the induced dipole nearly ideal.

2.8 Implementation of Charge-On-Spring polarization

into the GROMOS biomolecular simulation soft-

ware

The flow chart of the implementation of Charge-On-Spring polarization in the GROMOS
biomolecular simulation software [32, 138, 174, 175] is shown in Figure 2.3. In the Charge-
On-Spring model, all the electrostatic interactions are described in terms of partial charge
interactions. Only the GROMOS nonbonded routines to calculate the Coulomb interaction
were modified. We consider a system with N polarizable centers and, for ease of notation,
the polarizable centers lie at the partial charge sites. This means that below we drop
the superscript v when identifying the position of the polarization charges: ~rvi = ~ri and
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Figure 2.3: Flow chart for a molecular dynamics simulation step n with the combined
predictive and iterative approach to determine the induced dipoles.

~rvi
′ = ~r′i. Then the electrostatic energy is

U el =
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

[
(qi − qvi )(qj − qvj )

4πε0 |~ri − ~rj|
+

(qi − qvi )qvj
4πε0

∣∣~ri − ~r′j
∣∣ +

qvi (qj − qvj )
4πε0 |~r′i − ~rj|

+
qvi q

v
j

4πε0
∣∣~r′i − ~r′j

∣∣

]

+
1

2

N∑

i=1

~µi · ~µi
αi

. (2.58)
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Two additional subroutines were made to calculate the electric field at polarizable center
i,

~Ei =
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

[
(qj − qvj )

4πε0 |~ri − ~rj|2
~ri − ~rj
|~ri − ~rj|

+
qvj

4πε0
∣∣~ri − ~r′j

∣∣2
~ri − ~r′j∣∣~ri − ~r′j

∣∣

]
(2.59)

and to calculate the displacement between −qvi and qvi , i.e. ∆~rvi = ~r′i − ~ri, from

~µi = αi ~Ei = qvi ∆~r
v
i . (2.60)

The force on the freely movable (massless) charge at ~r′i can be transferred to the corre-
sponding fixed polarizable center at ~ri and so the force that acts on site i is

~f eli =
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

[
(qi − qvi )(qj − qvj )

4πε0 |~ri − ~rj|2
~ri − ~rj
|~ri − ~rj|

+
(qi − qvi )qvj

4πε0
∣∣~ri − ~r′j

∣∣2
~ri − ~r′j∣∣~ri − ~r′j

∣∣

+
qvi (qj − qvj )

4πε0 |~r′i − ~rj|2
~r′i − ~rj
|~r′i − ~rj|

+
qvi q

v
j

4πε0
∣∣~r′i − ~r′j

∣∣2
~r′i − ~r′j∣∣~r′i − ~r′j

∣∣

]
. (2.61)

In the present implementation [138, 175], Eq. 2.59 and Eq. 2.60 are solved using a com-
bined predictive and iterative approach, using a criterion based on the difference of the
electric fields ~Ei at ~ri between two sequential iteration steps (see Eq. 6 in ref. [138]). At
present, the long-range electrostatic interactions are taken into account via a reaction-field
treatment [165] and analogously we can write the contributions from the reaction-field part
of the electrostatic interactions, the electrostatic forces and the electric field.

In order to carry out free energy calculations, thermodynamic integration (TI) [70] was
implemented. The Hamiltonian is made a function of the coupling parameter λ

H(λ) = (1− λ)mH(λ = 0) + λmH(λ = 1), (2.62)

where λ = 0 refers to the initial state and λ = 1 refers to the end state. The first four
terms in the electrostatic interaction can be derived in analogy to the pairwise Coulomb
interaction. Here, we only give the λ-dependent polarization Hamiltonian and its λ-
derivative,

Hpol(λ) =
1

2

N∑

i=1

αi(λ) ~Ei(λ) · ~Ei(λ)

=
1

2

N∑

i=1

[(1− λ)mαλ=0
i + λmαλ=1

i ]

·[(1− λ)m ~Eλ=0
i + λm ~Eλ=1

i ] · [(1− λ)m ~Eλ=0
i + λm ~Eλ=1

i ], (2.63)

and

∂Hpol/∂λ =
1

2

N∑

i=1

[[
−m(1− λ)m−1αλ=0

i +mλm−1αλ=1
i

]
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[
(1− λ)m ~Eλ=0

i + λm ~Eλ=1
i

]
·
[
(1− λ)m ~Eλ=0

i + λm ~Eλ=1
i

]

+ 2
[
(1− λ)mαλ=0

i + λmαλ=1
i

][
−m(1− λ)m−1 ~Eλ=0

i +mλm−1 ~Eλ=1
i

+ (1− λ)m
∂ ~Eλ=0

i

∂λ
+ λm

∂ ~Eλ=1
i

∂λ

]

·
[
(1− λ)m ~Eλ=0

i + λm ~Eλ=1
i

]]

=
1

2

N∑

i=1

[[
−m(1− λ)m−1αλ=0

i +mλm−1αλ=1
i

]
~Ei(λ) · ~Ei(λ)

+ 2αi(λ)
[
−m(1− λ)m−1 ~Eλ=0

i +mλm−1 ~Eλ=1
i + (1− λ)m

∂ ~Eλ=0
i

∂λ
+ λm

∂ ~Eλ=1
i

∂λ

]

· ~Ei(λ)

]
. (2.64)

2.9 Application to water

As an example, we present our results from polarizable water models based on the Charge-
On-Spring technique (see refs. [138, 175] for details). As pointed out in Section 2.5.1, the
SPC model holds a dipole moment larger than the experimental gas phase dipole in order to
include the polarization effect in a mean-field manner (Table 2.1). With explicit inclusion
of the polarizability, the COS/G2 model holds a permanent dipole moment of 1.85 D, the
experimental gas phase value. Because of the larger dipole moment in the SPC model, the
SPC dimer binds too tightly and the COS/G2 model improves the dimer binding energy.
With properly modelled quadrupole moments and out-of-plane polarizability, the optimal
dimer geometry is for the COS/G2 model close to that derived from experimental and
ab initio data. In the liquid phase, the self-diffusion constant is better reproduced by
the COS/G2 model. The COS/G2 model holds a static dielectric constant of 87.8 and an
average molecular dipole of 2.59 D in the condensed phase at ambient conditions. Through
explicit inclusion of the polarizability, the COS/G2 model can capture the variability of
the average molecular dipole moment in various water clusters, liquid water and ice (Figure
2.4).

2.10 Conclusions and outlook

Various ways of introducing explicit polarizability into biomolecular models and force fields
have been reviewed and discussed. This led to the conclusion that a Charge-On-Spring
type of representation of polarizability, taken isotropically, is the most simple, cost-effective
and yet reasonably accurate model, which is compatible with parametrization of current,
well tested biomolecular force fields and with efficient grid-based methodology to evaluate
long-range electrostatic forces and energies in biomolecular systems. The equations for
the induced dipoles can be most efficiently solved by a combination of a predictive and an
iterative method.
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Properties SPC[12] COS/G2 [175] Exp ab initio
water monomer in the gas phase
dOH (nm) 0.10000 0.09572 0.09572 [177] 0.0972 [178]
∠HOH (deg) 109.47 104.52 104.52 [177] 104.4 [178]
µ0 (D) 2.27 1.85 1.855 [47] 1.840 [179]
Qxx (10−1 D nm) -1.82 -2.07 -2.50 [180] -2.42 [179]
Qyy (10−1 D nm) 2.11 2.27 2.63 [180] 2.57 [179]
Qzz (10−1 D nm) -0.29 -0.20 -0.13[180] -0.14 [179]
αxx (10−3 nm3) - 1.255 1.415 [147] 1.38 [179]
αyy (10−3 nm3) - 1.255 1.528 [147] 1.47 [179]
αzz (10−3 nm3) - 1.255 1.468 [147] 1.42 [179]

optimal water dimer in the gas phase
R(OO) (nm) 0.275 0.281 0.295 [181] 0.291 [182]
θmin (deg) 52 56 51±10 [181] 56 [182]
φmin (deg) 23 74 57±10 [181] 58 [182]
Upot (kJ mol−1) -27.65 -20.90 -22.6±2.5 [183] -21.00 [182]
µmean (D) 2.27 2.03 2.10 [184]
liquid water at ambient conditions
Upot (kJ mol−1) -41.26 -41.30 -41.5 [185]
ρ (kg m−3) 970.5 997.2 997.0 [79]
D 10−9 (m−1s−1) 4.3 2.3 2.3 [186] 2.8 [178]
µ (D) 2.27 2.59 2.9±0.6 [48] 2.66 [187], 2.95-3.00 [178]
ε(0) 65.2 87.8 78.5 [79]

Table 2.1: Properties of the SPC and COS/G2 models together with those from experi-
ments and ab initio calculations (see refs. [138, 175] for details). dOH: OH bond length,
∠ HOH: HOH bond angle, µ0: (permanent) molecular dipole moment, Qxx, Qyy, Qzz:
quadrupole moment components, αxx, αyy, αzz: molecular polarizability components. The
dimer geometry is defined by the O-O distance, R(OO), with angles θ and φ as defined
in Figure 2 in ref. [175]. U pot: dimer binding energy, µmean: average molecular dipole
moment in the water dimer, Upot: total potential energy, ρ: density, D: self-diffusion
constant, µ: average molecular dipole, ε(0): static dielectric permittivity.

A Charge-On-Spring type of polarizable force field will be most useful to describe large,
polarizable condensed phase systems such as aqueous or other solutions of ions, proteins,
etc. For such systems a more accurate quantum-mechanical modelling of electronic polar-
ization is prohibitively expensive as long as a reasonable accuracy is required. On the other
hand is the accuracy of a simulation of such systems on the basis of widely used implicit
polarization type of models restricted by the mean-field character of such a treatment.
Their accuracy can only be improved by explicit introduction of polarizability.
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Figure 2.4: Average molecular dipole moment for the COS/G2 polarizable water model
and ab initio results of various water clusters, liquid water and ice. The ab initio results
are taken from refs. [178, 179, 184, 187–190].
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Chapter 3

Development of a simple,
self-consistent polarizable model for
liquid water

3.1 Summary

The Charge-On-Spring (COS) method is used to develop a rigid, three-site, polarizable wa-
ter model, a non-iterative and a self-consistent version. In this method, the polarizability
is taken into account by a variable separation of charges on selected polarizable centers.
One of the pair of polarization charges resides on a polarizable center, while the other
one is treated as an additional particle attached to the polarizable center by a parabolic
restraint potential. The separation is calculated in response to the instantaneous electric
field. We parametrized two models which are based on non-iterative and self-consistent
versions of the method, respectively. We computed several liquid-phase and gas-phase
properties and compared with data available from experiment and ab initio calculations.
The condensed-phase properties of both models are in reasonable accord with experiment,
apart from discrepancies in electrostatic properties consistent with a slightly too large
liquid-state

3.2 Introduction

Most force fields used in biomolecular simulation today describe electrostatic interactions
in terms of pairwise additive Coulombic interactions, and thus treat many-body contri-
butions with a mean-field approximation. Such force fields can nevertheless relatively
accurately describe bulk liquids, if the parameters in the models are optimized by ref-
erence to experimentally determined thermodynamic properties. Because of the biologi-
cal importance and anomalous physical properties of liquid water, much effort has been
directed towards accurate models for water in the liquid state. Many empirical water
models, such as SPC [12], SPC/E [14], TIP3P, TIP4P [13] and the recently developed
TIP5P [15, 16], SPC/A and SPC/L [17] have fixed charges and thus include many-body
polarization effects implicitly. They nevertheless reproduce bulk water properties, such

33
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as heat of vaporization and density, well. Water molecules in biomolecular systems, how-
ever, encounter varying environments, from the mainly hydrophobic binding pockets of
receptors where polarization influences are less shielded to the highly solvated surfaces of
proteins. Because of the different environments, the degree of polarization of individual
water molecules can vary widely across a biomolecular system. In particular, polarization
effects play an important part in ionic solvation, where water molecules near the ion will
be significantly more polarized than those at a larger distance [45, 191].

One finds in recent literature mainly three different methods used to account for polar-
ization effects in molecular mechanics. The fluctuating charge (FQ) model was proposed
by Rick and co-workers [49, 192]. In this approach, the size of the atomic partial charges
varies in response to the local electric field under a constraint of neutrality. The fluctu-
ating charges are assigned fictitious masses and treated as additional degrees of freedom
in the equations of motion. This model does not allow polarization out of the molecu-
lar plane, and when applied to liquid water, the FQ model has been found to afford a
strongly anisotropic polarizability [49, 193] which is at variance with the nearly isotropic
experimental value for α(4πε0)−1 of 1.41 to 1.53 10−2 nm3 [147]. To allow the out-of-plane
polarizability, this model has been combined with polarizable dipoles [144, 193], which
makes it more complicated. A second approach uses point dipoles (PD) [154] proportional
to an atomic point polarizability and to the electric field at the position ri of the point
dipole:

µindi = αi(E
0
i + Ep

i ) (3.1)

where E0
i is the field due to the permanent atomic charges and Ep

i is the field due to other
induced dipoles. The electric field can be determined in a self-consistent manner using
an iterative procedure or by means of the extended Lagrangian method [161]. Finally
the Charge-On-Spring (COS) model introduced by Straatsma and McCammon [132] is
based on modelling the induced dipoles as separations of pairs of point charges. The elec-
tric field is allowed to displace one of these point charges, let us call it the ”polarization
charge”, from its equilibrium position according to the polarizability. The COS model
circumvents the complex evaluation of dipole-dipole forces since all the electrostatic in-
teractions are point-charge interactions. Therefore, this model can very straightforwardly
be combined with the different methods of treating long-range electrostatics, e.g. reaction
field, Ewald summation and particle-particle particle-mesh (P3M) summation methods,
which are widely used with pairwise additive force fields. In the article by Straatsma and
McCammon [132] a non-iterative scheme was described, in which the induced dipoles were
determined by the field from the permanent charges of the system only, and the high-
order contributions from the induced dipoles were treated in a mean-field approximation
by slightly enhancing the partial charges. This simplifies the calculations but causes sev-
eral problems: the energy expression is incorrect, the forces and energies are inconsistent,
and the energy is not conserved.

In this paper we will further investigate the COS approach. We start from the non-
iterative model STR/1 of Straatsma and McCammon [132] and reparametrize it with our
standard (GROMOS96 [32, 174]) set of boundary conditions. We then extend it to a
self-consistent polarizable water model. Section 3.3 introduces the new polarizable water
models and gives the simulation details. Results for energies, structures, dynamics and
dielectric permittivity are presented in Section 3.4. Finally in Section 3.5 conclusions and
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an outlook to future water models are given.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Developing the model

We base our models on the COS approach by Straatsma and McCammon [132]. In order to
make the model simple, both the non-iterative and the self-consistent models retain most
of the simplicity of the SPC model [12] (three atomic interaction sites and no van der Waals
interactions on the hydrogen atoms). Molecular polarizability will reside on oxygen atoms
only, and thus the water model has three atomic centers plus the polarization charge. An
induced dipole µindi on each oxygen located at ri is determined by Eq. (3.1).

q
H

q
H

q
O

q

− q

pol

pol

Figure 3.1: Interaction sites and geometry of the Charge-On-Spring (COS) polarizable
water models. The models consist of four Coulomb interaction sites located on the oxygen,
the two hydrogens and on the polarization charge, plus one van der Waals or Lennard-
Jones site located on the oxygen atom. The HOH geometry is rigid, while the polarization
charge qpol is connected by a spring to the oxygen which carries a charge qO − qpol with
qO = −2qH .

As shown in Figure 3.1, this dipole is represented by an additional point charge −qpol
on the oxygen and a second point charge qpol which is located at r

′
i:

r
′
i = ri +

αi
qpol

Ei (3.2)

where αi is the molecular polarizability and the electric field Ei is given by

Ei = E0
i + Ep

i (3.3)

In our calculations, qpol is usually −8.0 e. In the polarization model, the additional
particle is attached to the polarizable atom with a harmonic bond interaction, with a
zero equilibrium distance and a force constant of q2

pol/αi. If this particle were supposed
to move according to Newton’s equations of motion, it would also need to have a mass.
Because of the added inertia, the polarization charge would then not adjust its position
instantaneously to the changing electric field as is required if it is to represent an induced
dipole. One way to avoid this would be to energy minimize the positions of the additional
particles prior to the evaluation of forces. This would have to be done every dynamics
step and would make simulations rather costly. We take an alternative approach. Given a
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configuration of molecules, the electric field at all polarizable atom positions is evaluated.
The electric fields yield new positions for the polarizable charges, according to Eqs. (3.2)
and (3.3). Since the contribution from the permanent charges will dominate the total
electric field, the average effect of polarization due to the other induced dipoles can be
combined with the polarization from the permanent charges to save computational effort.
This can be seen as analogous to the effective pair potentials in non-polarizable force
fields, in which the average total effect of polarization is represented by modified force field
parameters. Straatsma and McCammon [132] thus obtained a non-iterative model STR/1
by explicitly treating the first-order polarization, without taking into account the field
from the induced dipole moments. In the self-consistent model, however, when calculating
the polarization, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are iterated until convergence is reached and a self-
consistent solution to the equations is found, within the approximation of representing the
induced dipoles by separated charges. The intermediate method, i.e., applying the fields
from both permanent charges and induced dipoles but only taking one iterative step is
inconsistent and was not pursued.

Since the polarization charges are mass-less, electrostatic forces acting on them cannot
be used in the equations of motion, but it is straightforward to add the evaluated forces
directly to the forces on the corresponding polarizable atoms and subsequently perform
the time step for the atomic centers only. This approximation will be reasonable if the
charge separation is small, i.e. if the polarization charge is large. We use a charge of 8
e, which is found to be large enough (see discussion below). If, furthermore the location
of the polarization charge is stored in the program as a relative displacement from the
polarizable center, it will serve as a good first guess for the iterative procedure after the
next time step, accelerating the process of attaining self-consistency.

Since induced dipoles are represented by separated charges, an additional term in the
potential energy expression is needed, corresponding to the energy cost of distorting the
molecule to its polarized state [14]. This energy is given by:

Upol =
1

2

N∑

i=1

µindi · µindi
αi

(3.4)

Therefore in both, the non-iterative and the self-consistent models, the electrostatic inter-
action energy of the system is of the following simple form:

U ele =
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

[
(qi − qpol)(qj − qpol)

4πε0|ri − rj|
+

(qi − qpol)qpol
4πε0|ri − r

′
j|

+
qpol(qj − qpol)
4πε0|r′i − rj|

+
qpolqpol

4πε0|r′i − r
′
j|

]
+

1

2

N∑

i=1

µindi · µindi
αi

(3.5)

where the summation runs over all polarizable and non-polarizable atoms or sites. For the
latter atoms qpol = 0 and the last, self-polarization term is zero.

A standard iterative procedure is used to calculate the self-consistent electric fields.
On average, two to three iterations are required at every time step to calculate the self-
consistent fields with a convergence criterion of

maxi,x,y,z(|∆Ei,x|, |∆Ei,y|, |∆Ei,z|) |qO| dOH < ∆U (3.6)
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with ∆U = 2.5 kJ mol−1 and where ∆Ei,x, ∆Ei,y and ∆Ei,z are the changes between
consecutive iteration steps in the electric field components at oxygen atom i along the x,
y and z axes, qO denotes the (non-polarizable part of the) charge of an oxygen atom and
dOH is the length of the OH bond. This scheme guarantees that no single water molecule
polarization deviates more than ∆U from self-consistency.

3.3.2 Simulation methods

A cubic box with a side length of 3.418 nm was filled with 1331 water molecules, resulting
in a density of 997.0 kg m−3, which is the experimental value for liquid water at 298
K and 1 atm. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed under NPT conditions
with the GROMOS96 (GROningen MOlecular Simulation) package [32, 174], modified to
incorporate the polarizable model. The geometries of the water molecules were constrained
by applying the SHAKE [194] algorithm with a relative geometric tolerance of 10−4. The
temperature was weakly coupled to a bath at 300 K with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195]
and the pressure was weakly coupled to a bath at 1 atm with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps
[195] for which the compressibility of the system was set to the experimental value at 298
K and 1 atm of 7.513 × 10−4 (kJ mol−1nm−3)−1 [196]. This choice of temperature and
pressure coupling together with the quoted parameter values has been shown to have a
negligible effect on the dynamical properties of liquid water [195]. The equations of motion
were integrated using the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. Triple-range cutoff
radii of 0.8/1.4 nm were used to treat van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, where
the intermediate range interactions were calculated, concurrently to updating the pairlist
for short range interactions, every 5th time step. The long range electrostatic interactions
beyond the outer cutoff were represented by a reaction field [164, 165] with εRF = 78.5 .
For a comparison of the artifacts of lattice-sum methods such as the Ewald summation
and reaction field methods we refer to the literature [165, 169, 197–201]. At the beginning
of the simulation the velocities of the atoms were assigned from a Maxwell distribution
at 300 K. For every water model, 100 ps of equilibration were followed by 3 ns simulation
used for the calculation of the various properties. During the runs, configurations of the
system were saved every 0.5 ps.

3.3.3 Parametrization

For the non-iterative model we started from the STR/1 model of Straatsma and McCam-
mon [132]. Since one of our goals is to achieve consistent results with our (GROMOS96
[32, 174]) boundary conditions (triple-range cutoff 0.8/1.4 nm with a reaction field force
for long-range electrostatic interactions), we used these boundary conditions in all simu-
lations. We optimized the oxygen-oxygen Lennard-Jones interaction parameters of model
STR/RF (Table 3.1) so as to fit the heat of vaporization and the density to the experimen-
tal values, while keeping the permanent charges equal to those of STR/1 and assigning the
polarizability according to the experimental data. For the self-consistent models, we first
aimed at constructing a model (COS/G) with the permanent dipole moment having the
gas-phase water value of 1.85 D. Here both the polarizability and oxygen-oxygen Lennard-
Jones interaction parameters were varied to fit the heat of vaporization and density to
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experimental values. Two other models were obtained by increasing the permanent dipole
moment beyond the gas-phase value and then varying the polarizability and oxygen-oxygen
Lennard-Jones parameters to best reproduce the properties of liquid water. The heat of
vaporization is given by the following formula [185]:

∆Hvap(T ) = −U liquid(T ) + p∆V +Qint +Qext = −U liquid(T ) +RT +Q (3.7)

where ∆Hvap is the experimental molar heat of vaporization, U liquid the computed inter-
molecular potential energy per mole, p the pressure and ∆V the molar volume change
between liquid and gas. R is the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. Qint

and Qext are quantum corrections: Qint accounts for the difference in vibration energy
between water in the liquid and the gas phase. Qext is a correction due to the inter-
molecular interaction in the liquid and is the difference in vibrational energy calculated
quantum-mechanically and classically. At 300K this adds up to a total quantum correc-
tion of Q = −0.23 kJ/mol [185]. The same simulation protocol as described above was
used during the parametrization simulations. The initial configuration and velocities for
each parametrization run were taken from the last step of 100 ps equilibration of the SPC
model. The parametrization simulations were 200 ps long, of which the first 100 ps were
treated as equilibration period and excluded from the calculation of averages.

3.3.4 Analysis

For each model that was found to achieve reasonable experimental density and heat of
vaporization, the following additional properties were evaluated from a 3 ns NPT simula-
tion.

Radial distribution function g(r)

The structure of liquid water is characterized by a short-range order and a long-range
disorder. This is reflected by the radial distribution function g(r), which is experimentally
available, for instance, through X-ray diffraction. The pair distribution function g(r) gives
the probability of finding another atom at a distance r from a given atom, relative to the
probability expected for a completely uniform distribution at the same density, and can
be calculated by a simple histogram summation in radial shells over all molecules in the
system.

Self-diffusion coefficient D

The diffusion coefficient is obtained from the long-time limit of the mean square displace-
ment according to the Einstein relation [3]:

D = lim
t→∞
〈(r(t)− r(0))2〉

6t
(3.8)

where r(t) corresponds to the position vector of the center of mass at time t, and the
averaging is performed over both time and water molecules. In a similar way we can
calculate the x, y and z components of D.
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Rotational correlation times ταl

Reorientational correlation functions (Cα
l (t)) are calculated for three different axes α: the

H-H vector and the O-H vector and the molecular dipole vector µ, according to:

Cα
l (t) = 〈Pl(eα(t) · eα(0))〉 (3.9)

where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of order l and eα a unit vector pointing along the α
axis in a molecular reference frame. Cα

l (t) shows in general an exponential decay which
can therefore be fitted using the following expression:

Cα
l (t) = A exp

(
− t

ταl

)
(3.10)

where ταl denotes the single-molecule correlation time and A is a constant. The H-H and O-
H relaxation can be obtained from 1H-1H and 17O-1H dipolar relaxation NMR experiments,
whereas the molecular dipolar orientational correlation function is experimentally obtained
from optical measurements such as Raman scattering, fluorescence depolarisation and Kerr
relaxation experiments [202–204].

Dielectric permittivity ε(0)

The static dielectric constant or permittivity ε(0) is calculated from the fluctuations in the
total dipole of the simulation box according to a Kirkwood-Fröhlich type equation derived
by Neumann [205]

(ε(0)− 1)

(
2εRF + 1

2εRF + ε(0)

)
=
< M2 > − < M >2

3ε0V kBT
(3.11)

where εRF is the relative dielectric permittivity of the reaction field continuum that is used
in the simulation, M is the total dipole moment of the system, V is the volume of the
box, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature and ε0 is the dielectric
permittivity of vacuum.

Debye relaxation time τD and frequency-dependent permittivity ε(ω)

The Debye relaxation time τD can be obtained by calculation of the normalized autocor-
relation function Φ(t) of the total dipole moment of the system,

Φ(t) =
〈M(0)M(t)〉
〈M2(0)〉 (3.12)

If one assumes the system to behave like an ideal Debye dielectric, the function Φ(t)
becomes a pure exponential:

Φex(t) = exp(− t

τex
) (3.13)

The Debye relaxation time τD can then be found using the following relation [205],

τD =
2εRF + ε(0)

2εRF + 1
τex (3.14)
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However, in practice the function Φ(t) as observed from simulations is not a pure single-
exponential one. It generally shows an initial fast decay followed by a slower exponential
one. This means that the slow decay is better represented using the following approxima-
tion [206] to Φ(t):

Φs(t) = (1− A)(1−H(t)) + A exp(− t

τs
) (3.15)

in which the function H(t) is the Heaviside function, i.e. H(t) = 0 for t < 0 and H(t) = 1
for t ≥ 0. The first term represents the initial decay. Using Eq. (3.13) the infinite-
frequency dielectric permittivity ε(∞) equals 1. When approximating Φ(t) using Eq.
(3.15), this is not true as long as A 6= 1.

The frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity ε(ω) of the system can be obtained
from the normalized autocorrelation function Φ(t) of the total dipole moment M of the
system, using its Fourier-Laplace transform [207],

(ε(ω)− 1)

(ε(0)− 1)

(2εRF + ε(0))

(2εRF + ε(ω))
=

∫ ∞

0

(
−dΦ

dt

)
e−iωtdt (3.16)

assuming Debye dielectric behavior after the first initial phase, one has [206–209]

ε(ω)− ε(∞)

ε(0)− ε(∞)
=

1

1 + iωτD
(3.17)

Inserting Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.16) and using Eq. (3.17) one finds

ε(∞) = 1 +
(1− A)(ε(0)− 1)

1 + Aλ
(3.18)

τD = (1 + Aλ)τs (3.19)

with

λ =
ε(0)− 1

2εRF + 1
(3.20)

Eq. (3.19) and approximation Eq. (3.15) were used to obtain τD.

Finite and infinite system Kirkwood factor Gk and gk

The finite system Kirkwood factor Gk measures the orientational correlation between a
single dipole and all its peers. It is determined from

Gk =
〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2

N〈µ2〉 (3.21)

where N is the number of molecules and µ is the dipole moment of a single molecule.
The finite system Kirkwood factor depends on the boundary conditions (εRF ) and the box
shape. For our simulation conditions, the relation to the infinite system Kirkwood factor
gk [210], which is available experimentally, is the following,

gk =
(2εRF + ε(0))(2ε(0) + 1)

3ε(0)(2εRF + 1)
Gk (3.22)
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Heat capacity Cp

The heat capacity at constant pressure can be approximated [185] according to the formula:

Cp ≈
U tot

2 − U tot
1

T2 − T1

+
∂Qint

∂T
+
∂Qext

∂T
(3.23)

where U tot is the total energy per molecule and Qint is the quantum contribution of the
intramolecular vibrational modes to the specific heat, while Qext is the difference between
the quantum-mechanical and classical intermolecular vibrational energy. These quantum
contributions add up to about −9.3 J mol−1 K−1 at 298 K and 1 atm. For this purpose,
we carried out three additional NPT-simulations of 500 ps each (plus an initial 100 ps of
equilibration) at 298, 318 and 338 K, respectively.

Thermal expansion coefficient α

The thermal expansion coeffient α is calculated using a finite-difference expression [211]

α =
1

V

(
∂V

∂T

)

p

≈ −



ln
(
ρ2

ρ1

)

T2 − T1



p

(3.24)

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities at the temperature T1 and T2, given a constant pressure p.
The simulations at different temperatures (referred to above) were used for this purpose.

Isothermal compressibility κT :

The isothermal compressibility κT can be obtained [212] by the following finite-difference
expression:

κT = − 1

V

(
∂V

∂p

)

T

=
1

ρ

(
∂ρ

∂p

)

T

=

(
∂ln(p)

∂p

)

T

≈



ln
(
ρ2

ρ1

)

p2 − p1



T

(3.25)

where ρ is the density of the system. For this purpose, we carried out three additional
NVT-simulations of 500 ps each (plus an initial 100 ps of equilibration) at a density of
947.0, 997.0 and 1047.0 kg m−3, respectively.

3.4 Results and Discussions

In the parametrization procedures, we simulated all the models under NPT conditions and
monitored the total potential energy and density (data not shown). After 100 ps, the total
potential energies and densities of all the models had converged. The promising models
were simulated for 3 ns (after 100 ps equilibration). In this section we will describe the
results of production simulations of liquid water with six models, namely, SPC (simple
point charge), STR/1 (the non-iterative model developed by Straatsma and McCammon
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[132]), STR/RF (reparametrized STR/1), COS/G (a self-consistent model which repro-
duces the experimental gas-phase dipole moment), COS/B1 and COS/B2 (self-consistent
models which have a bigger permanent dipole than the experimental gas-phase dipole).
We make comparisons to data from ab initio calculations and experiments where available.
Parameters of the six models are shown in Table 3.1.

model SPC STR/1 STR/RF COS/G COS/B1 COS/B2
Number of force centers 3 4 4 4 4 4
Relative computational cost 1 2 2 4 4 3
dOH [nm] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
∠ HOH [deg] 109.47 109.47 109.47 109.47 109.47 109.47
qH [e] 0.41 0.351739 0.351739 0.334500 0.344500 0.373000
qO [e] -0.82 -0.703478 -0.703478 -0.669000 -0.689000 -0.746000
µ0 [D] 2.27 1.95 1.95 1.85 1.90 2.07
α(4πε0)−1 [10−2 nm3] 0.1445 0.1445 0.14739 0.1401 0.09 30
qpol [e] -8.0 -8.0 -8.0 -8.0 -8.0
C6 [10−3 kJ mol−1 nm6] 2.61735 2.61691 2.57013 2.62156 2.61691 2.75691
C12 [10−6 kJ mol−1 nm12] 2.63413 3.01500 2.90818 2.96640 3.01500 3.01500

Table 3.1: Parameters of the five SPC-type polarizable water models. For comparison
the data for the SPC model are also shown. dOH: OH bond length, ∠ HOH: HOH bond
angle, qH : partial charge on the hydrogen, qO: partial charge on the oxygen, 2qH = −qO,
µ0: fixed molecular dipole moment, qpol: polarizable charge, α: molecular polarizability,
C6: attractive Lennard-Jones coefficient, C12: repulsive Lennard-Jones coefficient. C12:
repulsive Lennard-Jones coefficient. C12: repulsive Lennard-Jones coefficient. The polar-
izable water models consist of three atomic centers and one additional polarization charge
and are describled in Section 3.3.

3.4.1 Thermodynamic properties

The energetic properties and densities of the models are listed in Table 3.2. In agreement
with earlier observations, the density of SPC is slightly too low. The fitting procedures
of STR/RF and COS/B2 did succeed in finding model parameters that would reproduce
both the density and the potential energy. The average pressures are close to 1 atm for all
the models, the fluctuations for polarizable water models being larger than for the non-
polarizable SPC model. For the STR/1 model we found a higher potential energy (−40.28
kJ mol−1) than Straatsma and McCammon [132] reported (−41.61 kJ mol−1) and a lower
density (971.0 kg m−3) than they reported (994.9 kg m−3). Their results were obtained by
simulating a smaller box of 216 water molecules for short periods of 50 ps equilibration and
50 ps production with a shorter cutoff radius of 0.9 nm [132]. We note that for the COS/G
and COS/B1 models, the actual temperatures are about 9 K higher than the reference
temperature of 300 K of the heat bath, which indicates heating in these simulations. More
iterations were needed in the COS/G and COS/B1 simulations than in the COS/B2 one,
since the former models have a bigger induced dipole and polarization energy. In model
COS/G, the charges are set to yield the experimental gas-phase dipole moment. Upon
varying the Lennard-Jones interactions of the oxygen atoms and the polarizability of the
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oxygen atoms, we were not able to find a set of parameters for COS/G for which the
experimental density and heat of vaporization were attained. In order to investigate this

model SPC STR/1 STR/RF COS/G COS/B1 COS/B2 Exp
T 302.4(3.5) 299.8(3.39) 299.7(3.48) 309.0(3.57) 309.0(3.64) 302.5(3.54) 300.0
p -0.28(177.0) 0.78(232.89) 4.10(233.9) 6.91(226.54) 5.71(236.85) 5.50(233.94) 1
ρ 970.5(5.5) 971.0(4.81) 990.0(4.95) 994.6(5.21) 1004.3(5.24) 992.4(4.79) 997.0 [196]
Upot -41.26(0.13) -40.28(0.16) -41.69(0.27) -37.36(0.16) -40 .04(0.17) -41.73(0.15) -41.5 [185]
Ucoul -48.23(0.21) -63.28(0.41) -66.17(0.40) -68.62(0 .55) -73.23(0.58) -63.98(0.40)
Upol 0.0 12.01(0.10) 12.73(0.10) 19.16(0.23) 19.78(0.22) 11.54(0.11)
Ulj 6.97 (0.12) 10.99(0.28) 11.75(0.18) 12.09(0.21) 13.41(0.22) 10.72(0.18)
Ucorr 3.74 0.21195 0.21195 0.0 0.09910 0.99523

Table 3.2: Thermodynamic properties of the different water models at 300 K and 1 atm,
together with the root-mean-square fluctuations in parentheses, obtained as averages over
the last 1 ns of the simulations. T: temperature of the simulation (K) , p: pressure (atm),
ρ: density (kg m−3), Utot: total potential energy (kJ/mol), Ucoul: Coulomb energy (does not
include the Upol) (kJ/mol), Upol: polarization energy (kJ/mol), Ulj: Lennard-Jones energy
(kJ/mol), Ucorr: polarization correction energy (kJ/mol). Upol is calculated according to

Eq. (3.4) while Ucorr =
N∑
i=1

(µ0
i − µgasi )2/2αi [14].

problem, we compared the total dipole moment of the water dimer as a function of oxygen-
hydrogen R(OH) distance with the data Alfredsson et al. [213] obtained from restricted
Hartree-Fock MP4 ab initio calculations. Figure 3.2 shows the relative orientation of
the two rigid water molecules which was maintained while varying the distance R(OH).
The total dipole moment of the water dimer as a function of the R(OH) distance is

R(OH)

74.6
o

Figure 3.2: Geometry of the water dimer for the calculation of the dimer dipole moment:
the rigid monomers maintain their relative orientation and were translated along R(OH)
only [213].

shown in Figure 3.3. In the COS/G model the total dipole moment of the water dimer is
underestimated by about 5% at a distance of 0.6 nm. At such long distances, the total
dipole moment will be mainly determined by the permanent dipole since the polarization
effect is relatively small (less than 0.5%). Therefore, the models COS/B1 and COS/B2
were built with enlarged permanent dipole and a smaller polarizability, which yield a bigger
total dimer dipole moment at longer distances. In this way, the permanent dipole of the
water monomer is bigger than the gas-phase value of 1.85 D. A comparable observation
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was made in the development of the polarizable water models PPC [214], POL1 [148] and
RPOL [215]. Another reason for which a COS/G-like model cannot reproduce the liquid
properties well may lie in the fact that an atom-centered three-point-charge model cannot
simultaneously reproduce both the dipole and the quadrupole moment of a water molecule
[216]. For example, charges that reproduce the dipole moment of the gas phase lead to a
quadrupole moment about 40% smaller than the experimental one.

Figure 3.3: Dipole moment of the water dimer as a function of R(OH) distance for the
COS/G model and the ab initio results [213].

3.4.2 Liquid structure

The O-O, O-H and H-H radial distribution functions (RDF) g(r) are plotted in Figures 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6 for the SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1 and COS/B2 models (dotted lines) at
300 K and 1 atm along with the radial distribution functions derived from experimental
data (solid lines) [217]. The general shapes of the gOO (Figure 3.4) of all the models
are comparable to the experimentally derived one. The first peak is overestimated for
all the polarizable water models. The models give slightly overstructured liquids at short
distances. The coordination number can be determined by integrating gOO(R) over the
first peak. Using the location of the first minimum in the experimental curve (0.336 nm)
as the limit of integration, we obtain coordination numbers of 4.5, 4.5, 4.5, 4.6, 4.6 and
4.6 respectively for the experiment, SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1 and COS/B2. The
second and third peaks are less pronounced than in the experimentally derived curves.
For gOH (Figure 3.5), the agreement with the experimentally derived curves is reasonable.
The first peak is too high and the second peak is shifted towards shorter distances. This is
compatible with the observation that the O-H bond length in our models is slightly larger
than the gas-phase one, as calculated from ab initio methods [178]. The gHH (Figure 3.6)
reproduces the experimental data well.
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Figure 3.4: Liquid phase radial distribution function at room temperature and pressure
for the oxygen-oxygen pairs for the set of water models SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1
and COS/B2 (dotted lines) along with the curves derived from experiments (solid lines)
[217]. The curves are vertically shifted by 1.5 units.
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Figure 3.5: Liquid phase radial distribution function at room temperature and pressure
for the oxygen-hydrogen pairs for the set of water models SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1
and COS/B2 (dotted lines) along with the curves derived from experiments (solid lines)
[217]. The curves are vertically shifted by 1.5 units.
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Figure 3.6: Liquid phase radial distribution function at room temperature and pressure for
the hydrogen-hydrogen pairs for the set of water models SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1
and COS/B2 (dotted lines) along with the curves derived from experiments (solid lines)
[217]. The curves are vertically shifted by 1.5 units.

3.4.3 Dynamic properties

The self-diffusion coefficient along and the rotational relaxation times of different axes for
the different models are shown in Table 3.3. It is known that the SPC water model has a too
high diffusion constant [17]. The new models all have lower diffusion constants compared
to SPC, and model COS/B2 gives a value closest to the experimental one of 2.3×10−9 m2

s−1 at 298 K and 1 atm [186]. Other polarizable water models were reported to give higher
or lower diffusion constants compared to experiment, TIP4P-FQ [49]: 1.9 × 10−9 m2s−1,
POL5/TZ [193]: 1.81 × 10−9 m2s−1, POL5/QZ [193]: 1.25 × 10−9 m2s−1, SWRIGID-AI
[137]: 3.22× 10−9 m2s−1, SWRIGID-ISO [137]: 3.30× 10−9 m2s−1. In terms of molecular
rotational correlation times, generally the SPC model relaxes too fast, while STR/RF does
better. We obtained improved relaxation times for COS/B1 and COS/B2. The dynamic
properties of the polarizable models are in reasonable agreement with experimental data.

3.4.4 Dielectric properties

The dielectric properties of the SPC, STR/1, STR/RF, COS/B1 and COS/B2 models are
shown in Table 3.4. The convergence of the total dipole moment fluctuation in the box
and the static dielectric permittivity as a function of time is displayed in Figures 3.7 and
3.8. The additional degrees of freedom of the polarizable water models (both non-iterative
and self-consistent ones) make the static dielectric permittivity converge slower than for
the non-polarizable SPC model. In order to achieve convergence in the static dielectric
permittivity, it is necessary to run nanosecond simulations, which was illustrated by Glättli
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model SPC STR/1 STR/RF COS/B1 COS/B2 Exp

D 10−9 [m2 s−1] 4.3 4.0 3.5 2.7 2.6 2.3 (298 K) [186]
Dx 10−9 [m2 s−1] 4.4 4.1 3.5 2.8 2.6
Dy 10−9 [m2 s−1] 4.3 4.1 3.5 2.6 2.7
Dz 10−9 [m2 s−1] 4.2 3.8 3.6 2.7 2.5
τHH1 [ps] 2.7 2.7 3.1 3.6 3.5
τHH2 [ps] 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.7 2.0 [218]
τOH1 [ps] 2.7 3.1 3.5 4.3 3.9
τOH2 [ps] 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.95 [219]
τµ1 [ps] 2.8 3.9 4.5 5.9 4.9
τµ2 [ps] 0.9 1.3 1.5 1.9 1.6 1.92 [220]

Table 3.3: Dynamic properties of the different water models at 300 K and 1 atm. D: self-
diffusion coefficient, Dx, Dy and Dz: x, y and z components of the self-diffusion coefficient,
ταl : rotational relaxation times of different molecular axes.

[221] for non-polarizable water models and by van Maaren and van der Spoel [137] for the
SW polarizable water models. The obtained permittivity values ε(0) are much too high.
However, as is discussed below, its size is related to the average molecular dipole moment
in the liquid phase.

model SPC STR/1 STR/RF COS/B1 COS/B2 Exp

µ [D] 2.27 2.66 2.68 2.82 2.62
µind [D] 0 0.74 0.75 0.93 0.58 0.75 [222]
ε(0) 65.2 142.6 126.7 170.6 121.6 78.5 [79]
Gk 2.72 3.20 2.89 3.70 2.99
gk 2.57 4.06 3.47 5.13 3.55 2.90 [210]
τD [ps] 6.79 6.41 12.3 25.6 14.9 8.3 [82]
ε(∞) 2.45 2.68 2.94 2.39 2.67 1.79 [81] 5.2 [82]

Table 3.4: Dielectric properties of the different water models at 300 K and 1 atm. µ:
average molecular dipole moment, µind: average induced dipole moment per molecule, Gk:
finite system Kirkwood factor, gk: infinite system Kirkwood factor, ε(0): static dielectric
permittivity, τD: Debye dielectric relaxation time, ε(∞): infinite frequency dielectric per-
mittivity. The values of µ, µind and ε(0) are averages over the last 1 ns of the simulations.

At present the ”correct” value of the liquid-state dipole moment is not clear [193].
The average dipole moment of ice was experimentally found to be 2.6 D by Coulson and
Eisenberg [222] and 3.09 D by Batista et al. [223] recently, while the liquid-state dipole
moment is suggested by ab initio molecular dynamics to be 2.95 ∼ 3.00 D [178]. The
dipole moment in ice Ih obtained from first principles calculations varies between 2.3 D
and 3.1 D [190]. The MCDHO ab initio model also predicts a dipole moment of 3.0 D
[141]. However, dielectric permittivities have not been computed either for this model or
from ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. The average dipole moment of polarizable
water models in the literature varies between 2.3 D to 3.1 D. According to Sprik [224], a
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Figure 3.7: Fluctuation of the total dipole moment of the box with 1331 water molecules
at room temperature and pressure as a function of time for four water models. SPC: solid
line, STR/1: long-dashed line, STR/RF: short-dashed line, COS/B2: dotted line.
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Figure 3.8: Static dielectric permittivity at room temperature and pressure as a function
of time for four water models. SPC: solid line, STR/1: long-dashed line, STR/RF: short-
dashed line, COS/B2: dotted line.
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polarizable water model needs an average dipole moment of 2.6 D in order to reproduce the
experimental static dielectric permittivity (78.5 at 298 K and 1 atm [79]). This conjecture
was confirmed by Soetens et al. [225] through analyzing the relationship between the
static dielectric permittivity and the average dipole moment of a series of polarizable
water models. Recently, Chen et al. [226] inferred from their studies of polarizable water
models that an average molecular dipole moment of about 2.4 and 2.5 D for a SPC-pol
model or a TIP4P-pol model, respectively, would yield the correct dielectric permittivity.
Our observations agree with this hypothesis. Guillot and Guissani [227] reported a model
which has an average dipole moment of approximately 3.09 D. While their model seems to
have a correct ε(0) (78.6), this value is calculated from a much too short simulation (500
ps). Even for non-polarizable water models (for example SPC) at least 1 ns is necessary
to get reliable ε(0) values at room temperature (see Figure 3.8) [221]. For a polarizable
water model longer simulations have been shown to be needed in order to get the average
dipole in the system < M > converged to zero [137].

In the literature, the induced dipole moment of water was estimated by experiments to
be 0.75 D [222] and 1.08 D with Car-Parrinello simulations [178] whereas in the polarizable
water models, the reported induced dipole moments vary extensively (POL1 [148]: 0.507
D, BSV [228]: 0.999 D, CC [228]: 0.930 D, DC [228]: 0.934 D and GG [227]: 1.29 D).
STR/RF reproduced the experimentally derived induced dipole quite well (0.75 D) while
the induced dipole of COS/B2 is smaller. The overestimation of the ε(0) of the COS/B1
model seems to be due to its larger average dipole moment. It is not surprising that the
infinite system Kirkwood factors gk of the STR/RF and COS/B2 models are about 20%
larger than the experimental value when ε(0) is already overestimated (see Eq. (3.22)).

A quantity which gives an estimate of the relaxation time of the hydrogen bond network
is the Debye dielectric relaxation time τD. In contrast to SPC, the STR/RF and COS/B2
models have Debye relaxation times larger than the experimental one. As can be seen
from the relation between τD and ε(0), the overestimation of τD seems to be due to the
overestimation of ε(0) (Eq. (3.19)).

We have furthermore determined the distribution of the molecular dipole moment of
the STR/RF and COS/B2 models (Figure 3.9). The broad distributions of the dipole
moment of STR/RF and COS/B2 agree well with results from ab initio calculations [178],
but disagree with respect to the magnitude of the dipole moment. The models have
average dipole moments of 2.68 D and 2.62 D, respectively, while the ab initio calculations
suggested a value of 3.0 D. The self-consistent model differs significantly from the non-
iterative model, with a lower average dipole and a narrower distribution. We further
evaluated the angular distribution of the induced dipoles. The mean angles between the
permanent and the induced dipoles are roughly 17.4◦ and 15.5◦ for STR/RF and COS/B2
respectively, which are larger than for the SW model (12◦) [137] but smaller than for NDIS
(18 ∼ 20◦) [229].

The frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity ε(ω) for the different models
is shown in Figure 3.10. Since the low frequency part of ε(ω) is mainly determined by
the static dielectric permittivity ε(0) and the Debye relaxation time (Eq. (3.17)), at
low frequencies the SPC model underestimates ε(ω), while the polarizable water models
overestimate it. The infinite frequency dielectric permittivity ε(∞) of the models can be
calculated from Eq. (3.18) and the results are listed in Table 3.4. The values obtained for
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of dipole moments in the liquid phase for the STR/RF
(short-dashed line) and COS/B2 (dotted line) models at room temperature and pressure.

the models STR/RF and COS/B2 are 2.94 and 2.67, respectively, which are within the
range of the experimental data of 1.79 [81] to 5.2 [82].

3.4.5 Liquid properties at other temperatures

Densities as a function of temperature are compared with experimental data in Figure
3.11. The principal feature is that the experimental density is essentially constant in the
temperature interval from 258 K to 288 K. SPC, STR/RF and COS/B2 fail to reproduce
this behavior and their densities decrease generally with increasing temperature. For
the SPC model NPT simulations yield a temperature of maximum density at around
220 K while COS/B2 seems to have a density maximum at an even lower temperature.
This behaviour could be correlated to the fact, that for both of these models the optimal
dimer structures (see the Section Gas-phase properties) do not reproduce the structures
determined by experiments and from ab initio calculations. It has been suggested by
Mahoney and Jorgensen [15] that a correct optimal dimer structure is important in order
to achieve a proper water density profile. Also, the second peaks in the oxygen-oxygen
radial distribution functions for SPC, STR/RF and COS/B2 are less prominent compared
to experimental data.

The heat of vaporization ∆Hvap as a function of temperature of the SPC, STR/RF and
COS/B2 models is shown in Figure 3.12. The computed heats of vaporization vary linearly
with temperature over a range of 150 K, which is generally consistent with the experimental
data [230]. For STR/RF and COS/B2 the heat of vaporization ∆Hvap decreases too steeply
with increasing temperature, which is also observed for the non-polarizable TIP5P water
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Figure 3.10: The frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity ε(ω) at room tem-
perature and pressure for the different water models. Experimental data (thick solid line)
[82], SPC: solid line, STR/RF: short-dashed line, COS/B2: dotted line.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental and computed density for liquid water at different temperatures
at 1 atm. Experimental: thick solid line, SPC: solid line, STR/RF: short-dashed line,
COS/B2: dotted line.
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model [15] and the polarizable TIP4P-FQ [49] and POL5/TZ [193] models. This feature
is reflected in the heat capacity Cp. Both STR/RF and COS/B2 generally have a too big
Cp, while SPC matches the experimental values quite well (Table 3.5). Up till now, not
so many polarizable water models have been characterized with respect to Cp. Jedlovszky
and Richardi [228] reported the heat capacities of the BSV [231], CC [229] and DC [232]
models: all of these models overestimate the Cp at 298 K and 1 atm (BSV: 114.04 J mol−1

K−1, CC: 89.3 J mol−1 K−1 and DC: 80.38 J mol−1 K−1 to compare to an experimental
value of 75.32 J mol−1 K−1).
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Figure 3.12: Experimental and computed heat of vaporization for liquid water at different
temperatures at 1 atm. Experimental: thick solid line, SPC: solid line, STR/RF: short-
dashed line, COS/B2: dotted line.

The thermal expansion coefficient and the isothermal compressibility are shown in Ta-
bles 3.5 and 3.6. Since the densities of the SPC, STR/RF and COS/B2 models change too
quickly as a function of the temperature, the coefficients of thermal expansion are overes-
timated (Table 3.5). These models reproduce the experimental isothermal compressibility
quite well (Table 3.6).

We also calculated the self-diffusion constant as a function of temperature (Figure
3.13). Clearly all models reproduce the increase in the diffusion constant with increasing
temperature. The COS/B2 model comes closest to the experimental values [233, 234],
slightly overestimating the diffusion constant over the temperature range. A fit of the
model results to the experimental data was made using the analytical function D = D0T

1/2

(T/Ts-1)γ, which has been empirically shown to reproduce the isobaric temperature de-
pendence of transport properties of water [235, 236]. The parameters found from the fit for
the COS/B2 model are D0 = 0.78×10−9 m2 s−1 K−1/2, Ts = 218.9 K and γ = 1.59, which
can be compared to the experimental values D0 = 0.87× 10−9 m2 s−1 K−1/2, Ts = 220 K
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T Utot Cp ρ α 10−4

[K] [kJ mol−1] [J mol−1K−1] [kg m−3] [K−1]

SPC

298.0 -33.72 972.0
74.2 8.13

318.0 -32.25 956.0
73.7 9.99

338.0 -30.59 937.0

STR/RF

298.0 -34.43 991.9
97.20 11.32

318.0 -32.30 969.7
96.20 13.22

338.0 -30.19 944.4

COS/B2

298.0 -34.65 997.0
86.7 10.1

318.0 -32.73 977.3
85.2 11.0

338.0 -30.84 956.0

Exp [79, 196]

298.0 75.32 997.0 2.57
308.0 75.29 994.0 3.46
318.0 75.31 990.0 4.22
328.0 75.36 986.0 4.91
338.0 75.43 980.0 5.54

Table 3.5: Heat capacity Cp at constant pressure and thermal expansion coefficient α of
the SPC, STR/RF and COS/B2 models at 1 atm.

and γ = 1.81. The corresponding parameters for SPC are D0 = 0.77× 10−9 m2 s−1 K−1/2,
Ts = 209.6 K and γ = 1.43.

Figure 3.14 presents the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions at 248, 260, 283,
300 and 323 K. The expected loss of structure with increasing temperature is observed.
However, we did not observe spontaneous crystallization in liquid COS/B2 at 248 K over
a period of 2 ns.

3.4.6 Gas-phase properties

We determined the optimal dimer geometry as sketched in Figure 3.15 and compared
it with the one derived from high-level ab initio calculations [182]. These calculations
constrained the monomer to be rigid (with the SPC geometry) and we performed a global
conformational search. The results are shown in Table 3.7. In comparison with SPC,
which is known to give a dimer separation which is too small and a binding energy which
is too strong, STR/RF does not improve the dimer separation distance, but does decrease
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ρ pressure κT 10−6

[kg m−3] [atm] [atm−1]

SPC

947.0 -447.08
54.7

997.0 475.77
39.8

1047.0 1706.43

STR/RF

947.0 -721.43
62.25

997.0 132.60
38.52

1047.0 1403.01

COS/B2

947.0 -931.64
55.0

997.0 3.6
37.8

1047.0 1297.0

Exp [196]

997.0 1.0 45.8

Table 3.6: Isothermal compressibility κT of the SPC, STR/RF and COS/B2 models at
T = 300 K.
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Figure 3.13: Temperature dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient of liquid water at
1 atm. Experimental [233, 234]: thick solid line, SPC: solid line, STR/RF: short-dashed
line, COS/B2: dotted line.
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Figure 3.14: Temperature dependence of the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function
for the COS/B2 model at 1 atm.

the binding strength by about 2 kJ mol−1. For COS/B2, the dimer separation distance is
slightly larger than for SPC but still too short compared to experimental data and ab initio
calculations, while the binding energy is quite reasonable. Both STR/RF and COS/B2
are less bent (as measured by the angle φ) compared to experimental data, and one can
assume that the less tetrahedral-like association for STR/RF and COS/B2 will negatively
impact the ability to describe the liquid structure (as seen above in the oxygen-oxygen
radial distribution functions). We note that the dipole moment µdimer of the dimer depends
on the geometry of the dimer, and since none of the models reproduces the experimental
dimer geometry, they fail to reproduce the dimer dipole moment.
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HH
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θ

Figure 3.15: Definition of the distance R(OO) and the angles φ and θ that determine
the relative position and orientation of the monomers of the water dimer.

The dimer energy as function of φ for the optimal dimer geometry using rigid monomers
is presented in Figure 3.16. The polarizable models yield a shallower curve than the SPC
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model R(OO)min θmin φmin Upot µdimer µmean

[nm] [deg] [deg] [kJ mol−1] [D] [D]

SPC 0.275 51.7 23.0 -27.65 3.59 2.27
STR/RF 0.272 51.7 18.0 -25.75 3.78 2.24
COS/B2 0.279 50.7 20.0 -23.29 3.76 2.26
Exp [181, 183, 237] 0.295 57.0 51.0 -22.60 2.60
ab initio [182] 0.291 55.6 57.9 -21.00 2.68 2.10

Table 3.7: Optimum (minimum energy) geometry, interaction energy Upot, total dipole
moment µdimer and average molecular dipole moment µmean for the gas phase dimer. The
geometry is defined by the O-O distance R(OO), with the angles θ and φ as defined in
Figure 3.15.

one. This feature may be responsible for the less pronounced structure of the radial
distribution functions of the former models.
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Figure 3.16: Potential energy of the water dimer as a function of the angle φ (see Figure
3.2). SPC: solid line, STR/RF: short-dashed line, COS/B2: dotted line.

3.4.7 Effects of the polarization charge qpol and the criterion for
iterative convergence

In the STR/RF and COS/B2 models there are two model parameters that could conceiv-
ably affect the properties of the model: the polarization charge qpol and the criterion for
iterative convergence. The value for the polarization charge was chosen to be −8.0 e. This
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rather big charge ensures that substantial polarization can be modelled with a relatively
small displacement of the polarization charge from the polarization (oxygen atom) center.
This justifies the approximation of shifting of the forces on the polarization charge to the
corresponding oxygen atom. In the COS/B2 model the average separation was 0.00153
nm, which corresponds to one hundredth of the smallest non-bonded oxygen-oxygen dis-
tances. Changing the value of the polarization charge will change its displacement from
the oxygen atom. Straatsma and McCammon [132] observed that changing the polariza-
tion charge from −8.0 e to −2.0 e and to −10.0 e, however, does not noticeably alter the
radial distribution functions of the STR/1 model. The criterion for the iterative conver-
gence was chosen to be about kBT at 300 K in every component (Eq. (3.6)). Simulations
in which the COS/B2 model had a polarization charge of −1.0 e (COS/B2−1e) and in
which the criteria for iterative convergence were set to 1 and 5 kJ mol −1 ( COS/B2−1kJ
and COS/B2−5kJ) respectively were performed to investigate the effects of variation of
the two parameters. One should note that the COS/B2 model was parametrized with a
polarization charge of −8.0 e and a convergence criterion of 2.5 kJ mol−1.

As for the thermodynamic properties from 3 ns simulations we did not see much dif-
ference between COS/B2 and COS/B2−1e (the difference in the potential energy and
density are about 2% and 1% respectively). The dipole moment distributions, shown in
Figure 3.17, are very similar. In COS/B2−1e, the average dipole is slightly bigger than
in COS/B2. The average angle between the induced dipole and the permanent dipole
is approximately equal to 15.5◦ for both models and the average separations of the po-
larization charges are respectively 0.012373 nm and 0.00153 nm (the ratio between them
is close to 8). However, the fluctuation of the total potential energy of COS/B2−1e is
about 5% larger and the actual temperature is 1 K higher than for the COS/B2 model.
As for the structural properties, we did not observe any noticeable difference in the radial
distribution functions in the two simulations.

In the calculations for COS/B2−1kJ , COS/B2 and COS/B2−5kJ , the average number
of iteration steps needed to obtain converged solutions is respectively 3, 2.1 and 2. The
properties of 500 ps simulations are listed in Table 3.8. The average temperature of the
COS/B2−1kJ simulation is about 4.6 K higher than the bath temperature, even though
in this simulation more iteration steps are needed and the convergence criterion is more
strict. We did not observe obvious differences in structural properties.

model T pressure Upot ρ µ
[K] [atm] [kJ mol−1] [kg m−3] [D]

COS/B2−1kJ 304.65(3.64) -2.49(238.21) -41.63(0.14) 992.4(4.67) 2.63
COS/B2 302.73(3.41) 12.79(238.11) -41.72(0.14) 992.6(4.41) 2.63
COS/B2−5kJ 302.38(3.52) -2.92(237.17) -41.73(0.15) 991.9(4.58) 2.63

Table 3.8: Properties of the model COS/B2 as function of the polarization convergence
criterion at 300 K and 1 atm together with the root-mean-square fluctuation in parentheses.
The different criteria used are discussed in Section 3.4.7.
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Figure 3.17: The distribution of the dipole moments in the simulations of the mod-
els COS/B2 (dotted line) and COS/B2−1e (dotted-dashed line) at room temperature and
pressure, which differ in the size of the polarization charge (−8.0 e and −1.0 e, respec-
tively).

3.5 Conclusion

In this work, the Charge-On-Spring (COS) model was further investigated to develop both
a non-interative model and a self-consistent model based on the SPC geometry with one
additional interaction center. The thermodynamic properties, static dielectric permittiv-
ity, structural properties and dynamic properties of the models were examined through
molecular dynamics simulations. It should be noted that the simulations were performed
with a larger system and for considerably longer time periods than those of earlier work,
which reduces finite size effects and improves averaging and convergence.

The COS model circumvents the complex evaluation of dipole-dipole forces, since all the
electrostatic interactions are point-charge interactions. Thus it is very straightforwardly
combined with different methods of treating the long-range electrostatic interactions and
can be extended to standard biomolecular force fields. Both STR/RF and COS/B2 repro-
duce the experimental heat of vaporization, density, self-diffusion coefficient and rotational
correlation times at 300 K and 1 atm.

The STR/RF and COS/B2 models were optimized for reproducing the liquid water
properties rather than gas-phase cluster properties, and neither STR/RF nor COS/B2
give correct dimer properties, which may relate to the fact they do not show a pronounced
structure beyond the first solvation shell in the liquid phase. The dielectric properties of
both models are not perfect. Both of them overestimate the static dielectric permittivity.
From our results we infer that the average molecular dipole moment of about 2.4 ∼
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2.5 D would be desirable for COS models to yield the correct dielectric permittivity.
However, within the framework of three atomic-centered models with SPC geometry and
one additional interaction site, the STR/RF and COS/B2 models are optimal compromises
when aiming at agreement with a variety of experimentally determined properties of liquid
water.

In the STR/RF and COS/B2 models, the molecular polarizability was used instead of
atom-centered polarizabilities. Caldwell et al. [148] found that the use of atom-centered
polarizabilities rather than the molecular one appeared to be an improvement in the studies
of the liquid and ionic solutions, which is also suggested by Jedlovsky and Richardi [228].
The extra degrees of freedom however complicate the model. Another possibility would
be to allow for molecular flexibility, which has a fairly big effect on the thermodynamic
properties and dielectric properties [137]. It seems that polarizable water models based
on three atom-centered geometry cannot produce the correct optimal dimer structure
(especially regarding the orientation of the two water monomers) [137]. One possibility to
improve this would be to incorporate a virtual atom such as in the TIP4P water model,
which would increase the computation cost.

In this study, we have investigated whether a polarizable water model based on the
Charge-On-Spring (COS) scheme could be developed that reproduces a variety of prop-
erties of liquid water at room temperature. The variation of different model parameters
gave insight into relationships between these and the different properties. In addition, the
behaviour of the polarizable water models as function of temperature was investigated.
Although viable polarizable models were derived, they are not wholly satisfactory, since
not all water properties are accurately modelled. Therefore, further work on polarizable
models, their comparison and their application to reproduce a variety of structural, ther-
modynamic, dielectric and dynamic properties of water in the condenses phase is needed.
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Chapter 4

Charge-on-spring polarizable water
models revisited: From water
clusters to liquid water to ice

4.1 Summary

The properties of two improved versions of charge-on-spring (COS) polarizable water mod-
els (COS/G2 and COS/G3) that explicitly include non-additive polarization effects are
reported. In COS models, the polarization is represented via a self-consistently induced
dipole moment consisting of a pair of separated charges. A previous polarizable wa-
ter model (COS/B2), upon which the improved versions are based, was developed by
Yu, Hansson and van Gunsteren [J. Chem. Phys. 118, 221 (2003)]. To improve the
COS/B2 model, which overestimated the dielectric permittivity, one additional virtual
atomic site was used to reproduce the water monomer quadrupole moments besides the
water monomer dipole moment in the gas phase. The molecular polarizability, residing
on the virtual atomic site, and Lennard-Jones parameters for oxygen-oxygen interactions
were varied to reproduce the experimental values for the heat of vaporization and the
density of liquid water at room temperature and pressure. The improved models were
used to study the properties of liquid water at various thermodynamic states as well as
gaseous water clusters and ice. Overall, good agreement is obtained between simulated
properties and those derived from experiments and ab initio calculations. The COS/G2
and COS/G3 models may serve as simple, classical, rigid, polarizable water models for the
study of organic solutes and biopolymers. Due to its simplicity, COS type of polarization
can straightforwardly be used to introduce explicit polarization into (bio)molecular force
fields.

4.2 Introduction

Because of its biological importance and anomalous physical properties, water is by far
the compound most studied with computer simulation. To obtain a molecular level un-
derstanding of physical and chemical phenomena of water [216], an accurate interaction
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potential model is essential, and much effort has been directed towards the formulation
of accurate models for water. Overviews of the historic development of water models
have recently been presented by Wallqvist and Mountain [7], Finney [8], and Guillot [9].
Most (bio)molecular force fields [36], such as AMBER/parm94 [30], CHARMM27 [31],
GROMOS 45A3 [32, 33], and OPLS/AA [34], used in computer simulations make use of
simple pair-wise potentials and include electronic many-body effects implicitly. Empiri-
cal (including rigid or flexible) water models [7] employed in (bio)molecular simulations,
such as ST2 [238], SPC [12], TIP3P, TIP4P [13], SPC/E [14], F3C [239], TIP5P [15, 16],
SPC/A [17], SPC/L [17, 18], and SPC/S [240], have provided considerable insights into
the molecular origin of the unique behavior of water in various phases and its role as
(bio)molecular solvent. These models use fixed partial charges and include many-body in-
duced polarization in the condensed phase in an average, mean-field manner. The dipole
moments of the various empirical water models are generally larger than the gas phase
dipole (1.85 D [47]) and vary between 2.1 D and 2.4 D [9] (e.g. 2.27 D for SPC [12], 2.35
D for TIP3P [13]), in order to implicitly include polarization effects in liquid water. These
models were usually parametrized to reproduce the experimental values for the heat of
vaporization and density at ambient conditions. As a result, these non-polarizable water
models provide good descriptions of homogeneous bulk water. However, it is widely rec-
ognized that the use of fixed partial charges inhibits proper modelling of the molecular
response to the molecular environment, especially for gas phase clusters, nonpolar solutes
in polar solvents and hydrogen-bonded liquids [36, 45, 46, 241]. For example, the binding
energy of a water dimer in the gas phase is overestimated by more than 20% in the SPC
model [12, 138]. In addition, water molecules in biomolecular systems encounter varying
environments and the degree of polarization of individual water molecules will vary widely
across a biomolecular system. The properties of water molecules in different environments
are not properly modelled by non-polarizable water models.

In response to this concern, a large number of polarizable water models has been
developed, since the pioneering work by Vesely (1977) [51], Stillinger and David (1978)
[85], Barnes et al. (1979) [86], and Warshel (1979) [87] more than 20 years ago. In
the literature, mainly three approaches have been explored to develop polarizable water
models in the framework of classic mechanics: polarizable point dipole (PD), fluctuation
charge (FQ) or Drude oscillator (DO) methods [49, 127, 132, 137–139, 144, 148, 154, 155,
159, 170, 192, 193, 214, 215, 226, 227, 229, 231, 232, 242–254]. Polarizable water models have
had considerable success in extending the thermodynamic range of applicability of the
water potential. Using these models heterogeneities and anisotropies near solid or gaseous
interfaces, near ions or near biomolecules are more accurately described compared to when
using non-polarizable water models [46]. As early as 1977, the PD method has been used
by Vesely [51] to develop polarizable models in which an induceable point dipole is placed
on every polarizable center. Although being less successful in reproducing the dielectric
permittivity of liquid water, the PD method correctly describes the polarizability effects in
a variety of systems [45]. The main disadvantage of this method is the complex evaluation
of dipole-dipole interactions and forces. In the FQ scheme, originating from the charge
equilibration method [127], the partial charges are dynamically varied in dependence of
the local environment with the constraint of neutrality. As applied to water [49], this
model, though highly efficient, has the disadvantage that the polarizability is confined to
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the molecular plane, whereas experimentally the polarizability is nearly isotropic [147].
To overcome this drawback, combined PD and FQ models have been described [193]. The
Drude oscillator (DO) method [50] uses a harmonic restraining potential energy function to
tether a mobile point charge of a fixed size to a particular interaction site. The DO method
is essentially identical to the so-called shell model, which is often used in simulations of
the solid state [131], and both names are used in the literature [46]. One of the great
practical advantages of the DO model is that all electrostatic interactions are point charge
interactions. Thus it can very straightforwardly be combined with various methods of
treating long-range interactions [164, 165, 167, 197, 201, 255, 256].

Recently, we reported a simple, rigid, self-consistent polarizable water model (COS/B2)
[138] that was developed based on the Charge-On-Spring (COS) method [132]. In the COS
approach, originating from the DO model, the induced dipole moment is represented by
a pair of separated charges of fixed size. Their distance determines the induced dipole
moment and only the first-order linear polarization effect is taken into account [46]. In
the COS/B2 model one of the two charges resides on the oxygen atom and the displace-
ment of the other charge (polarization charge) with respect to oxygen is determined in a
combined predictive and iterative way, according to Eq. 2 in ref [138]. The condensed
phase properties of the COS/B2 model are in reasonable accord with experimental data
[138]. The heat of vaporization, density, and dynamic properties of liquid water are well
reproduced. Since the COS/B2 model was parametrized against the water properties in
the liquid phase rather than those in the gas phase, the COS/B2 model has a dipole mo-
ment of 2.07 D, intermediate between the experimental gas phase dipole moment (1.85
D) [47] and those of non-polarizable water models and it fails to reproduce the proper
optimal gas phase dimer structure, especially regarding the relative orientation of the two
water monomers. In the liquid phase, the COS/B2 model does not show a pronounced
structure beyond the first solvation shell in the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution function
(RDF), which may relate to the fact that the COS/B2 model yields a less tetrahedral-like
minimum-energy structure for the water dimer. Worst of all, the COS/B2 model overes-
timates the dielectric permittivity by 50% (ε(0)=122), with an average molecular dipole
moment of 2.62 D in the liquid phase at ambient conditions.

Sticking to the COS approach and in the framework of molecular mechanics, there
are basically four possible ways to improve the COS/B2 model. First, Caldwell et al.
[148] reported that the use of atom-centered polarizabilities rather than a molecular one
appeared to lead to an improvement in their studies of liquids and ionic solutions. However,
use of atom-centered polarizabilities instead of a molecular one will almost double the
number of interaction sites in the model, which makes the computation rather expensive.
Second, one may introduce molecular flexibility which has a sizeable effect on the properties
of liquid water [137, 142, 239, 257–260]. However, it has been shown that flexible water
models are not superior to their rigid counterparts because of the difficulty to properly
model the inherent quantum nature of stretching and bending vibrations in a classical way
[257]. Third, one may introduce fixed point-multipoles in addition to the monopole charges
present at the atoms [170, 261]. This would allow one to simultaneously reproduce both
the dipole moment and the quadrupole moments of a water molecule [148]. This is not
possible within an atom-centered three-point charge model. It has been noticed that using
an atom-centered three-point charge model, in the liquid phase the oxygen-oxygen RDF
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shows little structure beyond the first peak [138, 229], which indicates that those types of
models are not able to fully describe the tetrahedral-like water structure. In recent work
by Ren and Ponder [170], high-order point-multipoles besides (monopole) partial charges
were used to improve the description of the quadrupole moments. However, in commonly
used (bio)molecular force fields [30–34, 36], only partial (monopole) charges are used to
model the electrostatic interactions, and the introduction of higher-order point-multipoles
would make the computation complex and expensive. Fourth, a correct reproduction of
the molecular dipole and quadrupole can also be reached by adding off-atom sites as in
the TIP4P model [137, 155, 193, 226, 250–252]. This approach maintains the simplicity of
the monopole-monopole interactions and at least partially the compatibility of the water
model with current (bio)molecular force fields. Therefore, this approach is taken in this
work. We will focus our effort on improving the performance of the COS water models by
introducing a massless virtual-atom charge interaction site.

In the improved COS models, the polarization charge was kept at -8.0 e, because it
was shown in the previous paper [138] that the size of the polarization charge has fairly
small effects on the properties of the COS water models, provided that the displacement
of the polarization charge is small enough compared to the smallest nonbonded distance.
The fixed partial charges on the hydrogen atoms and the position of the virtual atom site
along the bisector of the HOH angle were chosen to reproduce both the molecular dipole
and (approximately) quadrupole moments of the monomer in the gas phase. Keeping the
simplicity of the models, a (one-center) molecular polarizability is used and the models
are rigid. Our goal is to obtain a model with improved properties in the liquid phase
compared to the non-polarizable SPC water model and reasonable properties in the gas
phase. The molecular polarizability and the oxygen-oxygen Lennard-Jones parameters
were optimized to reproduce the heat of vaporization and density for liquid water at room
temperature and pressure. Simulations of the improved water models over a wide range
of temperatures and pressures in the liquid phase as well as of water clusters and ice were
performed to further validate the range of applicability of the models.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 4.3 describes the method to develop the
models and simulation details. Section 4.4 describes the results of the simulations, and
Section 4.5 presents conclusions and an outlook.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Developing the model

As in the previous COS/B2 model, each water molecule has only one polarizable center.
Different from the COS/B2 model, one additional virtual atomic center M was added at a
fixed distance dOM to the oxygen along the bisector of the HOH angle and the molecular
polarizability resides on site M instead of at the oxygen atom (Figure 4.1). Construction
of the virtual atom site and distribution of the forces on the massless virtual atom over
the other atoms are performed according to ref [262]. The position of M , ~rM , is obtained
according to Eq. 4.1:

~rM = ~rO +
γ

2
(~rH1O + ~rH2O) (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Interaction sites and geometries of the COS/G2 and COS/G3 water models.
The models consist of four Coulomb interaction sites located at the two hydrogen atoms,
the virtual-atom site M , and the polarization charge, plus one van der Waals or Lennard-
Jones site located at the oxygen atom. The HOH geometry is rigid while the polarization
charge qpol is connected by a spring to the M site which carries a charge qM − qpol with
qM = −2qH .

where ~rH1O = ~rH1 − ~rO, ~rH2O = ~rH2 − ~rO, ~rO is the position of the oxygen atom, ~rH1 and
~rH2 are the positions of the hydrogen atoms, and γ is a constant, which determines dOM
as a function of dOH, the oxygen-hydrogen distance, and the HOH angle. The addition of
the massless M site with the constraint applied (Eq. 4.1) does not introduce any extra
degrees of freedom into the molecule in the calculation of the kinetic energy of the system.
The ”pseudo-force”, ~fM , that acts on the virtual-atom site M should be redistributed
according to Eq. 4.2:

~FH1 = ~fH1 +
γ

2
~fM

~FH2 = ~fH2 +
γ

2
~fM

~FO = ~fO + (1− γ)~fM (4.2)

The OH bond lengths and HOH bond angles are set to either the experimental gas phase
values (model COS/G2: 0.09572 nm and 104.52◦) or the SPC-type ideal tetrahedral struc-
ture values (model COS/G3: 0.10000 nm and 109.47◦). The geometries of the models are
depicted in Figure 4.1. The distance dOM (or the constant γ) and charges qH were chosen to
reproduce both the gas phase molecular dipole moment and (approximately) quadrupole
moments. Generally, there are two ways to parametrize an empirical model: calibra-
tion against gas phase results from high-level ab initio calculations [158] or parametrizing
against the experimental (thermodynamic) properties of liquid water. In our work, the
latter approach is taken as was done in the GROMOS force field [32, 263, 264]. Accord-
ing to ab initio calculations by Morita and Kato [265, 266], the molecular polarizability
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model SPC[12] COS/B2[138] COS/G2 COS/G3 expt ab initio
Number of force centers 3 4 5 5
dOH (nm) (gas) 0.10000 0.10000 0.09572 0.10000 0.09572±0.0003 [177] 0.0972 [178]
dOH (nm) (liq.) 0.10000 0.10000 0.09572 0.10000 0.09700±0.0005 [267] 0.0991 [178]
∠ HOH (deg) (gas) 109.47 109.47 104.52 109.47 104.52±0.05 [177] 104.4 [178]
∠ HOH (dge) (liq.) 109.47 109.47 104.52 109.47 106.1±1.8 [267] 105.5 [178]
dOM (nm) 0.00 0.00 0.022 0.015
qH (e) 0.410 0.373 0.5265 0.450672
qO (e) -0.820 -0.746 0 0
qM (e) - - -1.0530 -0.901344
µ0 (D) 2.27 2.07 1.85 1.85 1.855[47] 1.840 [179]
Qxx (10−1 D nm) -1.82 -1.66 -2.07 -1.99 -2.50 [180] - 2.42 [179]
Qyy (10−1 D nm) 2.11 1.93 2.27 2.33 2.63 [180] 2. 57 [179]
Qzz (10−1 D nm) -0.29 -0.27 -0.20 -0.34 -0.13[180] -0 .14 [179]
αxx (10−3 nm3) - 0.930 1.255 1.250 1.415 [147] 1.38 [179]
αyy (10−3 nm3) - 0.930 1.255 1.250 1.528 [147] 1.47 [179]
αzz (10−3 nm3) - 0.930 1.255 1.250 1.468 [147] 1.42 [179]
C6 (10−3 kJ mol−1 nm6) 2.61735 2.75691 3.24434 3.86709
C12 (10−6 kJ mol−1 nm12) 2.63413 3.01500 3.45765 3.95831
qpol (e) - -8.0 -8.0 -8.0

Table 4.1: Parameters of the SPC, COS/B2, COS/G2 and COS/G3 water models. dOH:
OH bond length, ∠ HOH: HOH bond angle, dOM : OM distance, qH : partial charge on the
hydrogen, qO: partial charge on the oxygen, qM : partial charge on the M site, µ0: (per-
manent) molecular dipole moment, Qxx, Qyy, Qzz: quadrupole moment components, αxx,
αyy, αzz: molecular polarizability components, C6: attractive Lennard-Jones coefficient for
oxygen-oxygen atoms, C12: repulsive Lennard-Jones coefficient for oxygen-oxygen atoms,
qpol: polarization charge. The y and z axes lie in the plane of the molecule with the z axis
along the C2 axis of symmetry and the origin is put at the center-of-mass. The values for
the quadrupole moments of the various water models reported in ref. [229] were computed
with putting the origin at the oxygen atom of the water molecule, while the experimental
data were determined by putting the origin at the center-of-mass of the water molecule.

of water in the condensed phase can be 18% lower than in the gas phase. In addition,
Stern et al. [193] concluded from their work on polarizable force fields that Pauli exclu-
sion effects should reduce the effective polarizability of water molecules in the condensed
phase compared to the gas phase. In our parametrization, the molecular polarizability was
treated as an empirical parameter and allowed to vary. Additionally, the oxygen-oxygen
Lennard-Jones parameters were optimized to best reproduce the heat of vaporization and
density of liquid water at room temperature and pressure. The final sets of parameters for
the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models together with those for the SPC and COS/B2 models
are listed in Table 4.1.

4.3.2 Simulation methods

A cubic box with a side length of 3.107 nm was filled with 1,000 water molecules, resulting
in a density of 997.0 kg m−3, which is the experimental value of liquid water at 298 K
and 1 atm [196]. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed under NPT or NVT
conditions with the GROMOS96 (GROningen MOlecular Simulation) package [32, 174],
modified to incorporate the polarizable model. The geometries of the water molecules were
constrained by applying the SHAKE [194] algorithm with a relative geometric tolerance
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of 10−4. The temperature was weakly coupled to a bath of a given temperature with a
relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195] and in the NPT simulations the pressure was also weakly
coupled to a bath of a given pressure with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps [195], for which the
compressibility of the system was set to the experimental value at 298 K and 1 atm of
7.513× 10−4 (kJ mol−1nm−3)−1 [196]. This choice of temperature and pressure coupling
together with the quoted parameter values has been shown to have a negligible effect on
the dynamic properties of liquid water [195]. The equations of motion were integrated
using the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. Triple-range cutoff radii of 0.8/1.4
nm were used to treat van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, where the intermediate
range interactions were calculated, concurrently to updating the pairlist for short range
interactions, every 5th time step. The interactions between atom pairs within the shorter
cutoff were calculated every time step. The long range electrostatic interactions beyond
the outer cutoff were represented by a reaction field [165, 205] with εRF = 78.5 . At the
beginning of the simulation, the velocities of the atoms were assigned from a Maxwell
distribution at a given temperature. For every water model, 100 ps of equilibration was
followed by 500 ps simulation used for the calculation of the various properties. During
the runs, configurations of the system were saved every 0.5 ps. The static dielectric
permittivity ε(0) was computed in the NPT ensemble from 10 separate independent runs
of 400 ps each to ensure the convergence.

The starting structure of ice Ih was taken from the 3×2×2 unit cell with 96 water
molecules constructed by Hayward and Reimers [268]. This unit cell contains 12 (3×2×2)
copies of the smallest unit cell for ice Ih, which contains 8 water molecules. The 3×2×2
unit cell was copied 3 times along each of the x, y, and z axes to ensure a big enough box
for the triple-range cutoff, resulting in a box with side lengths of 4.056, 4.684 and 4.416
nm. The structure was equilibrated first by NVT simulation periods (each 5 ps long) with
the temperature increasing from 1 K to 50 K and then by NPT simulation periods (each
5 ps long) under isotropic pressure coupling with the temperature increasing from 50 K to
100 K. Then simulation was performed at 100 K under isotropic pressure (1 atm) coupling
for 500 ps.

4.3.3 Analysis

For each model that was found to reproduce reasonably well the experimental density and
heat of vaporization, a variety of structural, thermodynamic, dynamic and electrostatic
properties were further evaluated, partly as function of temperature and pressure. See ref.
[138] for details.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Gas phase water

A comparison of the molecular dipole moment, quadrupole moments and polarizability
of a single isolated water molecule calculated for the SPC, COS/B2, COS/G2, COS/G3
models with the experimental and ab initio values is given in Table 4.1. The dipole
moments of the SPC model (2.27 D) and the COS/B2 model (2.07 D) are larger than
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the experimental gas phase dipole moment (1.855 D) [47] to include pre-polarization in
order to better reproduce the properties in the liquid phase. The COS/G2 and COS/G3
models reproduce the molecular dipole moment exactly and the quadrupole moments
approximately. These models are rigid models with a geometry closer to the experimental
geometry either in the gas phase (COS/G2) or in the liquid phase (COS/G3).

The optimal dimer geometry in the gas phase was obtained by varing the relative po-
sition and orientation of the two molecules as given by the variables R(OO), θ and φ (as
sketched in Figure 4.2), and performing a global conformational search. The minimum-
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Figure 4.2: Definition of the distance R(OO) and the angles θ and φ that determine the
relative position and orientation of the monomers of the water dimer in the gas phase.

energy structures of the COS/G2 and COS/G3 water dimers are compared with experi-
mental data and ab initio results in Table 4.2. Results for other water models reported
in literature are also listed for comparison. For the water dimer the ab initio results are
more reliable than the experimental data. Correction of the experimentally determined
association energy in hot vapor and the structure derived from microwave spectroscopy for
anharmonic vibration and temperature effects is problematic [182]. The previous model
COS/B2 improved the binding energy of the water dimer compared to the SPC model with
a very ”flat” (low φ value) optimal dimer geometry. This is essentially due to the lack of
lone pairs in the model [46]. The COS/G2 and COS/G3 dimer results are in agreement
with the corresponding ab initio values. The angle φ in the COS/G2 dimer is larger than
the experimental one, as observed for the POL5/TZ, POL5/QZ and SWM4-DP models.
Coulson and Eisenberg [222] have shown that in ice over 20% of the total value of the
interaction energy is contributed by the quadrupole moments. It has also been shown that
both the dipole and quadrupole moments play a critical role in simulating hydrogen-bond
strength and directionality of polar molecules [269]. An atom-centered three-point charge
model can not reproduce both the dipole and the quadrupole moments of a water molecule
at the same time [138, 148]. We were unable to parametrize a three-point charge model
for liquid water using the charges that reproduce the water dipole in the gas phase [138].
As we can see from various non-polarizable and polarizable water models, only those mod-
els that reproduce the quadrupole moments fairly well produce a correct optimal dimer
geometry in the gas phase either by introducing multipole moments [170] or by using off-
atom virtual sites [137, 155, 193, 226, 250–252]. The total dimer dipole moment strongly
depends on the orientation of the two monomers. Thus only those models that reproduce
the optimal orientation will reproduce the total dipole moment of the water dimer. Addi-
tionally, the out-of-plane polarizability does also have a large effect on the optimal dimer
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Model R(OO)min θmin φmin Upot µdimer µmean Qxx Qyy Qzz
Expt [180, 181, 183] 0.295 51±10 57±10 -22.6±2.5 2.60 -2.50 2.63 -0.13
ab initio [179, 182, 184, 188] 0.291 56 58 -21.00 2.68 2.10 -2.42 2.57 -0.14
SPC [12] 0.275 52 23 -27.65 3.59 2.27 -1.82 2.11 -0.29
TIP3P [13] 0.273 52 27 -27.20 -1.68 1.76 -0.08
TIP4P [13] 0.274 54 50 -26.35 2.70 -2.09 2.20 -0.11
SPC/E [14] 0.274 52 22 -30.10 3.76 2.35 -1.88 2.19 -0.30
TIP5P [15] 0.268 51 50 -28.37 2.92 2.29 -1.48 1.65 -0.17
COS/B2 [138] 0.279 51 20 -23.29 3.76 2.26 -1.66 1.93 -0.27
COS/G2 0.281 56 74 -20.90 2.08 2.03 -2.07 2.27 -0.20
COS/G3 0.287 56 50 -20.50 2.71 2.04 -1.99 2.33 -0.34
TIP4P-FQ [49] 0.292 52 27 -18.82 3.43 2.06 -1.79 1.88 -0.10
PPC [214] 0.281 51 26 -24.10 -1.92 2.06 -0.15
TIP4P-pol-3 [226] 0.277 55 40 -22.20 2.07 1.79 1.88 -0.10
SWFLEX-AI [137] 0.295 56 55 -21.78 2.59 -2.50 2.63 -0.13
SWFLEX-ISO [137] 0.295 54 57 -21.75 2.65 -2.50 2.63 -0.13
SWRIGID-AI [137] 0.294 59 59 -21.91 2.55 -2.50 2.63 -0.13
SWRIGID-ISO [137] 0.293 57 56 -21.91 2.47 -2.50 2.63 -0.13
MCDHO [141] 0.292 57 56 -20.90 2.68 2.09 -2.44 2.67 -0.24
POL5/TZ [193] 0.290 57 63 -20.75 2.43 2.06 -2.34 2.34 0.00
POL5/QZ [193] 0.290 57 62 -20.75 2.44 2.06 -2.34 2.34 0.00
AMOEBA [170] 0.289 58 57 -20.75 2.54 2.02 -2.17 2.50 -0.33
SWM4-DP [139] 0.282 70 -21.95 2.09 -2.16 2.41 -0.24

Table 4.2: Optimal (minimum energy) geometry, interaction energy Upot (kJ/mol), total
dipole moment µdimer (D) and average molecular dipole moment µmean (D) of the gas
phase dimer for the COS/B2, COS/G2, COS/G3 models, for various models reported in
literature and values from experiments and ab initio calculations. The dimer geometry is
defined by the O-O distance, R(OO) (nm), with angles θ (deg) and φ (deg) as defined in
Figure 4.2. The water monomer quadrupole moment components (10−1 D nm) (see caption
Table 4.1 for definition) are listed for comparison. The experimental interaction energy
was obtained after vibration correction of the experimental association energy at 373 K
[183]. The experimental structural and dielectric properties were obtained by molecular
beam microwave spectroscopy at 20 K [181].

structure. The models that fail to model the out-of-plane polarizability, for example the
models TIP4P/FQ [49] and PPC [214], can not reproduce the tetrahedral-like structure
of the water dimer [243, 250]. Only by adding polarizable point dipoles to the FQ model,
the POL5/TZ and POL5/QZ models were able to reproduce the optimal dimer geometry
very well [193]. Generally, in order to obtain a model yielding the correct optimal dimer
structure, the quadrupole moments and the out-of-plane polarizability should be properly
modelled.

The total dipole moment of the water dimer as a function of the oxygen-oxygen dis-
tance, R(OO), for the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models is shown in Figure 4.3 together with
that from the restricted Hartree-Fock MP4 calculations by Alfredsson et al. [213]. In the
calculations, the dimer geometry was fixed with φ = 74.6◦ and θ = 52.26◦ (COS/G2) or
θ = 54.74◦ (COS/G3). The θ values are such that the oxygen atom and one hydrogen
atom from the hydrogen-bond donor molecule and the oxygen atom from the acceptor
molecule are on a line. The COS/G2 model reproduces the total dipole moment of the
water dimer better than the COS/G3 model. However, we notice that the intramolecular
geometry of the COS/G3 model is slightly different from the geometry used in MP4 calcu-
lations. By changing the angle θ from 54.74◦ to 52.26◦, the COS/G3 model reproduces the
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MP4 results better. Only at distances R(OO) shorter than 0.24 nm, the dipole moment
is overestimated by both models. Such distances are rarely observed in the simulation of
liquid water at ambient pressures as we can see from the radial distribution functions of
liquid water (see Section 4.4.2). For this reason, no Thole-like [84] damping factors had
to be used to decrease the polarization effect at short distance as done in the models of
refs [155, 170, 251, 252].

Figure 4.3: Total dipole moment of the water dimer as a function of R(OO) distance
for water models together with that from the restricted Hartree-Fock MP4 calculations by
Alfredsson et al. [213]. The dimer geometry was set to: COS/G2: θ = 52.26◦, COS/G3,
COS/G, COS/B2: θ = 54.74◦ and φ = 74.6◦, if not specified otherwise. MP4: thick solid
line, COS/G: solid line, COS/B2: short-dashed line, COS/G2: dashed line, COS/G3:
dotted line, COS/G3 (with θ = 52.26◦): dotted-dashed line.

Following the calculations of Stern et al. [193], we have investigated the cyclic trimer,
tetramer and pentamer, as well as book, cage, cyclic, and prism configurations of the
hexamer using the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models. The binding energies, average O-O
distances, average molecular dipole moments and total dipole moments of the clusters
for various models are listed in Table 4.3. In accordance with Stern et al. [193], we
did not perform a global conformational search, but started from ab initio minimized
geometries and performed an energy minimization with the model potentials. The ab initio
calculations were performed at MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level using the Gaussian 98 package
[278]. Structures for the various clusters as given by the COS/G2 model are shown in
Figure 4.4. Only recently, MP2 calculations for the water clusters with complete basis
set limit estimation became available [273]. Generally, the binding energies of the water
clusters are close to the less negative values from the ab initio calculations, which may
be due to the fact that the models have a lower molecular polarizability compared to
the experimental value in the gas phase [147]. The water hexamer represents a crossover
point, where non-cyclic structures become more stable than the cyclic one. The COS/G2
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COS/G2 COS/G3 ab initio Expt
Trimer U -55.9 -54.8 -61.9 [270] -62.1 [271] -59.6 [272] -66.1 [273]
cyclic Upol 9.1 9.1

ROO 0.294 0.295 0.279 [188] 0.283 [270] 0.280 [271] 0.278 [274] 0.296 [275, 276] 0.285 [189]
µ 2.14 2.13 2.31 [184]
µtot 1.10 1.10 1.14 [188] 1.071 [184]

Tetramer U -103.4 -101.1 -115.48 [273] -99.6 [271] -106.0 [272]
cyclic Upol 30.8 31.8

ROO 0.286 0.286 0.274 [188] 0.279 [189]
µ 2.40 2.34 2.56 [184]
µtot 0.01 0.01 0.00 [188]

Pentamer U -136.4 -134.1 -151.9 [273] -139.5 [272]
cyclic Upol 55.5 58.5

ROO 0.283 0.283 0.272 [188] 0.287 [271] 0.277 [189]
µ 2.45 2.47 2.67 [184]
µtot 0.94 0.94 1.04 [188] 0.927 [184]

Hexamer U -172.1 -166.4 -190.8 [273] -187.2 [277]
book Upol 62.1 67.8

ROO 0.280 0.270 0.277 [188] 0.277 [277]
µ 2.43 2.45
µtot 2.11 2.12 2.49 [188]

Hexamer U -173.4 -170.3 -191.6 [273] -188.4 [277]
cage Upol 43.6 44.0

ROO 0.286 0.281 0.281 [188] 0.281 [277] 0.282 [189]
µ 2.34 2.34 2.64 [184]
µtot 1.99 2.00 2.01 [188] 1.90 [184, 189]

Hexamer U -167.4 -160.7 -187.5 [273] -183.6 [277]
cyclic Upol 81.9 90.3

ROO 0.269 0.267 0.271 [188] 0.271 [277] 0.276 [189]
µ 2.53 2.56 2.70 [184]
µtot 0.04 0.04 0.00 [188]

Hexamer U -172.2 -167.4 -192.1 [273] -188.8 [277]
prism Upol 46.1 45.8

ROO 0.287 0.287 0.284 [188] 0.284 [277]
µ 2.36 2.36
µtot 2.58 2.61 2.77 [188]

Table 4.3: Water cluster minimum-energy properties: interaction energy U (kJ/mol),
polarization energy Upol (kJ/mol), average distance between oxygens in hydrogen bonds
ROO (nm), total molecular dipole moment µtot (D), and average molecular dipole moment
µ (D). The optimal cluster conformations for the COS/G2 model are shown in Figure 4.4.

and COS/G3 models predict correctly the relative stability of the case, book, and cyclic
hexamers, but fail to predict the larger stability of the prism with respect to the cage
hexamer cluster. However, the difference in binding energy between these clusters is
very small (less than 2%) and there does exist uncertainty in both experimental and
ab initio data [279] as we can see from the recent review by Keutsch et al. [280] on
the water trimer. It should also be kept in mind that in the ab initio calculations the
intramolecular geometries were allowed to relax while in the calculations with the COS/G2
and COS/G3 models the intramolecular geometries were kept rigid. Notwithstanding, the
predicted geometries are generally in good agreement with the experimental data and ab
initio results. Taking into account the fact that the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models were
parametrized against the properties of liquid water instead of gas-phase properties from ab
initio calculations, both models describe the properties of the gaseous clusters rather well.
The variation of the average molecular dipole moment and the polarization energy between
various water clusters illustrates the variation of many-body effects with the environment.
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Figure 4.4: Optimal structure of water clusters (a: trimer, b: tetramer, c: pentamer,
d: book hexamer, e: cage hexamer, f: cyclic hexamer, g: prism hexamer) of the model
COS/G2. The structures are obtained from an energy minimization starting from the
structure optimized by MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. See Table 4.3 for the structural
details.

Non-polarizable water models will not capture these variations.

4.4.2 Liquid water at room temperature and pressure

Thermodynamic, dynamic and dielectric properties of the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models
for liquid water at room temperature and pressure are reported in Table 4.4 together with
the data for the SPC model, the COS/B2 model, and data available from experiments and
ab initio calculations. The models were parametrized to fit to the experimental density
and heat vaporization, so they reproduce them very well. The polarization energy was

calculated from Upol = 1
2

∑N
i=1

~µindi ·~µindi
αi

, corresponding to the energy cost of distorting the
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SPC [12, 138] COS/B2 [138] COS/G2 COS/G3 ab initio Expt
T 302.4 302.5 302.8 302.0 300
p -0.28 5.50 0.93 0.10 1
Upot -41.26 -41.73 -41.30 -41.10 -41.5 [185]
Upol - 11.54 15.40 14.38
ρ 970.5 992.4 997.2 1000.0 997.0 [196]
D 4.3 2.6 2.3 2.6 2.3 [186]
τHH2 1.1 1.7 2.4 1.7 2.0 [218]
τOH2 1.0 1.6 2.2 1.6 1.95 [219]
τµ2 0.9 1.6 2.0 1.4 1.92 [220]
µ 2.27 2.62 2.59 2.57 2.66 [187] 2.95-3.00 [178] 2.9±0.6 [48]
µind - 0.58 0.78 0.75 ∼0.81 [187] ∼1.08 [178] ∼0.75 [222] ∼1.24 [223]
ε(0) 65.2 121.6 87.8 88.1 78.5 [79]
ε(∞) 2.45 2.67 3.18 2.12 1.79 [81] 5.2 [82]
gk 2.57 3.55 2.53 2.70 2.90 [210]
τD 6.8 14.9 9.9 9.2 8.3 [82]
Cp 75.9 88.1 94.1 83.7 75.32 [79, 196]
κT 47.3 46.4 40.8 39.5 45.8 [79, 196]
α 7.3 9.7 5.7 7.0 2.57 [79, 196]

Table 4.4: Liquid state properties of water at 1 atm and 300 K. Temperature, T (K),
pressure, p (atm), total potential energy, Upot (kJ/mol), polarization energy Upol (kJ/mol)
, density ρ (kg m−3), self-diffusion constant D (10−9 m2s−1), rotational relaxation times
along different axes τHH2 , τOH2 and τµ2 (ps), average (total and induced) molecular dipole
µ and µind (D), static dielectric permittivity ε(0), infinite frequency dielectric permittivity
ε(∞), infinite system Kirkwood factor gk, Debye dielectric relaxation time τD, heat capacity
Cp (J mol−1 K−1), isothermal compressibility κT (10−6 atm−1), and thermal expansion
coefficient α (10−4 K−1).

molecule to its polarized state [14]. The polarization energy accounts for about 35% of
the potential energy, a value comparable to the values found for different water clusters
(see Table 4.3). In non-polarizable water models, this contribution is usually included
implicitly in a mean-field manner via parametrization.

The dynamic properties of liquid water are likely to be correlated with the average
molecular dipole moment [159, 281]. The coupling between the translational motion and
the dipole moment is indicated in the dielectric spectrum [49]. For example, the SPC
model has a too high diffusion constant and a too fast orientational relaxation [17, 18],
which is due to the fact that the SPC model has a too small dipole moment in the liquid
phase. In contrast, the self-diffusion constant and the rotational relaxation times along
different axes are well reproduced by the COS/B2, COS/G2 and COS/G3 models (Table
4.4).

The static dielectric permittivities ε(0) of liquid water at room temperature are about
88 (Table 4.4) for the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models, in satisfactory agreement with the
experimental value of 78.5 [79]. By introducing an off-atom interaction site to better
reproduce the quadrupole moments, the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models do improve the
static dielectric permittivity, which is one of the main deficiencies of our previous model
COS/B2 [138]. The COS/G2 and COS/G3 models give average molecular dipole moments
of 2.59 D and 2.57 D in the liquid, about 40% larger than in the gas phase. The larger
value in the liquid is a direct effect of polarization. The distribution of the total molecular
dipole moment is nearly Gaussian with a width at half-height of approximately 0.4 D for
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both cases (shown in Figure 4.5), which is much smaller than that of the AMOEBA model
(0.8 D) [170].

Figure 4.5: Distribution of the induced dipole moment (left peaks) and the total dipole
moment (right peaks) in the simulations of the COS/B2 (short-dashed line), COS/G2
(dashed-line) and COS/G3 (dotted line) models at room temperature and pressure.

The ”correct” value of the average molecular dipole moment of liquid water is still in
debate [178, 193, 224, 227]. The dipole moment can not be measured directly in experi-
ments, nor can it be defined unambiguously, since the electron density is not zero between
molecules [223, 282]. Calculation of the average molecular dipole moment from ab initio
simulations of liquid water suffers from the ambiguity in partitioning the electron density
[178, 187, 283]. The average molecular dipole moments of reported polarizable water mod-
els vary between 2.3 to 3.1 D [9]. A wide range of values was also reported in the literature
for liquid water and ice either from experiments or ab initio calculations: 2.6 D for ice Ih
experimentally by Coulson and Eisenberg [222], 3.09 D for ice Ih experimentally by Batista
et al. [223], 2.3-3.1 D for ice Ih from ab initio calculations by Batista et al. [190], 2.66 D for
liquid water from ab initio calculations by Laasonen et al. [187], 2.95-3.00 D for liquid wa-
ter from ab initio calculations by Silvestrelli and Parrinello [178], and 2.9±0.6 D for liquid
water extracted from an X-ray structure by Badyal et al. [48]. Sprik [224] suggested that
a polarizable water model needs an average dipole moment of 2.6 D to reproduce the static
dielectric permittivity using classical molecular dynamics simulations and this conjecture
has been confirmed by Soetens et al. [225] through analysis of a series of polarizable water
models. Chen et al. [226] inferred from their studies on polarizable water models that
an average dipole moment of about 2.4∼2.5 D for a SPC-pol or TIP4P-pol model would
yield a static dielectric permittivity around 80. On the other hand, polarizable models
with dipole moments larger than 2.6 D and static dielectric permittivity around 80 have
been reported [170, 227]. Thus it is very risky to make any definitive conclusions on the
relation between the molecular dipole moment and the static dielectric permittivity based
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on our results. The induced dipole moments of the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models are
0.78 and 0.75 D, which are larger than that of the COS/B2 model. They are closer to
0.75 D, the lower limit estimated from Coulson and Eisenberg’s data [222], than to 1.24
D from Batista et al.’s data [223]. A wide range of values for the induced dipole mo-
ment have been reported from ab initio or combined QM/MM calculations [178, 187, 284].
Compared to the COS/B2 model, the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models improve the infinite
system Kirkwood factor gK. The Debye dielectric relaxation time τD gives an estimate
of the relaxation time of the hydrogen bond network and we expect that the COS/G2
and COS/G3 models mimic the hydrogen bond network more properly than the COS/B2
model. The frequency dependent dielectric permittivity (both the real part ε′(ω) and the
negative imaginary part ε′′(ω)) is shown in Figure 4.6. In the high-frequency range, the

Figure 4.6: The frequency dependence of the dielectric permittivity (real part ε′(ω) and
negative imaginary part ε′′(ω)) at room temperature and pressure for the different water
models. Experimental data [82]: thick line, SPC: solid line, COS/B2: short-dashed line,
COS/G2: dashed line, COS/G3: dotted line.

results are not reliable because of the sampling rate used in our simulations. The real
part ε′(ω) is at low frequency mainly determined by the static dielectric permittivity ε(0),
while in the intermediate frequency range, it is mainly determined by the Debye relaxation
time τD. The infinite frequency dielectric permittivity ε(∞) of the COS/G2 and COS/G3
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models are 3.18 and 2.12, which are within the range of the experimental data [81, 82].
The COS/G2 and COS/G3 models improve the imaginary part ε′′(ω) compared to the
COS/B2 model.

The heat capacity Cp, thermal expansion coefficient α, and isothermal compressibility
κT at 1 atm and 298 K were evaluated using a finite difference expression as done in ref
[138]. The heat capacity Cp =

(
∂U
∂T

)
p

was calculated using a centered-difference approx-

imation instead of using the fluctuation formula in order to get more reliable results [3].
Generally, polarizable water models overestimate the heat capacity [228]. The isother-
mal compressibility κT is well reproduced while the thermal expansion coefficient α, is
overestimated by our models.

Figure 4.7: Liquid phase atom-atom radial distribution function at room temperature and
pressure for oxygen-oxygen (Panel a), oxygen-hydrogen (Panel b) and hydrogen-hydrogen
(Panel c) pairs for the set of water models, COS/B2 (short-dashed line), COS/G2 (dashed
line), and COS/G3 (dotted line), along with the curves derived from experimental data
obtained in 1986 [285] (Exp1986: dotted-dashed line) and 2000 [217] (Exp2000: solid
line).

Sorenson et al. [286] provide a summary of experimental and simulated atom-atom ra-
dial distribution function (RDF) results obtained over many years. Two groups have now
reported almost identical RDF curves based on independent analysis of neutron scattering
experiments [217] or X-ray scattering experiments [287], which represent the best RDF
estimates currently available. Soper reported in 2000 [217] a revised analysis of the exper-
imental data obtained in 1986 [285] (referred to as Exp2000 and Exp1986 respectively).
The O-O, O-H and H-H RDF g(R) are shown in Figure 4.7 for the COS/B2, COS/G2,
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COS/G3 models and for the two experimental sets from Soper’s group determined in 1986
[285] and in 2000 [217]. The data by Hura et al. [287] obtained with X-rays is not shown
since it is nearly indistinguishable from the Exp2000 data by Soper [217]. The first peak
in the gOO(R) obtained from simulation is slightly overestimated compared to Exp2000,
but comparable to Exp1986. The same is observed for the AMOEBA model [170]. The
positions of the first peak for the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models are 0.276 nm and 0.280
nm, lying between those of Exp1986 and Exp2000. The coordination number can be deter-
mined from the RDF by integrating gOO(R) over the first peak. Using the location of the
first minimum on the experimental curve (0.336 nm) [217] as the upper limit of integration,
we obtained a coordination number of 4.6, 4.6, 4.6, 4.5 and 4.5 for the COS/B2, COS/G2,
COS/G3 models, Exp1986 and Exp2000, respectively. This shows that a water molecule
is not strictly tetrahedrally coordinated. The COS/G2 model shows more structure in the
second hydration shell than the COS/B2 model, while the COS/G3 model shows similar
structure as the COS/B2 model. The first trough for the COS/G3 model is not deep
enough and all the features are shifted out slightly too far. The simulated gOH(R) and
gHH(R) agree with the experimental data.

4.4.3 Liquid water at non-ambient temperatures and pressures

Figure 4.8: Water density ρ at 1 atm as a function of temperature for the different water
models. Experimental data [288]: thick line, SPC: solid line, COS/B2: short-dashed line,
COS/G2: dashed line, COS/G3: dotted line.

Densities as a function of temperature at 1 atm are compared with experimental data
(taken from ref. [288]) in Figure 4.8. As is well known, below a temperature of 4 ◦C, the
density of cold water changes with temperature in a manner opposite to that of almost
all other substances: with increasing temperature the tetrahedral structure breaks down
and the density increases, leading to a maximum at about 4◦C. In our previous study
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Figure 4.9: Potential energy U pot at 1 atm as a function of temperature for the different
water models. Experimental data [230]: thick line, SPC: solid line, COS/B2: short-dashed
line, COS/G2: dashed line, COS/G3: dotted line.

[138], the COS/B2 model did not show a density maximum above 200 K. The COS/G3
model shows similar behavior, which may be related to the fact that the O-O RDF for this
model does not show a pronounced second peak [15]. The COS/G2 model, however, has
a maximal density around 260 K. Generally, the densities of the models decrease too fast
with increasing temperature compared to the experimental curve, which is also observed
for other polarizable water models.

The potential energy U pot as a function of temperature at 1 atm is shown in Figure 4.9.
Experimental data are derived from ref. [230] with proper quantum corrections applied as
done in ref. [185]. The computed potential energies vary linearly with temperature over a
range of 150 K, which is consistent with the experimental data. For the polarizable models
the potential energy increases too steeply with increasing temperature. This is reflected
in the constant-pressure heat capacity,

We also calculated the self-diffusion constant as a function of temperature at 1 atm
(Figure 4.10). The two models (COS/G2 and COS/G3) show very similar curves and for
clarity only that of the COS/G2 model is shown in Figure 4.10. The polarizable water
models reproduce better the experimental data [233, 234]. A fit of the model results was

made using the analytical function D = D0T
1
2 ( T

Ts
−1)γ, which has been empirically shown

to reproduce the isobaric temperature dependence of transport properties of liquid water
[235, 236]. The parameters from the fit for the COS/G2 model are: D0 = 0.78 ×10−9 m2

s−1 K−
1
2 , Ts = 218.9 K , γ = 1.59, comparable to the experimental ones D0 = 0.87 ×10−9

m2 s−1 K−
1
2 , Ts = 220 K, γ = 1.81.

Atom-atom RDFs at several other thermodynamic conditions were computed for the
COS/G2 and COS/G3 models and compared with the experimental data determined in
2000 [217] (For clarity, only those of the COS/G2 model are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.12 and
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Figure 4.10: Self-diffusion constant D at 1 atm as a function of temperature for the differ-
ent water models. Experimental data [233, 234]: dots, SPC: squares, COS/B2: diamonds,
COS/G2: triangles.

Models ρ µ µind U
(kg m−3) (D) (D) (kJ mol−1)

COS/G2 958.0 2.81 0.97 -49.05
COS/G3 950.0 2.78 0.94 -48.52
Expt 931.0 [289] 2.6 [222], 3.09 [223] -47.34 [290]
ab initio 2.76 [184], 2.3-3.1 [190]

Table 4.5: Properties of the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models in the solid state (ice Ih):
density ρ, lattice energy U, average molecular dipole moment µ, average induced dipole
moment µind. The experimental density ρ was determined at a temperature of 100 K [289]
and the lattice energy of ice Ih was determined at 0 K [290].

4.13). In general, the models agree well with experiment. Experimental evidence shows
that the height of the first peak of gOH(R) decreases and its position shifts towards larger
distances with increasing temperature and decreasing density [217, 285]. This indicates a
decrease of the number of hydrogen bonds and the model correctly captures this feature.

4.4.4 Ice

Molecular dynamics simulations of ice Ih form, the most common phase of ice, were per-
formed at 100 K and 1 atm. The results are listed in Table 4.5. The densities for ice at
100 K are 958.0 and 950.0 kg m−3, slightly larger than the experimental density of ice Ih
at 100 K [289]. The lattice energy of the ice Ih form is computed as the energy required to
infinitely separate the water molecules from the minimized ice geometry and is compared
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Figure 4.11: Liquid phase oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions at various thermo-
dynamic states for the water model COS/G2 (dashed line) along with the curves derived
from experimental data obtained in 2000 [217] (Exp2000: solid line). Panel a: T = 268
K, P = 270 atm, Panel b: T = 268 K, P = 2100 atm, Panel c: T = 268 K, P = 4000
atm, Panel d: T = 423 K, P = 100 atm, Panel e: T = 423 K, P = 1900 atm, Panel f:
T = 673 K, P = 500 atm, Panel g: T = 673 K, P = 800 atm, Panel h: T = 673 K, P =
1300 atm, Panel i: T = 673 K, P = 3400 atm.

to the experimental value of -47.34 kJ mol−1 at 0 K [290]. The oxygen-oxygen, oxygen-
hydrogen, and hydrogen-hydrogen RDFs calculated from the final 100 ps of simulation
are shown in Figure 4.14 together with curves derived from experiments by Soper at 220
K [217]. RDFs calculated over different simulation periods show little changes (data not
shown), which indicates a stable ice structure. Not unexpectedly, the RDFs derived from
experiments at 220 K show less structure than those calculated from simulations at 100
K. However, both curves show the same features.

4.5 Conclusion

As pointed out before [138], the COS (charge-on-spring) type of model [132] circumvents
the complex evaluation of dipole-dipole interactions and forces and does not introduce any
new type of interaction functions into the commonly used (bio)molecular force fields, since
all the electrostatic interactions are point charge interactions. Thus a COS type polariza-
tion model can very straightforwardly be combined with grid-based methods for evaluating
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Figure 4.12: Liquid phase oxygen-hydrogen radial distribution functions at various ther-
modynamic states for the water model COS/G2 (dashed line) along with the curves derived
from experimental data obtained in 2000 [217] (Exp2000: solid line). For further explana-
tion see caption of Figure 4.11.

the long-range electrostatic interactions and it is compatible with current biomolecular
force fields.

In this paper, based on our previous work [138], two new polarizable water models
with a geometry of the SPC or TIP models were developed and validated through a series
of MD simulations of water clusters, liquid water and ice under various thermodynamic
conditions. The main features of these two models include: (1) one additional virtual atom
site that was added to reproduce not only the gas phase dipole but also approximately the
quadrupole moments of a water molecule, (2) no special damping factor parameters are
needed to avoid short range over-polarization, and (3) the parameters of the models were
fitted to reproduce the properties of liquid water at ambient conditions. The majority of
the many-body effects is adequately accounted for by classical polarization in the two mod-
els. Compared to the previous COS/B2 model, both the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models
improved the optimal dimer structure. We found that both the quadrupole moment and
the out-of-plane polarizability play a crucial role in reproducing the gas phase properties.
In the liquid phase at room temperature and pressure, the COS/G2 and COS/G3 models
have a static dielectric permittivity of about 88 with an average dipole of 2.59 D and 2.57
D respectively, which is a sizeable improvement over the COS/B2 model [138].

It has been argued that the inclusion of polarizability (together with flexibility, and
quantum effects) does not lead to a better reproduction of the thermodynamic properties of
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Figure 4.13: Liquid phase hydrogen-hydrogen radial distribution functions at various
thermodynamic states for the water model COS/G2 (dashed line) along with the curves
derived from experimental data obtained in 2000 [217] (Exp2000: solid line). For further
explanation see caption of Figure 4.11.

liquid water at a wide range of the thermodynamic state points [259]. However, many-body
effects in water strongly depend on the molecular environment as shown in the calculations
of water clusters (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). The polarization energy strongly varies
with the cluster size. The average molecular dipole moment increases from the dimer to
the large clusters, and the average molecular dipole moment of liquid water lies between
those of various clusters. These features can only be captured by models that explicitly
take into account polarization effects.

In the present work, only the linear approximation of the true polarization response to
the electric field has been included [46]. It has been shown that in water, nonlinear po-
larization effects begin to become significant at a field strength of 2∼3 V/Å[179, 291, 292],
which is comparable to the mean field strength in an aqueous solution [48, 214]. Pre-
liminary results from introducing high-order polarization effects into the COS/B2 model
show some improvement in the properties of the liquid water [149]. On the other hand,
introducing hyperpolarizability may complicate the model. Most water models have only
a single repulsion-dispersion site (oxygen atom). Recent studies [17, 170] show that the
introduction of van der Waals interaction at the hydrogen atoms does improve the model
properties. For simplicity, only one repulsion-dispersion center was considered in the
present work.

In conclusion, we believe that both models will serve as reliable, simple, classical, rigid,
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Figure 4.14: Solid phase radial distribution functions for ice at 100 K for oxygen-oxygen
(Panel a), oxygen-hydrogen (Panel b), hydrogen-hydrogen (Panel c) atoms for the COS/G2
model calculated from the final 100 ps of simulation (dashed line) along with the curves
derived from experimental data obtained at 220 K in 2000 [217] (Exp2000: solid line).

polarizable water models in studying organic and (bio)molecular systems. Future work will
include extending the models to ions, organic molecules, and non-polar solvents and the
use of the polarizable models to study ionic solutions, non-polar solutes in polar solvents,
polar solutes in non-polar but polarizable solvents, and hydrogen-bonded liquids.
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Chapter 5

Molecular dynamics simulations of
liquid methanol and methanol-water
mixtures with polarizable models

5.1 Summary

A polarizable model for simulation of liquid methanol, compatible with the COS/G2 wa-
ter model, has been developed using the Charge-On-Spring (COS) technique. The model
consists of three point charges, with one polarizable center on the oxygen atom. The
Lennard-Jones parameters on the oxygen atom together with the molecular polarizabil-
ity were varied to reproduce the experimental heat of vaporization and density of liquid
methanol at ambient conditions. We examined the energies of various methanol dimers
in the gas phase and compared them with values obtained from ab initio calculations.
The model was then used to study the thermodynamic, dynamic, structural and dielec-
tric properties of liquid methanol as well as of a methanol-water mixture. A microscopic
picture of the structure of pure liquid methanol and of the methanol-water mixture is
provided. Good agreement was found between the results from our model simulations
and available experimental and ab initio calculation data. In particular, the experimental
dielectric permittivity of 32 could be reproduced, which had shown to be impossible when
using non-polarizable models.

5.2 Introduction

Computer simulation has become a powerful tool for obtaining detailed insights into the
structure, dynamics, and function of (bio)molecular systems [26, 27]. One of the challenges
of (bio)molecular simulation is the formulation of an intermolecular potential function de-
scribing the interactions between molecules in the condensed phase with accurate force-
field parameters. The past two decades saw a large effort in the development of reliable
force fields for (bio)molecular systems [35, 36]. A common feature of these force fields is
that electrostatic interactions are described in terms of pairwise additive Coulomb inter-
actions, many-body contributions being treated in a mean-field manner. Although such

85
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”effective” force fields can provide valuable insights and understanding of the properties
of (bio)molecular systems and will continue to be widely used, they inhibit accurate inves-
tigations of processes involving large electrostatic changes in the molecular environment
[45, 46]. In response to this concern, much effort has been directed to developing polariz-
able force fields or molecular models for condensed phase simulations. Except for a few
rare attempts to develop a general (bio)molecular polarizable force fields [129, 130, 158],
most of the research has mainly focused on polarizable models for liquids, in particular
water [7].

Because of their crucial role in many chemical and biological systems, hydrogen-
bonding compounds are of long-standing interest [293, 294]. Among them, liquid alcohol
represents an important class of compounds for its hydrogen bonding and amphiphilic
characteristics and its use as organic solvent [295]. When alcohol is mixed with water, the
entropy of the system increases far less than expected for an ideal solution of randomly
mixed molecules, which may be due to the incomplete mixing of alcohol and water at the
microscopic level [296, 297]. Methanol is the simplest alcohol and is a close analog to wa-
ter, due to the presence of a hydroxyl group. The dipole moments of methanol and water
in the gas phase are 1.70 D [79] and 1.85 D [47], while in the liquid phase they increase to
2.87 D [298] and 2.90±0.60 D [48] respectively. However, the presence of the methyl group
in methanol induces significant differences between water and methanol [294]. The major
structural difference between water and methanol in the condensed phase is that four wa-
ter molecules form a tetrahedral coordinate [216], whereas the methanol molecules form
clusters consisting of chains or small rings [297, 299]. Liquid methanol has been the subject
of many theoretical and experimental studies. Extensive information on the structural,
dynamic and spectroscopic properties of liquid methanol has been made available from
various experimental techniques, including NMR [300], neutron scattering [301, 302], and
X-ray diffraction [303]. On the theoretical side, computer simulations have been performed
to rationalize and elucidate the experimental data [294]. Ab initio calculations have been
used to study the dynamics of hydrogen-bonding networks, the molecular dipole moment
in the liquid phase, and to calculate vibrational and infrared spectra [304–306]. Various
groups have been involved in the development of effective pairwise empirical models for
liquid methanol [307–311], which allow one to reach a good description of the structure
and dynamics of liquid methanol in atomic detail. The role of polarization in strongly
self-associating liquids has been demonstrated by Skaf et al. [312], Caldwell and Kollman
[154], Gao et al. [313], and Dang and Chang [314], in developing polarizable models for
liquid methanol.

Walser et al. [311] reparametrized a rigid, three-point, non-polarizable methanol model
(B3) in conjuction with the non-polarizable SPC water model [12]. They found that all the
available three-point rigid models underestimate the static dielectric permittivity ε(0) by
about 50%. Through analyzing the effects of the force-field parameters on the properties of
liquid methanol, they suggested that in order to describe the dielectric properties properly,
the model has to include the polarization effect explicitly. The molecular polarizability
of a methanol molecule (3.32 4πε0 10−3 nm3) [79] in the gas phase is much larger than
that of a water molecule (1.445 4πε0 10−3 nm3) [79]. The static dielectric permittivity ε(0)
and the dielectric permittivity at infinite frequency ε(∞) for water are 78.5 [79] and 1.79
[81]/5.2 [82], respectively, while those for methanol are 32.6 [315] and 5.38 [79], respectively.
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This suggests that electronic polarization has a larger effect on the properties of liquid
methanol than on those of liquid water. Indeed, the dielectric properties of water can be
better reproduced by non-polarizable models than is the case for methanol. The static
dielectric permittivity reported for non-polarizable methanol models is with values around
20 consistently too small. No value larger than 24 has been reported. For polarizable
models, Skaf et al. [312] reported a dielectric permittivity of 42 for their model based
on perturbation theory, while the dielectric permittivities of other polarizable methanol
models have not been reported [154, 313, 314].

Recently, we have developed polarizable water models based on the Charge-On-Spring
(COS) technique [50, 132, 138, 175]. In the present article, the COS approach will be used
to develop a three-point, rigid, polarizable methanol model for use in conjunction with
the COS/G2 water model [175]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations will be performed
to examine various thermodynamic, dynamic, structural and dielectric properties of liquid
methanol as well as of mixtures with water. This paper is organized as follows: Section 5.3
describes the method to develop the models and simulation details. Section 5.4 describes
the results of simulations, and Section 5.5 presents conclusions and an outlook.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Developing the model

As in the recently developed polarizable water models [138, 175], each methanol molecule
has one polarizable center. It is placed on the oxygen atom. The methyl group is modelled
as a united atom (Me), consistent with the GROMOS force field [32, 33, 263, 264, 316]. The
intramolecular geometry was kept rigid, the partial charges of the O, H and Me atoms were
assigned to reproduce the experimental gas phase dipole moment. The Lennard-Jones in-
teraction parameters of the oxygen atom together with the molecular polarizability were
varied to reproduce the experimental heat of vaporization and density of liquid methanol
at 298 K and 1 atm. The molecular polarizability was treated as an empirical parameter
instead of fixing it at the experimental value in the gas phase for the following reasons.
Recently, ab initio calculations have shown that for the case of water, the molecular po-
larizability in the condensed phase is lower than that in the gas phase [265, 266]. Second,
in the parametrization of polarizable water models, the need to use a lower molecular
polarizability has been demonstrated by various groups [138, 170, 175, 193]. The final pa-
rameter set is listed in Table 5.1 together with available experimental data and ab initio
calculation results. The molecular polarizability of methanol is 1.320 4πε0 10−3 nm3 in the
final model, COS/M, which is considerably lower than the experimental gas phase value
(3.32 4πε0 10−3 nm3) [79].

5.3.2 Simulation methods

A cubic box with a side length of 3.2596 nm was filled with 512 methanol molecules, result-
ing in a density of 786.9 kg m−3, which is the experimental value of liquid methanol at 298
K and 1 atm [79]. Molecular dynamics simulations were performed under NPT or NVT
conditions with the GROMOS96 (GROningen MOlecular Simulation) package [32, 174],
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GR96 B3 COS/M Exp ab initio
qO (e) -0.574 -0.674 -0.530
qH (e) 0.398 0.408 0.360
qMe (e) 0.176 0.266 0.170
dOH (nm) 0.1000 0.1000 0.1000 0.0945 [79] 0.0961a

dMeO (nm) 0.1430 0.1530 0.1430
dCO (nm) 0.1425 [79] 0.1424a

dHMe (nm) 0.1988 0.2077 0.1988
dHC (nm) 0.1944 [79] 0.1949a

∠τ (deg) 3.27 [317]
µ0 (D) 1.91 2.29 1.75 1.70 [79] 1.81a

µ|| (D) 0.60 1.33 0.62 0.88 [318] 1.03a

µ⊥ (D) 1.81 1.86 1.64 1.44 [318] 1.49a

α (4πε0 10−3 nm3) - - 1.320 3.32 [79]

(C
(1)
12 (O))1/2 ( 10−3 (kJ mol−1nm12 ) 1/2 ) 1.1250 1.5250 1.6150

(C
(2)
12 (O))1/2 ( 10−3 (kJ mol−1nm12 ) 1/2 ) 1.2270 1.5250 1.6150

(C12(Me))1/2 ( 10−3 (kJ mol−1nm12 ) 1/2 ) 4.5665 4.4000 4.4000

(C6(O))1/2 ( (kJ mol−1nm6 ) 1/2 ) 0.04756 0.04756 0.04760

(C6(Me))1/2 ( (kJ mol−1nm6 ) 1/2 ) 0.09421 0.09421 0.09421

Table 5.1: Parameters of the GR96 [32], B3 [311] and COS/M models together with
available experimental data and ab initio calculation results. qH : partial charge on the
hydrogen, qO: partial charge on the oxygen, qMe: partial charge on the methyl group,
dOH: O-H bond length, dCO: C-O bond length, dMeO: O-Me bond length, dHMe: H-
Me distance, dHC : H-C distance, ∠τ : angle of methyl tilt, µ0: fixed molecular dipole
moment, µ⊥, µ|| : dipole moment components, (C

(1)
12 (O))1/2, (C

(2)
12 (O))1/2, (C12(Me))1/2,

(C6(O))1/2, (C6(Me))1/2 are the Lennard-Jones interaction parameters used for different

methanol models. (C
(1)
12 (O))1/2 is used for interactions with Me, while (C

(2)
12 (O))1/2 is used

for interactions with O atoms. See Figure 5.1 for the geometrical parameter definition.
The (C

(1)
12 (OW ))1/2 for the interaction between oxygen atom in COS/G2 water model and

non-polar atoms were slightly changed from the (C
(2)
12 (OW ))1/2 for the interaction between

oxygen atom in COS/G2 water model and polar atoms. (C
(1)
12 (OW ))1/2 and (C

(2)
12 (OW ))1/2

are 1.7544 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm12)1/2 and 1.8594 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm12)1/2 respectively. The
GROMOS van der Waals parameters for an atom pair with integer atom code I and J are
derived from single atom van der Waals parameters using the following combination rules:
C6(I, J) = C

1/2
6 (I) × C

1/2
6 (J) and C12(I, J) = C

1/2
12 (I) × C

1/2
12 (J) For details we refer to

refs. [32, 264]. a: These values were obtained from optimization with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
using use Gaussian98 software package [278].

modified to incorporate the polarizable models. The geometries of the methanol molecules
were constrained by applying the SHAKE [194] algorithm with a relative geometric tol-
erance of 10−4. The temperature was weakly coupled to a bath of a given temperature
with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195] and in the NPT simulations the pressure was also
weakly coupled to a bath of a given pressure with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps [195], and the
compressibility of the system was set to 7.513×10−4 (kJ mol−1nm−3)−1. The equations of
motion were integrated using the leap-frog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. Triple-range
cutoff radii of 0.8/1.4 nm were used to treat van der Waals and electrostatic interactions,
where the intermediate range interactions were calculated, concurrently to updating the
pairlist for short range interactions, every fifth time step. The interactions between atom
pairs within the shorter cutoff were calculated every time step. The long range electro-
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Figure 5.1: Molecular geometry of the methanol molecules in which H3, C(Me), O and
H atoms lie in the symmetry plane of the molecule. Panel A: The experimental and ab
initio geometry. The dotted line makes tetrahedral angles with the three C−H bonds. The
angle between the dotted line and the C −O bond is denoted by τ . Panel B: The geometry
used in the GR96 [32], B3 [311] and COS/M models.

static interactions beyond the outer cutoff were represented by a reaction field [165] with
εRF = 32.6. At the beginning of the simulation, the velocities of the atoms were assigned
from a Maxwell distribution at a given temperature. For every methanol model, 100 ps of
equilibration was followed by 400 ps simulation used for calculating the various properties.
During the runs, configurations of the system were saved every 0.5 ps. The static dielectric
permittivity ε(0) was computed in the NPT ensemble from 10 separate independent runs
of 400 ps each to ensure convergence. For the mixing properties of water and methanol,
simulations were performed with a box of 1,000 molecules with various compositions.

5.3.3 Free energy calculations

In order to calculate the free energy of solvation, thermodynamic integration (TI) cal-
culations [70] were performed with a system consisting of one solute molecule and 999
water molecules. The Hamiltonian H is made a function of a coupling parameter λ:
H(λ) = (1− λ)mH(λ = 0) + λmH(λ = 1), using λ points 0.1 apart in the range of [0, 1],
in which λ = 0 refers to the solute in solution while λ = 1 refers to a dummy solute (no
interaction between solute and solvent). In particular cases, more λ points were inserted
to obtain a smooth 〈∂H/∂λ〉 profile. In order to avoid numerical instabilities as atoms
were deleted, a soft-core interaction was used [156]. At each λ point, 100 ps equilibra-
tion and 100 ps sampling were performed. The λ-dependent Hamiltonian of the Coulomb
interactions for the polarizable models reads as

Hele(λ) = (1− λ)m
1

4πε0

N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

[
(qλ=0
i − qpol)(qλ=0

j − qpol)
(αCλ2 + |ri − rj|2)1/2

+
(qλ=0
i − qpol)qpol

(αCλ2 + |ri − r
′
j|2)1/2
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+
qpol(q

λ=0
j − qpol)

(αCλ2 + |r′i − rj|2)1/2
+

qpolqpol
(αCλ2 + |r′i − r

′
j|2)1/2

]

+ λm
1

4πε0

N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

[
(qλ=1
i − qpol)(qλ=1

j − qpol)
(αC(1− λ)2 + |ri − rj|2)1/2

+
(qλ=1
i − qpol)qpol

(αC(1− λ)2 + |ri − r
′
j|2)1/2

+
qpol(q

λ=1
j − qpol)

(αC(1− λ)2 + |r′i − rj|2)1/2
+

qpolqpol
(αC(1− λ)2 + |r′i − r

′
j|2)1/2

]
(5.1)

and ∂Hele(λ)/∂λ can be calculated as for standard Coulomb interactions, as done in refs
[32, 174]. Similarly, we can write the λ-dependent Hamiltonian of the reaction field term.
The x-component local electrical field at the polarizable center i Ei,x used to derive the
induced dipole can be calculated as

Ei,x =
1

4πε0

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

[
qj

(αCλ2 + r2
ij)

3/2
xij +

Crfqj
(αCλ2 +R2

rf)
3/2

xij

]
. (5.2)

The λ-dependent polarization Hamiltonian can be written as follows

Hpol(λ) =
1

2

N∑

i=1

αi(λ)Ei(λ) ·Ei(λ)

=
1

2

N∑

i=1

[
(1− λ)mαλ=0

i + λmαλ=1
i

]

·
[
(1− λ)mEλ=0

i + λmEλ=1
i

]
·
[
(1− λ)mEλ=0

i + λmEλ=1
i

]
(5.3)

and thus we have

∂Hpol/∂λ =
1

2

N∑

i=1

[ [
−m(1− λ)m−1αλ=0

i +mλm−1αλ=1
i

]

[
(1− λ)mEλ=0

i + λmEλ=1
i

]
·
[
(1− λ)mEλ=0

i + λmEλ=1
i

]

+ 2
[
(1− λ)mαλ=0

i + λmαλ=1
i

] [
−m(1− λ)m−1Eλ=0

i +mλm−1Eλ=1
i

+ (1− λ)m
∂Eλ=0

i

∂λ
+ λm

∂Eλ=1
i

∂λ
]

·
[
(1− λ)mEλ=0

i + λmEλ=1
i

] ]

=
1

2

N∑

i=1

[
[−m(1− λ)m−1αλ=0

i +mλm−1αλ=1
i ]Ei(λ) ·Ei(λ)

+ 2αi(λ)

[
−m(1− λ)m−1Eλ=0

i +mλm−1Eλ=1
i + (1− λ)m

∂Eλ=0
i

∂λ
+ λm

∂Eλ=1
i

∂λ

]

· Ei(λ)

]
(5.4)
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with ∂Ei,x/∂λ given by

∂Ei,x/∂λ =
1

4πε0

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

[
−3αCλqj

(αCλ2 + r2
ij)

5/2
xij +

−3αCλCrfqj
(αCλ2 +R2

rf)
5/2

xij

]
, (5.5)

in which j includes the virtual charges present in the system also.
The combined predictive and iterative approach to solve Eq. 2 in ref [138] is not robust

enough under the conditions that two partial charges are close to each other (i.e. when the
electric field is large), which inhibits convergence. Using soft-core interactions, singularities
at zero distance can be removed for both Lennard-Jones and Coulomb potential energy
terms. However, with the soft-core interaction applied as in Eq. 5.2, the electric field
adopts a maximum at a non-zero distance rij and becomes zero at zero distance. It is not
useful to apply a soft-core interaction in both Hele and Hpol inducing a leveling off at zero
distance. Thus in our calculations no soft-core interactions were applied when calculating
the local electric field (i.e. αC = 0 in Eq. 5.2), whereas the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb
interactions were softened with αLJ = 0.5 and αC = 0.3 nm2 respectively.

There are three aspects of this λ-dependent Hamiltonian worth noticing. First, from
Eq. 5.3, the polarizable atoms that are not perturbed, do have λ-dependent contributions
to the Hamiltonian. Second, when m > 1 in the perturbation of one COS/M methanol
molecule to a dummy molecule solvated in 999 COS/G2 water molecules, the derivative
∂H/∂λ at λ = 0 becomes

∂Hpol/∂λ = −3m

2

N∑

i=1

αλ=0
i Ei(0) ·Ei(0), (5.6)

while for m = 1 we have

∂Hpol/∂λ = −1

2

N∑

i=1

[
3αλ=0

i Ei(0) ·Ei(0)− αλ=1
i Ei(0) ·Ei(0)− 2αλ=0

i Ei(0) ·Ei(1)
]
. (5.7)

For m > 1 ∂Hpol/∂λ (a large number) will dominate the total Hamiltonian derivative,
which makes it difficult to obtain convergence. Thus in practice, all TI calculations of
the solvation free energy were performed with m set to 1 to obtain better convergence.
Third, it has been shown in calculations of the solvation free energy of the SPC water model
using a soft-core interaction for both the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb interactions that the
effects of turning off the different types of non-bonded interactions are well separated along
the λ-path [319]. This makes a more complex procedure, in which first the electrostatic
and subsequently the remaining nonbonded interactions are switched off, unnecessary.
However, in the present case, it is necessary to do so. Since the Lennard-Jones (both
repulsion and dispersion parts) interaction is turned off when λ approaches 1, a COS/M
solute molecule can, in principle, overlap with a COS/G2 water molecule, which results
in a large electric field E and electrostatic force. Under this circumstance, i.e. short
distance and large E, the combined predictive and iterative approach to solve Eq. 2 in ref
[138] is not robust enough, and may not yield a converged solution. This problem can be
remedied by separating the perturbation of the nonbonded interactions along the λ-path,
i.e., first turning off the electrostatic interactions, and then turning off the Lennard-Jones
interactions.
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5.3.4 Analysis

For each model that was found to reproduce reasonably the experimental density and
heat of vaporization, the various structural, thermodynamic, dynamic, and electrostatic
properties were further evaluated, see refs. [138] and [311] for details.

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Energies of the methanol dimer in the gas phase

Energies of 94 methanol dimer configurations are, together with the corresponding values
obtained from ab initio calculations [320], shown in Figure 5.2 Panel A. The interaction
energies of the COS/M model were obtained by an energy minimization starting from
the same configuration as used in ab initio calculations. In the ab initio calculations, the
intramolecular geometry of methanol was allowed to relax, whereas, in the COS/M model
calculation it was kept fixed. Generally the COS/M model reproduces the ab initio data
rather well except for cases where the ab initio energies are large (> 20 kJ mol−1). In
those cases, the explicit methyl hydrogen atoms are involved in close contact. Omitting
the geometries that probe the close-contact interactions involving methyl hydrogen atoms,
a corresponding comparison is shown in Figure 5.2 Panel B. Good correlation (with cor-
relation coefficient 0.95) was found between the dimer energies of the COS/M model and
those from ab initio calculations. In Figure 5.2 Panel C, the energy of the methanol dimer
as a function of the distance R(OO) with the angle α set to 50◦ (see geometry A in ref
[320]) is shown. The geometry of the dimer is shown in Figure 5.2 Panel D. The angle α
is defined as the angle between the bisector of the MeOH angle of the hydrogen-bonding
acceptor molecule and the O-O line, while the donor molecule lies in the bisector plane.
The COS/M model binds less tightly compared to the ab initio results, which may be to
due to the fact that the polarizability of the model is considerably lower than the experi-
mental gas phase value. In the B3 model, the molecular dipole moment was increased to
include the polarization effect of the condensed phase in a mean-field approach, thus in
the gas phase the B3 model binds too tightly in the whole R(OO) range.

5.4.2 Liquid methanol at ambient conditions

The properties of liquid methanol at ambient conditions are listed in Table 5.2 together
with those of the GR96 model [32], the B3 model [311] and available experimental and ab
initio calculation data. The GR96 model overestimates the density by 6% as was noted in
refs. [311] and [323] and the potential energy is 1.2 kJ mol−1 lower than the experimental
value. The newer B3 model improves the properties of the previous GR96 model, yet
the dielectric permittivity is still too low and the Debye relaxation time too short. Since
the interaction parameters were fitted to reproduce the total potential energy and density
of liquid methanol at 298 K and 1 atm, the COS/M model displays a potential energy
and a density close to the experimental values. The polarization energy contributes more
significantly to the total potential energy (44%), compared to the case of liquid water
(37%) [175]. From the mean-square displacement of the oxygen atoms, we obtained a self-
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α

Figure 5.2: Panel A: Correlation between the 94 dimer binding energies of the COS/M
model and those from ab initio calculations. [320]. Panel B: Correlation between the dimer
binding energies of the COS/M model and those from ab initio calculations for geometries
excluding those that probe interactions involving explicit methyl hydrogens (including Ge-
ometries A-F and O in ref. [320]). Panel C: The energies as a function of the O-O
distance R(OO), with the angle α set to 50◦. (◦: ab initio results [320], +: B3 model
[311], ∗: COS/M model.) Panel D: The geometry used in the calculation of the results
reported in Panel C. The angle α is defined as the angle between the bisector of the MeOH
angle of the hydrogen-bond accepting molecule and the line connecting the oxygen atoms of
both molecules. The atoms of the donor molecule lie in the bisector plane. This geometry
refers to Geometry A (α = 50◦) in ref [320] with R(OO) varying between 0.250 nm and
0.500 nm.
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GR96 B3 COS/M Exp ab initio

ρ (kg m−3) 835.9 787.8 774.6 786.9 [79]
Upot (kJ mol−1) -36.8 -35.3 -35.3 -35.6 [79]
Upol (kJ mol−1) - - 15.4
D 10−9 (m2 s−1) 2.42 2.31 1.70 2.42±0.05 [321] 2.00±0.60 [306]
µ (D) 1.91 2.29 2.52 2.87 [298] 2.54 [306] 2.39 [322] 2.64 [305]
µind (D) - - 0.80
ε(0) 21.2 24.2 31.1 32.6 [315]
τD (ps) 36 19 56 49 [315]
Cp (J mol−1 K−1) 95 113 81.5 [230]
κT (10−6 atm−1) 98 129 122.0 [79]

Table 5.2: Properties of liquid methanol at 298 K and 1 atm. ρ denotes the density, Upot

the potential energy derived from the experimental heat of vaporization, Upol the polariza-
tion energy, D the self-diffusion constant, µ the average total molecular dipole moment,
µind the average induced dipole moment, ε(0) the static dielectric permittivity, τD the De-
bye relaxation time, Cp the heat capacity, κT the isothermal compressibility. No quantum
corrections have been included when calculating Cp.

diffusion coefficient D of 1.70 ×10−9 m2 s−1 for the COS/M model, an underestimation
of the experimental data [315]. The isothermal compressibility κT and the heat capacity
Cp at 298 K were calculated using the finite difference from two simulations. The calcu-
lated isothermal compressibility κT for model COS/M is 129 × 10−6 atm−1, close to the
experimental value 122 × 10−6 atm−1 [79]. The calculated heat capacity Cp is 113 J mol−1

K−1, larger than the experimental value of 87.5 J mol−1 K−1 [230]. Generally, the po-
larizable models for which Cp values are reported in the literature (water [228], methanol
[313]) overestimate Cp, which may be due to the larger fluctuations in the potential energy
introduced by the polarization part.

The molecular dipole moment of the B3 model is 2.29 D, lying between the experimental
gas phase dipole moment (1.7 D) and that in the liquid phase (2.87 D), in order to pre-
include the polarization effect into the empirical force field in a mean-field manner. The
molecular dipole moment of the COS/M model in the liquid phase varies between 1.75 and
3.44 D, with an average value of 2.52 D. The distribution of the molecular dipole moment
(data not shown) is very similar to that obtained from ab initio simulation [306]. The
average molecular dipole moment of the COS/M model is lower than the experimental
value [298], but lies within the range of values obtained from ab initio calculations. The
experimental data for liquid dipole moments have large uncertainties, which depend on
the theory used in the data treatment [298]. For liquid water, the average molecular
dipole moment is 2.9 D with an error bar about 0.6 D. The change of the gas phase dipole
moment of 1.75 D to the liquid state value of 2.52 D is a direct effect of polarization and
only those models that properly include polarization effects can capture this feature. The
average molecular dipole moments of the reported polarizable methanol models based on
the point dipole (PD) technique are 2.42 D [313] and 2.81 D [314], respectively. However,
the static dielectric permittivities in the liquid phase for these two models have not been
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reported. The COS/M model shows a static dielectric permittivity of 31, which is close
to the experimental value 32.6 [315]. Compared to the non-polarizable models GR96 and
B3, the COS/M model reproduces the static dielectric permittivity ε(0) and the Debye
relaxation time τD better, which confirms the hypothesis of Walser et al. [311] that ε(0)
values of larger than 24 can only be reached by inclusion of explicit polarizability.

Figure 5.3: Radial distribution functions (RDFs) of various atom-pairs in liquid methanol
derived from experiments and from simulations. Exp [301, 302]: solid line, non-polarizable
B3 model [311]: dotted line, polarizable COS/M model: dashed line. Panel A: O-O pairs,
Panel B: O-H pairs, Panel C: O-Me pairs, Panel D: H-H pairs, Panel E: H-Me pairs,
Panel F: Me-Me pairs.

The radial distribution functions (RDF) of different atom pairs are shown in Figure
5.3. Generally the RDFs show the same structural features as those obtained with non-
polarizable models and other polarizable models, as well as with the curves derived from
neutron scattering experiments [301, 302]. The RDFs from neutron scattering data were
derived using Monte Carlo simulations of an empirical potential model [324] in a so-called
empirical potential structure refinement (EPSR) approach [325]. It has been shown that
the results depend on the potential applied [301, 302], and the diffraction data may be
insensitive to some details of the ensemble of liquid configurations. There are significant
uncertainties in the reconstructed liquid structure [302]. Qualitatively, both the B3 and
COS/M models describe the liquid structure fairly well. Integration over gOH(R) to the
first minimum gives 1.93 and 2.00 hydrogen bonds for the B3 model and COS/M model
respectively, which compares reasonably with the experimental value of 1.77±0.07 [301,
302]. The number of hydrogen bonds formed in the first solvation shell for water is
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about 4.5 [175, 217], indicating a tetrahedrally coordinated structure, while the number of
hydrogen bonds formed in the first solvation shell for liquid methanol of about 2 indicates
linear-chain-like or ring-like structures [299, 301, 302].

5.4.3 Methanol-water mixtures

The density profiles as a function of the molar fraction of methanol χMeOH are shown in
Figure 5.4 (upper panel) together with the experimental data [326]. The COS/M-COS/G2
mixtures are closer to the experimental data at lower concentrations while the B3-SPC
mixtures agree better for higher concentrations. The mixing enthalpy for the water and
methanol mixtures was calculated as

∆Hmix = U(mix)− χMeOHU(MeOH)− (1− χMeOH)U(H2O) (5.8)

where U(mix) is the potential energy of the mixture and U(MeOH) and U(H2O) the
potential energy of pure methanol and pure water, respectively. The mixing enthalpy as a
function of the molar fraction χMeOH is shown in Figure 5.4 (middle panel) together with
the experimental data [327]. A negative mixing enthalpy was obtained over the whole
range of mixtures, consistent with the experimental observations. The experimental data
is more negative in the whole range, however, the scale is relatively small (less than 1 kJ
mol−1). In the lower panel of Figure 5.4, the polarization energy as a function of χMeOH

is shown. It is about is about 15.3 kJ mol−1 over the whole range of mixtures.
The solvation free energies of water and methanol in water were calculated using the TI

technique. The solvation free energy of a COS/G2 water molecule in the COS/G2 water is
about -23.4 kJ mol−1, close to the experimental data of -24.0 kJ mol−1. The solvation free
energy of a methanol molecule B3 in SPC water is about -20.6 kJ mol−1. The solvation
free energy of a COS/M methanol molecule in COS/G2 water is about -15.5 kJ mol−1,
not sufficiently negative compared to the experimental value of -21.4 kJ mol−1 [328].

The structural properties of pure water, pure methanol and a methanol-water mixture
(7 methanol molecules : 3 water molecules) are compared in Figure 5.5. In the mixture, the
first peaks of gMeMe(R) for both B3-SPC and COS/M-COS/G2 mixtures are comparable to
those of the pure methanol (Figure 5.5 Panel A), however, the first peaks of gOO(R) (Figure
5.5 Panel B) shrink, which indicates that addition of water has the effect of pushing the
methanol hydroxyl groups apart. This is consistent with the RDFs derived from neutron
scattering experiments [297]. The water structure is analyzed using the OW-OW atom-
pair RDF, which is shown in Figure 5.5 Panels C and D for both pure water and the
methanol-water mixture. The amplitude of the first peak of the OW-OW RDF is for both
mixtures (B3-SPC and COS/M-COS/G2) higher than in pure water and the second peak
is more pronounced, which suggests that methanol enhances the tetrahedral structure in
the water surrounding it. This has been observed in neutron scattering experiments by
Dixit et al. [297]. However the relative height of the first OW-OW and O-OW peaks
for the B3-SPC mixture is different from that derived from neutron scattering data [297].
The COS/M-COS/G2 mixture correctly predicts the relative height of the first peaks of
the OW-OW and O-OW RDF’s, but their heights are overestimated compared to those
derived from neutron scattering data [297]. This might be due an overestimation of the
liquid structure by the polarizable models or to uncertainties in the RDFs as derived
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Figure 5.4: The density (upper panel), mixing enthalpy (middle panel) and polariza-
tion energy (lower panel) of methanol-water mixtures as a function of molar fraction of
methanol χMeOH at 298 K and 1 atm. In the lower panel, the root-mean-square fluctu-
ations of the polarization energy are shown too. The mixing enthalpy is calculated with
Eq. 5.8. The experimental values for the density are taken from ref. [326] and those
for the mixing enthalpy are from ref. [327]. Exp: ◦, non-polarizable B3 model [311]: +,
polarizable COS/M model: ∗.

from experiments. In short, the structural properties of methanol and water mixtures are
qualitatively correctly captured by the polarizable models.

Configurational cluster analysis was performed for the 7:3 methanol-water mixtures
by considering two water molecules to belong to the same cluster if the distance between
their oxygen (OW) atoms is less than 0.35 nm. Single, isolated water molecules amount to
24% of all water molecules, the remaining 76% participating in clusters containing 2 to 16
molecules for the COS/M-COS/G2 mixtures. This indicates that at microscopic level the
methanol-water mixture is incompletely mixed. It is in contrast to the view that alcohol
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Figure 5.5: Radial distribution functions (RDFs) of various atom-pairs in pure water, in
pure methanol, and in a methanol-water (7:3) mixture simulations. Panel A: Me-Me pairs
in pure methanol and the methanol-water mixture, Panel B: O-O pairs in pure methanol
and the methanol-water mixture, Panel C: OW-OW, OW-O pairs in pure water and the
methanol-water mixture with the SPC water and B3 methanol models, Panel C: OW-OW,
OW-O pairs in pure water and the methanol-water mixture with the COS/G2 water and
COS/M methanol models.

is fully soluble in water and so must be homogeneously mixed at the molecular level, but
consistent with some recent experimental data [297, 299]. It can explain the observation
that for the mixture of alcohol and water, the entropy of the system increases far less than
expected from an ideal solution of randomly mixed molecules.

5.5 Conclusion

In the present study, using Charge-On-Spring (COS) approach [132, 138, 175], we have de-
veloped a three-point, polarizable, rigid methanol model COS/M, which is consistent with
the rigid, polarizable COS/G2 water model [175]. The COS-type models were developed
by fitting the condensed-phase (thermodynamic) properties to the experimental data at
ambient conditions. We have also shown that COS-type models give reasonable results for
the gas-phase properties by comparing the model properties with available experimental
data and ab initio results.

The proposed model describes various properties of liquid methanol at ambient condi-
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tions. In particular, due to the explicit inclusion of polarizability the experimental static
dielectric permittivity of methanol could be reproduced, which was impossible with non-
polarizable models. In agreement with recent experimental studies [297, 299], we found
that incomplete mixing occurs in the methanol-water solution at the microscopic level,
with about 76% water molecules in 7:3 methanol-water mixtures forming water clusters
of various sizes.

The free energy of hydration of the COS/M methanol model is not sufficiently negative
compared to the experimental value, which is probably due to the low molecular polariz-
ability. In the present model, only one polarizable center, the oxygen atom, is included
in the methanol molecule. Since the polarizability of the methyl group is considerably
larger than that of the hydroxyl group, a more realistic, but also more complex polariz-
able model for methanol with two polarizable centers could be developed. Future work
will also include extending the COS-type model to other model compounds.
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Chapter 6

Comparison of properties of Aib-rich
peptides in crystal and solution: A
molecular dynamics study

6.1 summary

In order to study the differences of the structural properties of Aib-rich peptides in solu-
tion and in crystalline state, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the Aib-containing
peptide II (pBrBz-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe) were performed in crystalline state starting
from two different conformers obtained experimentally by X-ray diffraction. The struc-
tural properties as derived from X-ray crystallography (e.g. torsional angles and hydro-
gen bonds) are well reproduced in both, constant-volume and constant-pressure simula-
tions, although the force-field parameters used result in a too high density of the crystals.
Through comparison with the results from previous MD and nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) studies of the very similar peptide I (Z-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe) in dimethylsul-
foxide (DMSO) solution, it is found that in the crystal simulation the conformational
distribution of peptide II is much narrower than that in the solution simulation of pep-
tide I. This leads to a significant difference in 3J(HN, HCα) coupling constant values
in agreement with experimental data, whereas the NOE intensities or proton-proton dis-
tance bounds appear insensitive to the difference in conformational distribution. For small
peptides the differences between their conformational distribution in the crystalline form
and in solution may be much larger than for proteins, which should be kept in mind when
interpretating molecular properties in the solution state using X-ray crystallographic data.

6.2 Introduction

The Aib residue (α-aminoisobutyric acid, 2-amino-2-methyl propanoic acid or 2,2-dimethyl-
glycine) is frequently used in peptide chemistry, because it can provide rigid scaffolds,
spacers of well-defined geometry and specific conformational constraints [329–331]. The
presence of two methyl groups on the α-carbon atoms of Aib imposes a severe restriction
on the conformational space available to peptides containing Aib [332–334]. As shown by
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X-ray crystallographic and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) studies, Aib-rich peptides
fold into stable α-helices, 310-helices or mixed α- and 310-helices, even in dimethylsulfox-
ide (DMSO), a solvent known to disrupt helical structure [332, 335]. It has been shown
that the observed φ and ψ backbone torsional angle values for the Aib residue occur in
two very restricted regions, which correspond to a right-handed α-helix or 310-helix and a
left-handed α-helix or 310-helix [336], unless it is part of a strained cyclic compound. Since
the Aib residue does not have an asymmetric Cα atom, the L- and D-configurations are
therefore isoenergetic, as effectively documented by crystals in which both screw senses
coexist [337–339]. The handedness of a helix containing Aib residues is determined by the
presence of other residues in the sequence that have the L- or D-handedness [55].
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Figure 6.1: Chemical formula of the octapeptides peptide I (Z-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe)
and peptide II (pBrBz-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe) and the atom numbering of Z and pBrBz.
CB1 and CB2 indicate the pro-S and pro-R methyl groups, respectively.

The study of Aib-rich peptides by NMR suffers from two disadvantages, compared
to natural peptides. The lack of α-protons in the Aib residues prevents a systematic
sequential assignment of the proton resonances by homonuclear scalar coupling [340]. The
use of dipolar interactions between protons to identify spin systems can lead to ambiguities
because both intra- and inter-residue peaks may be present. Moreover, the very narrow
range in which the non-exchangeable protons resonate causes severe overlap even in two-
dimensional spectra [341]. Consequently, most of the structures of Aib-rich peptides were
solved by X-ray diffraction [335]. One might wonder whether differences exist between their
structures in the solid state and in solution. It has been shown, either by experiments
[342] or by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [23, 343], that the structural properties
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of proteins are similar in solution and in crystalline state with minor differences in loop or
side-chain conformations, while atom-positional variability is somewhat larger in solution.
This may be due to the high (easily 50%) water content of protein crystals. In contrast
to protein crystals, crystals of small molecules (e.g. short Aib-rich peptides) generally
contain only a few or no water molecules. In this case, the solution and the crystal are two
rather different molecular environments. Thus due to solvation effects and crystal packing
effects, the structural and dynamical properties of Aib-rich peptides in crystalline state
and in solution may differ from each other. Recently NMR [341] and MD [54] simulation
studies showed that the NMR data obtained at 298 K and 340 K for peptide I (Z-(Aib)5-
Leu-(Aib)2-OMe, see Figure 6.1 A) solvated in DMSO are compatible with a mixture of
right-handed and left-handed α or 310 helices. In an earlier crystallographic study [55],
peptide II (pBrBz-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe, see Figure 6.1 B) was found to fold in a right-
handed 310 helix, with two nearly equally populated conformers (A and B) which only
differ in the φ, ψ torsional angle values of the last residue, Aib8. In the crystal structure,
the peptide bonds show a larger deviation from planarity at the N- and C-termini. Since
the peptides I and II only differ at their N-termini, it would be of interest to compare
their structural and dynamical properties in solution (DMSO) and in crystal in order to
analyze the effects of solvation and crystal packing on the properties of these peptides.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation provides a powerful tool to investigate structural
and dynamical differences of (macro)molecules on a sub-nanosecond time-scale [26, 28,
343]. MD simulations of peptide II in the crystalline state were performed for 6 ns under
canonical ensemble (NVT) and isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) boundary conditions
using both isotropic (iso) and anisotropic (aniso) scaling of the computational box starting
from both conformers (A and B) observed in the crystals, see Table 6.1. Using the results
of these simulations and those of our previous (NPT, isotropic pressure scaling, 150 ns)
simulations [54] of peptide I in DMSO solution at two temperatures starting from an
extended conformation (see Table 6.1), we address the following questions:

1. Can MD simulations in crystalline state reproduce the variety of parameters deter-
mined by X-ray diffraction for peptide II? Can we observe the two different con-
formers (A and B) of peptide II and the less planar peptide bonds at the chain
termini?

2. Are the crystal properties of peptide II as well reproduced by simulation at constant
pressure as at constant volume?

3. Do the structural and dynamical properties of peptide II in crystalline state differ
from those of peptide I in (DMSO) solution?

4. Which effects does the solvent (DMSO) or crystal packing have on the (preferred)
conformations of short Aib-rich peptides?
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simulation peptide starting temperature solvent (number of solvent molecules) or reaction field isothermal compressibility length
label configuration (K) number of solute molecules in εRF for pressure coupling (ns)

the crystalline computational box κ (10−4 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1)
298e I extended conformation 298 DMSO (1119) 54 4.575 150
340e I extended conformation 340 DMSO (1119) 54 4.575 150

NVTA II crystal structure (conformer A) 296 64 1 - 6
NPTAiso II crystal structure (conformer A) 296 64 1 7.513 6

NPTAaniso II crystal structure (conformer A) 296 64 1 7.513 6
NVTB II crystal structure (conformer B) 296 64 1 - 6

NPTBiso II crystal structure (conformer B) 296 64 1 7.513 6
NPTBaniso II crystal structure (conformer B) 296 64 1 7.513 6

Table 6.1: Overview of the eight MD simulations of the two octapeptides (peptide I and II) in solution (DMSO) and crystal.
The two simulations of peptide I in DMSO, 298e and 340e, were described in detail in ref. [54]. The six crystal simulations of
peptide II differ regarding the starting conformations (A or B), the thermodynamic boundary conditions (constant volume (V)
versus constant pressure (P)) and with regard to whether the axes of the rectangular computational box were scaled isotropically
(iso) or anisotropically (aniso) (see Experimental Section for details).

simulation V ∆V Lx ∆Lx Ly ∆Ly Lz ∆Lz p ∆p px ∆px py ∆py pz ∆pz
label nm3 nm3 nm nm nm nm nm nm atm atm atm atm atm atm a tm atm

NVTA 81.083 5.2740 3.5722 4.3038 -1242 236 -16 54 179 752 651 -2824 196
NPTAiso 78.913 0.1391 5.2265 0.0031 3.5401 0.0021 4.2651 0.0025 1 224 -67 0 206 2662 675 -1988 230

NPTAaniso 76.331 0.1132 5.3174 0.0069 3.6390 0.0046 3.9447 0.0042 -1 213 0 193 -8 624 3 248
NVTB 81.083 5.2740 3.5722 4.3038 -1308 228 -18 55 160 407 622 -1855 160

NPTBiso 78.794 0.1367 5.2239 0.0030 3.5383 0.0020 4.2629 0.0025 -1 215 -88 5 181 2450 646 -1569 216
NPTBaniso 77.320 0.1314 5.2519 0.0048 3.6207 0.0042 4.0662 0.0051 -1 202 0 191 -6 579 4 236

Table 6.2: Volumes, box-edge lengths, total pressures and pressure components along the three Cartesian axes for the six different
crystal simulations. The quantities are averaged over the final 4 ns of each simulation and reported together with their root-mean-
square fluctuations (∆). V : box volume; Lx, Ly, Lz: box-edge lengths; p: total pressure; px,y,z: pressure along the Cartesian x,
y and z axes. Note that p = 1

3
(px + py + pz).
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Volume relaxation at constant pressure

In the constant-pressure simulations (NPT) the lengths of the edges of the computational
box relax within 2 ns to their equilibrium values (data not shown). The average (over last
4 ns) volumes, box-edge lengths and pressures and their components along the three axes
of the simulation boxes are reported in Table 6.2. The overall pressures in the constant-
volume simulations (NVTA and NVTB) are negative. This leads in the constant-pressure
simulations (NPTA

iso, NPTA
aniso, NPTB

iso and NPTB
aniso) to a shrinking of the box volumes

by about 2.7%, 5.9%, 2.8% and 4.6% respectively. This indicates that the force field used
slightly overestimates the crystal density of peptide II. In the isotropic pressure scaling
simulations (NPTA

iso and NPTB
iso) all three edges of the box shrink while in the anisotropic

pressure scaling simulations (NPTA
aniso and NPTB

aniso) Lz shrinks, Ly expands and Lx ex-
pands for conformer A while it shrinks for conformer B. The changes are the largest along
the z-axis. In the isotropic pressure coupling simulations (NPTA

iso and NPTB
iso), the pres-

sure components px, py and pz are rather different from each other while the total pressures
are close to the reference pressure of 1 atm of the pressure bath. Only after relieving the
constraint of isotropic coupling, all pressure components became close to the reference
pressure of 1 atm.

6.3.2 Energetic properties of crystals of peptide II

The average total energies, together with their kinetic, potential, covalent, van der Waals
and electrostatic components, and enthalpies corresponding to the different simulations are
reported (together with their root-mean-square fluctuations) in Table 6.3. The constant-
volume simulations are characterized by a higher total energy compared to the correspond-
ing constant-pressure simulations. In the latter, the box-edge lengths are variable, allowing
for a packing that yields a lower potential energy. Among various energy contributions
for the difference between NVT and NPT simulations, the van der Waals interaction en-
ergies contribute most in all cases. Since the overall pressure is large and negative at
constant volume, the large negative enthalpy H is meaningless in this case. As expected,
the anisotropic pressure bath coupling yields the most relaxed systems. Comparing the
two conformers A and B in the crystal simulations, conformer B is energetically slightly
more favorable, mainly due to the lower covalent interaction energy. The A conformer is
characterized by more favorable non-bonded energy.

6.3.3 Structural properties of crystals of peptide II

Figure 6.2 shows the backbone atom positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) for
residues 2-7 from the X-ray starting structures (right-handed 310 helix) for the four pep-
tides II within one of the 16 unit cells in the crystal simulations. Not unexpectedly, the
four peptide molecules in the crystal simulations stay very close to the X-ray structures,
the largest structural changes taking place in the first one or two nanoseconds.
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Etot ∆Etot Epot ∆Epot Ecov ∆Ecov EvdW ∆EvdW Eele ∆Eele Ekin ∆Ekin H
kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/m ol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol

NVTA 606 33 -10615 150 13387 176 -17874 114 -6128 92 11221 141 -5538
NPTAiso 288 40 -10969 141 13106 171 -18004 122 -6072 97 11257 130 295

NPTAaniso -558 34 -11746 176 13984 199 -19416 117 -6315 82 11189 164 -565
NVTB 95 36 -11112 158 13074 178 -18098 113 -6088 84 11207 148 -6378

NPTBiso -259 46 -11485 155 12904 174 -18242 117 -6148 86 11226 142 -266
NPTBaniso -619 57 -11853 162 13150 181 -19004 123 -5998 85 11234 145 -622

Table 6.3: Total energies (together with their components) and enthalpies corresponding to the different simulations. The
different quantities are averaged over the final 4 ns of each simulation and reported together with the corresponding root-mean-
square fluctuations (∆). Etot: total (kinetic and potential) energy; Ecov: covalent energy; Evdw: van der Waals energy; Eele:
electrostatic energy; Ekin: kinetic energy; H: enthalpy (computed by averaging the observable Etot + pV).
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Figure 6.2: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) for residues 2-7
from the starting structure (right-handed 310 helix either conformer A or B) for the four peptides
II in a unit cell as a function of time. The RMSDs for backbone atoms were calculated after
least-square fitting of the backbone atom positions. For clarity, 50 ps running averages of the
RMSDs were taken. Panel A: NVTA, Panel B: NPTA

iso, Panel C: NPTA
aniso, Panel D: NVTB,

Panel E: NPTB
iso and Panel F: NPTB

aniso. The lines for the four peptides are in solid, dotted,
dashed, and dotted-dashed, respectively.

Using the program PROCHECK [344] to identify stable secondary structure elements,
we found the right-handed 310 helix to be very stable in the simulations. Figure 6.3 shows
the atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) of the Cα atoms in the crystal
simulations. The different molecules show comparable, small fluctuations under the differ-
ent thermodynamic boundary conditions. As expected, the residues at the chain termini
show somewhat larger mobility in crystals of peptide II. The Ramachandran plots in Fig-
ure 6.4 show that the distributions of φ and ψ are restricted to the right-handed helical
regions for residues 1 to 7 in all simulations. In the crystal structure, two enantiomeric
conformers were observed for Aib8. In the 6 ns simulations, no transition from conformer
A to conformer B or vice versa was observed in the simulations started from conformer
A or from conformer B. However, in all the simulations Aib8 does have a much broader
distribution in the Ramachandran plot compared to the other residues. In Table 6.4 the
averages of the torsional angle values of the four molecules in the first crystal unit cell are
summarized and compared with the values from the X-ray crystal structure. Generally,
the simulations reproduce the values derived from the X-ray structure. Apart from residue
Aib5, the peptide bonds show an increasing deviation from planarity towards the chain
termini, which trend is also observed in the X-ray structure [55]. When comparing the
Ramachandran plots of the crystal with those of the solution simulation [54], the latter
show a much broader distribution, as expected.

As expected, a conformational cluster analysis using a criterion of a maximal atom-
positional RMSD of 0.10 nm for the backbone atoms of residues 2 to 7 showed that the
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Figure 6.3: Atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) for the Cα atoms of the
four peptides II within a unit cell calculated over the final 4 ns of the simulations. The RMSFs
were for the Cα atoms were calculated after least-square fitting of the Cα atom positions. Panel
A: NVTA, Panel B: NPTA

iso, Panel C: NPTA
aniso, Panel D: NVTB, Panel E: NPTB

iso and Panel
F: NPTB

aniso. The RMSFs for the four peptides are in solid, dotted, dashed and dotted-dashed
lines, respectively.

trajectories were dominated by only one conformation.
The percentages of the intramolecular helical hydrogen bonds of the first molecule in

the crystal and of the intermolecular hydrogen bonds of the first crystal unit cell in the
6 ns simulations are listed in Table 6.5. The hydrogen bonds characteristic of a 310 helix
are those formed by residues i and i − 3. The crystallographically determined hydrogen
bonds (see ref [55] Table VI) were all observed in the 6 ns simulations. The crystal packing
is characterized by a nearly maximal pairing of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors: all
donors and acceptors are involved in hydrogen bonds except the peptide oxygen of Aib6.
This is in contrast to the simulations of peptide I in DMSO solution [54], in which the
helical intramolecular hydrogen bonds are occurring to lower percentage.

6.3.4 Comparison of crystal trajectories of peptide II with ex-

perimental NMR data of peptide I in DMSO solution

Experimentally derived proton-proton and proton-methyl NOE bounds measured at two
temperatures (298 K and 340K) for peptide I in DMSO solution can be compared with
those calculated (using r−3 averaging) from the simulation of peptide II in the crystalline
state in order to see how well the crystalline MD trajectories reproduce experimental
solution data (Table 6.6). The experimental NOE bounds are well satisfied in the crystal
simulations, the largest distance bound violations being smaller than 0.05 nm for both
experimental data sets.
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Figure 6.4: Ramachandran plots of all eight residues for the simulations NVTA (Panel
A), NPTA

iso (Panel B), NPTA
aniso (Panel C), NVTB (Panel D), NPTB

iso (Panel E) and
NPTB

aniso (Panel F). Data taken from the four peptides within a unit cell over the final 4
ns of simulation.
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residues Aib1 Aib2 Aib3 Aib4 Aib5 Leu6 Aib7 Aib8

φi X-ray -56 -56 -56 -56 -54 -57 -53 60/-58
NVTA -50 -44 -45 -48 -49 -53 -46 48

NPTA
iso -51 -44 -45 -48 -49 -53 -46 48

NPTA
aniso -47 -44 -39 -50 -46 -50 -46 48

NVTB -50 -45 -48 -48 -47 -54 -48 -58
NPTB

iso -50 -45 -48 -50 -48 -54 -48 -57
NPTB

aniso -47 -45 -46 -51 -46 -52 -48 -57
ψi X-ray -37 -28 -20 -31 -28 -23 -44 49/-40

NVTA -36 -29 -30 -29 -29 -28 -39 68
NPTA

iso -36 -29 -31 -28 -29 -29 -40 69
NPTA

aniso -36 -27 -37 -24 -30 -30 -38 61
NVTB -36 -31 -29 -28 -31 -31 -44 -75

NPTB
iso -36 -31 -29 -26 -31 -31 -46 -82

NPTB
aniso -38 -31 -33 -25 -32 -32 -42 -69

ωi X-ray -173 -179 178 -179 179 179 173/-165 172/-171
NVTA -158 -162 172 -174 171 173 -180 -178

NPTA
iso -159 -161 171 -174 170 174 -179 -177

NPTA
aniso -162 -162 167 -180 168 173 -173 -180

NVTB -162 -168 177 -175 170 176 -176 -169
NPTB

iso -162 -168 176 -175 168 176 -176 -168
NPTB

aniso -167 -169 178 -179 169 178 -174 -170

Table 6.4: Torsional angle values in the crystal simulations and in the X-ray crystal
structure of peptide II. The values of the simulations are the averages over the four peptides
in a unit cell and over the final 4 ns of simulation. In the X-ray structure, conformers A
and B only show differences in residue Aib8, the values being separated by the symbol /.
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intramolecular hydrogen bond NVTA NPTA
iso NPTA

aniso NVTB NPTB
iso NPTB

aniso

NH (Aib3) O1 (Z2) 99 98 97 98 97 98
NH (Aib4) O (Aib1) 99 99 98 98 99 97
NH (Aib5) O (Aib2) 95 96 98 94 96 93
NH (Leu6) O (Aib3) 99 98 99 98 98 97
NH (Aib7) O (Aib4) 97 95 97 95 95 95
NH (Aib8) O (Aib5) 68 67 51 58 49 60

intermolecular hydrogen bond NVTA NPTA
iso NPTA

aniso NVTB NPTB
iso NPTB

aniso

NH (Aib1:1) O (Aib7:9) 93 91 95 96 96 95
NH (Aib2:1) O (Aib8:9) 72 69 86 94 96 95
NH (Aib1:2) O (Aib7:10) 93 91 96 95 96 95
NH (Aib2:2) O (Aib8:10) 71 68 85 95 94 95
NH (Aib1:3) O (Aib7:11) 92 90 96 95 96 95
NH (Aib2:3) O (Aib8:11) 72 62 87 95 96 94
NH (Aib1:4) O (Aib7:12) 92 92 96 96 96 96
NH (Aib2:4) O (Aib8:12) 63 70 87 95 97 96
NH (Aib1:9) O (Aib7:1) 93 90 96 96 96 96
NH (Aib2:9) O (Aib8:1) 72 66 85 95 95 95
NH (Aib1:10) O (Aib7:2) 92 90 96 96 96 95
NH (Aib2:10) O (Aib8:2) 73 68 87 95 96 95
NH (Aib1:11) O (Aib7:3) 92 91 96 95 95 95
NH (Aib2:11) O (Aib8:3) 71 67 87 93 93 95
NH (Aib1:12) O (Aib7:4) 93 91 96 95 96 96
NH (Aib2:12) O (Aib8:4) 73 66 98 95 96 95

Table 6.5: Percentages of intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the first peptide II and of
intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed by the four peptide II molecules in the unit cell with
surrounding peptides in the crystal simulations. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if
the hydrogen-acceptor distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor
angle is larger than 135 ◦. The atom names are specified in Figure 6.1. The averages are
calculated over the final 4 ns of simulation. The molecular sequence numbers are given
after the residue names and sequence numbers between parentheses.
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NOE experimental NOE upper bounds at simulations < r−3 >−1/3 at 296 K
sequence Atom 1 Atom 2 298 K 340 K NVTA NPTAiso NPTAaniso NVTB NPTBiso NPTBaniso
number nm nm nm nm nm nm nm nm
1 1HN 2HN 0.351 0.326 0.296 0.293 0.301 0.293 0.291 0.296
2 1CB1 1HN 0.365 0.259 0.260 0.257 0.260 0.261 0.261
3 1CB2 1HN 0.378 0.415 0.330 0.331 0.327 0.329 0.330 0.326
4 1CB1 2HN 0.404 0.444 0.321 0.320 0.322 0.322 0.322 0.319
5 1CB2 2HN 0.455 0.512 0.435 0.435 0.435 0.433 0.434 0.433
6 1CB1 3HN 0.496 0.521 0.521 0.519 0.524 0.523 0.523
7 1CB2 3HN 0.502 0.600 0.437 0.437 0.434 0.444 0.444 0.445
8 1CB2 4HN 0.486 0.429 0.427 0.437 0.428 0.426 0.438
9 2HN 3HN 0.337 0.300 0.309 0.310 0.308 0.305 0.305 0.306
10 2CB1 2HN 0.367 0.406 0.263 0.264 0.262 0.262 0.262 0.262
11 2CB2 2HN 0.405 0.441 0.313 0.313 0.315 0.317 0.317 0.317
12 2CB2 3HN 0.481 0.515 0.430 0.430 0.428 0.430 0.430 0.429
13 2CB2 4HN 0.519 0.666 0.426 0.425 0.423 0.435 0.434 0.440
14 2CB2 5HN 0.471 0.502 0.426 0.420 0.422 0.433 0.426 0.431
15 3CB2 3HN 0.454 0.323 0.323 0.315 0.327 0.327 0.325
16 3HN 4HN 0.299 0.279 0.299 0.298 0.307 0.294 0.294 0.295
17 3CB1 4HN 0.393 0.337 0.336 0.323 0.341 0.341 0.334
18 3CB2 4HN 0.470 0.568 0.431 0.432 0.433 0.431 0.431 0.432
19 3CB2 6HN 0.461 0.413 0.410 0.440 0.414 0.412 0.433
20 4HN 5HN 0.286 0.280 0.297 0.297 0.296 0.295 0.295 0.293
21 4CB1 4HN 0.350 0.388 0.260 0.260 0.258 0.259 0.260 0.258
22 4CB2 5HN 0.486 0.431 0.432 0.429 0.431 0.431 0.429
23 4CB2 6HN 0.492 0.425 0.424 0.411 0.425 0.421 0.433
24 5CB2 5HN 0.490 0.326 0.327 0.324 0.324 0.325 0.323
25 5HN 6HN 0.281 0.259 0.297 0.295 0.297 0.298 0.297 0.298
26 5CB1 6HN 0.402 0.340 0.339 0.334 0.336 0.335 0.332
27 5CB2 6HN 0.572 0.431 0.431 0.431 0.432 0.432 0.431
28 5CB1 6HA 0.492 0.574 0.471 0.471 0.469 0.466 0.467 0.464
29 5CB2 6HA 0.657 0.544 0.544 0.547 0.543 0.543 0.545
30 5CB2 7HN 0.477 0.546 0.432 0.434 0.435 0.445 0.445 0.431
31 5CB2 8HN 0.486 0.564 0.424 0.419 0.447 0.419 0.417 0.437
32 6HN 7HN 0.261 0.266 0.293 0.292 0.298 0.292 0.292 0.296
33 6HA 7HN 0.297 0.298 0.340 0.341 0.340 0.342 0.343 0.341
34 6HA 8HN 0.349 0.392 0.385 0.389 0.394 0.405 0.410 0.403
35 7HN 8HN 0.288 0.289 0.294 0.293 0.297 0.290 0.290 0.291
36 7CB1 7HN 0.392 0.259 0.260 0.257 0.261 0.262 0.259
37 7CB2 7HN 0.453 0.324 0.324 0.324 0.327 0.328 0.327
38 7CB1 8HN 0.414 0.323 0.322 0.327 0.318 0.316 0.323
39 7CB2 8HN 0.582 0.431 0.432 0.431 0.433 0.433 0.432
40 8CB1 8HN 0.380 0.434 0.319 0.319 0.320 0.255 0.255 0.255
41 8CB2 8HN 0.406 0.445 0.257 0.257 0.258 0.342 0.342 0.341

Table 6.6: Experimentally derived proton-proton and proton-methyl NOE bounds of peptide I in DMSO solution measured at two
temperatures (298 K and 340K) [54, 341] are compared with the corresponding r−3 averaged distances calculated from the crystal simulations
of peptide II. Protons of the Aib methyl groups are indicated by the symbols CB1 (pro-S) and CB2 (pro-R). Pseudo-atom corrections
involving equivalent or non-stereospecifically assigned protons have been included in the NOE-derived upper-bound distances, as in the
previous study [54].
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peptide state 3J(HCα, HN)
Hz

NMR (298 K, 340 K) I DMSO solution 6.8
298e I DMSO solution 7.0
340e I DMSO solution 6.9
NVTA II crystal 3.5
NPTA

iso II crystal 3.5
NPTA

aniso II crystal 3.2
NVTB II crystal 3.6
NPTB

aniso II crystal 3.6
NPTB

aniso II crystal 3.4

Table 6.7: Average 3J(HCα,HN) coupling constant for Leu6 as determined by experiment for
peptide I in DMSO solution and calculated from the crystal simulations of peptide II and from
solution simulations of peptide I [341] using the Karplus relation [345] with parameters: a = 6.4
Hz, b = −1.4 Hz, c = 1.9 Hz [346].

In comparison to the simulations of peptide I in DMSO solution [54], the NOE-bound
violations are lower in the crystal simulation of peptide II, especially for the NOEs mea-
sured at 298 K.

The average of the 3J(HN, HCα) coupling constant in Leu6 was calculated using Equa-
tion 6.1 (see Experimental Section) by averaging over the four peptide II molecules
in the unit cell. We observe a rather large difference between the experimental value for
peptide I in DMSO solution and the simulated ones for peptide II in the crystalline form
(Table 6.7), whereas the simulations of peptide I in DMSO (298e and 340e) gave perfect
agreement [54] with experiment. The 3J(HN, HCα) coupling constant values in the crys-
tal simulations are close to the ideal value for right-handed 310 helix of 4.2 Hz [340]. In
DMSO solution peptide I is fluctuating between several different conformations, leading
to a much broader distribution of φ torsional angle values [54] than observed here (Figure
6.4) in the crystal simulations of peptide II, in which the conformation stays close to the
crystal structure. The much broader conformational distribution in DMSO solution shifts
the average 3J(HN, HCα) value, which is a highly non-linear ensemble average to a larger
value in agreement with experiment.

In Figure 6.5, the atom-positional RMSDs for the backbone atoms of residues 2-7 in
the simulations 298e and 340e of peptide I in DMSO as a function of time with respect
to the crystal structure of peptide II are shown. The solution simulations 298e and 340e
do sample the conformation of the crystal structure when applying an RMSD criterion of
0.1 nm. In these simulations the 310 helical structure is dominant. Yet, it differs from
the X-ray crystal structure, as can be observed from Figure 6.6 panels A and B, in which
the central member of the first, most populated, cluster in the simulations 298e and 340e
of peptide I in DMSO solution is superimposed onto the crystal structure of peptide II.
In panels C and D of Figure 6.6 it is illustrated how close conformations of peptide I in
DMSO solution (simulations 298e and 340e) come to the X-ray crystal structure.
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Figure 6.5: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) for residues
2-7 in the simulations 298e (upper panel) and 340e (lower panel) of peptide I in DMSO
solution with respect to the X-ray crystal structure (either conformer A or B) of peptide
II.

6.4 Discussion

MD simulations were used to study the properties of the Aib-rich peptide II in the crys-
talline state and to compare those to X-ray crystallographic data on this peptide on the one
hand and to experimental and simulation data of a closely related peptide I in DMSO sim-
ulation on the other hand. Although the force-field parameter set used produced a slightly
too high density of the crystals, other structural properties of the molecule in the crystal
such as torsional angles and hydrogen bonds as determined from X-ray diffraction are
well reproduced in the simulation under constant-volume or constant-pressure condition
starting from both conformers A and B that had been observed crystallographically. The
simulations suggest that conformer B is energetically slightly more favored than conformer
A. When comparing the simulated properties of peptide II in crystalline form with those
of peptide I in DMSO solution, it is not unexpectedly found that the peptide II molecules
in the crystal simulation stay closer to the X-ray structure. The backbone atom-positional
root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) from the X-ray structure shows much larger fluctu-
ations in the solution simulations indicating a much wider sampling of configuration space
than in the crystal simulations. This observation is confirmed by comparing the φ and
ψ torsional angle distributions of the solution and crystal simulations which show that in
solution a much wider distribution is observed. In agreement with this, the percentage of
intramolecular 310 helical hydrogen bonding is much lower in solution than in the crystal.
These different conformational distributions, a narrow one in crystal and a broader one
in solution, lead to a significant difference in 3J(HN,HCα) NMR coupling constants. The
solution simulations reproduce the experimental 3J-values, whereas the crystal simulations
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Figure 6.6: Selected structures of peptide I in DMSO solution and the X-ray structure
(conformer A or B) of peptide II in the crystalline state. Only the common parts (See
Figure 6.1) of the two peptides are shown. The C atoms are in black in the crystal structure
of peptide II, and in grey in the structures of peptide I. Panel A: Superposition of the X-
ray crystal structure of peptide II and the central member of the most populated cluster
in the simulation 298e of peptide I. Panel B: Superposition of the X-ray crystal structure
of peptide II and the central member of the most populated cluster in the simulation 340e
of peptide I. Panel C: Superposition of the X-ray crystal structure of peptide II and the
structure in the simulation 298e of peptide I with a lowest (residues 2-7) backbone atom-
positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD=0.056 nm) to the X-ray crystal structure
of peptide II. Panel D: Superposition of the X-ray crystal structure of peptide II and the
structures in the simulation 340e of peptide I with a lowest (residues 2-7) backbone atom-
positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD=0.066 nm) to the X-ray crystal structure
of peptide II.
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do not. Yet, the narrow conformational distribution in the crystal simulations of peptide
II do fulfill the NOE-bounds derived from the NMR solution data of the peptide I with
slightly lower violations than the solution simulations 298e and 340e of peptide I. This
illustrates that NOE intensities or bounds are generally not sensitive to the shape of a
distance or conformational distribution.

In contrast to what has been observed in comparative studies of proteins in crystalline
state and in solution [23, 342, 343], for small polypeptides there may exist a much larger
difference between the properties of peptides in solution and in crystalline state, since the
latter may contain little solvent thereby providing a quite different environment. Even if
the measured averaged values of various observables may happen to be the same in both
states, the underlying conformational distributions may differ considerably. This should
be kept in mind when using crystallographic data on small molecules to derive conclusions
regarding their properties in solution.

6.5 Experimental Section

6.5.1 Systems studied

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to study the structural and dynamical
properties of peptide I: Z-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe in DMSO solution [54, 341] and peptide
II: pBrBz-(Aib)5-Leu-(Aib)2-OMe in crystalline form (Figure 6.1). All the simulations
(see Table 6.1) were performed with the GROMOS96 biomolecular simulation software
package [32, 174]. As in refs. [54, 341], the GROMOS biomolecular force field [32], pa-
rameter set 43A1, was used. The force-field parameters for the bromide (Br) atom were
derived from simulations of liquid ethyl bromide, in which the experimental values for
the heat of vaporization and density at ambient conditions were to be reproduced. They
were subsequently tested in simulations of liquid bromobenzene. The parameters are the
following: C

1/2
12 (Br, Br) = 8.092 × 10−3 [kJ mol−1 nm12]1/2, C

1/2
6 (Br, Br) = 0.16328 [kJ

mol−1 nm6]1/2, qBr = -0.0775 e, Kb (Br-C1) = 1 × 107 kJ mol−1 nm−4, b0 (Br-C1) = 0.187
nm, Kθ (Br-C1-C2/6) = 560 kJ mol−1, θ0 (Br-C1-C2/6) = 120◦, Kξ (C1-C2-C6-Br) =
0.102 kJ mol−1 degree−2, ξ0 (C1-C2-C6-Br) = 35.26439 degree. Other non-standard angle
parameters are Kφ (C3-C4-C7-N(Aib1)) = 33.5 kJ mol−1, mφ (C3-C4-C7-N(Aib1)) = 2,
cos(δ(C3-C4-C7-N(Aib1)) = -1.0. The details of the two simulations of peptide I, called
298e and 340e (see Table 6.1), can be found in ref. [54]. For the crystal simulations of
peptide II, initial coordinates were taken from its crystal structure, entry code GERSIF
[55], in the Cambridge Structural Database (www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk) [347]. In the X-ray
crystallographic study [55], two enantiomeric conformers were observed with Aib8. In the
crystal structure available, Aib8 adopts a right-handed conformation (conformer B). With
the torsional angles reported for conformer A [55], the starting structure for conformer A
was built simply by modifying the values of these torsional angles. The starting coordi-
nates of the four symmetry-related peptide II molecules in the unit cell were obtained by
performing the P212121 symmetry transformations using the experimental unit cell edge
lengths a = 1.3185 nm, b = 1.7861 nm, and c = 2.1519 nm yielding the experimental
density of 1.2110 g/cm3. For each simulation, a simulation box composed of 16 crystal-
lographic unit cells was used to ensure that a fairly large cutoff radius could be used for
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non-bonded interactions. The unit cell was copied for 4, 2 and 2 times along a, b and
c directions, respectively, resulting in a computational box with 64 peptide II molecules
with edge lengths of 5.2740 nm, 3.5722 nm and 4.3038 nm.

Simulation setup

A steepest-descent energy minimization (EM) of the systems was performed, applying
periodic spatial boundary conditions, while positionally restraining the peptide atoms
using a harmonic interaction with a force constant 250 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Next, a steepest-
descent energy minimization of the system without these restraints was performed to
eliminate any residual strain. The energy minimizations were terminated as soon as the
energy change per step became smaller than 0.1 kJ mol−1.

Simulations were started by taking initial velocities from a Maxwellian distribution
at 50 K, which was followed by a succession of five MD simulation periods of 1 ps each,
gradually lowering the position restraining force constants from a value of 2.5 × 104 kJ
mol−1 nm−2 to zero and increasing the temperature to 296 K. Periodic (spatial) boundary
conditions were applied. The molecules were weakly coupled to a temperature bath 296
K with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195]. In the simulations NPTA

iso, NPTA
aniso, NPTB

iso

and NPTB
aniso, the systems were also coupled to a pressure bath at 1 atm with a relax-

ation time of 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of κxx, κyy, κzz = 0.7513× 10−3 (kJ
mol−1 nm−3)−1, using either isotropic scaling (NPTA

iso and NPTB
iso) or anisotropic scaling

(NPTA
aniso and NPTB

aniso). In the latter case, the box lengths along the x-, y-, and z- axes of
the rectangular computational box were independently scaled such that the pressure com-
ponents along these axes obtained the prescribed values. Bond lengths were constrained
using the SHAKE algorithm [194], so that the time step for the leapfrog integration could
be set to 0.002 ps. For the non-bonded interactions, a triple-range method with cutoff
radii of 0.8/1.4 nm was used. Short range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
were evaluated every time step by using a charge-group based pairlist. Medium range van
der Waals and electrostatic interactions, between pairs at a distance longer than 0.8 nm
and shorter than 1.4 nm, were evaluated every fifth time step, at which point the pair list
was updated. Since no solvent molecules (such as water molecules) were experimentally
detected in the crystal, the long range interactions beyond the longer cutoff radius (1.4
nm) were ignored (using a relative dielectric constant of 1.0). The trajectory coordinates
and energies were saved every 0.5 ps for analysis.

Analysis

A cluster analysis was performed on the trajectories from the simulations using the con-
formations at every 40 ps. Clustering was done as described by Daura et al. in ref [348]
by performing a rotational and translational atom-positional least-squares fitting on ev-
ery pair of conformations using the backbone atoms of residues 2-7 and calculating the
atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between two structures using these
atoms. The similarity criterion used was a RMSD smaller or equal than 0.10 nm.

The criterion for a hydrogen bond in a given structure was a maximum distance of
0.25 nm between the hydrogen atom and the acceptor atom and a minimum angle of 135◦

between donor, hydrogen and acceptor atoms.
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Interproton distances in the crystal simulations of peptide II were compared to those
derived from the NOE intensities of peptide I in DMSO solution. The former were cal-
culated using r−3 averaging over the trajectory structures (where r indicates the actual
proton-proton distance). In the GROMOS96 force field aliphatic hydrogen atoms are
not explicitly treated, but are part of united atoms. Interproton distances involving the
aliphatic hydrogen atoms were thus calculated by defining virtual (for CH1 and pro-chiral
CH2) and pseudo (for CH3) atomic positions for these hydrogen atoms at the time of
analysis [32, 174]. When comparing the experimental NOE-derived distance with the
calculated proton-proton distance, pseudoatom corrections involving equivalent or non-
stereospecifically assigned protons should be included in the upper-bound NOE-derived
distances, as done in the previous study [54].

3J-coupling constants were calculated from the simulations using the Karplus relation
[345],

3J(H,H) = a cos2 θ + b cos θ + c. (6.1)

The parameters a, b, c used were: a = 6.4 Hz, b = −1.4 Hz, c = 1.9 Hz [346] for calculating
3J(HN, HCα).

The secondary structure assignment was done using the program PROCHECK [344].



Chapter 7

Molecular dynamics simulations of
peptides containing an unnatural
amino acid: Dimerization, folding,
and protein binding

7.1 Summary

Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed to study the dimerization, folding
and binding to a protein of peptides containing an unnatural amino acid. NMR studies
have shown that the substitution of one residue in a tripeptide β-strand by the unnatural
amino acid Hao (5-HO2CCONH-2-MeO-C6H3-CO-NHNH2) modifies the conformational
flexibility of the β-strand and the hydrogen-bonding properties of its two edges: the num-
ber of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors increases at one edge while at the other they are
sterically hindered. In simulations in chloroform, the Hao containing peptide 9 (i-PrCO-
Phe-Hao-Val-NHBu) forms a β-sheet-like hydrogen-bonded dimer, in good agreement with
the available experimental data. Addition of methanol to the solution induces instability
of this β-sheet as confirmed by the experiments. Molecular dynamics simulations also re-
produce the folding of the synthetic peptide 1a (i-PrCO-Hao-Ut-Phe-Ile-Leu-NHMe) into
a β-hairpin-like structure in chloroform. Finally, the Hao-containing peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-
Ala-NHMe is shown to form a stable complex with the Ras analogue Rap1A in water at
room temperature. Together with the available experimental data, these simulation stud-
ies indicate that Hao-containing peptides may serve as inhibitors of β-sheet interactions
between proteins.

7.2 Introduction

The formation of β-sheets involving β-strands from two proteins constitutes an impor-
tant form of molecular recognition, based on hydrogen bonding between amide groups,
and represents a general mode of protein-protein interaction [65]. Thus, the formation of
intermolecular β-sheets is central to many processes of protein oligomerization, protein

119
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aggregation and peptide-protein binding. For example, HIV-1 protease, an enzyme that
plays a critical role in the maturation of HIV (the virus causing AIDS), forms a dimer with
β-sheet interactions between two monomers [349]. A particularly noteworthy example of
β-sheet formation between different proteins is the binding of the Ras oncoproteins to
their kinase receptors. Ras oncoproteins act as molecular switches that activate the ser-
ine/threonine kinase C-Raf1 (Raf) by binding to its Ras-binding domain (RBD) [350, 351].
When oncogenically active Ras exists in the β-sheet form, this results in a constitutive
activation of Ras-mediated signaling events and promotion of aberrant growth in more
than 30% of all human tumors [352]. Proteins related to neurodegenerative diseases, such
as prion disease [353], form insoluble aggregates that are rich in β-sheets. The protease re-

sistant pathogenic prion protein, PrPSc, is rich in β-sheets and forms amyloid fibrils, while

its isoform in healthy cells, the cellular prion protein or PrPC, has a flexible N-terminal
domain and a C-terminal domain which is largely α-helical.

The edge of a β-strand involved in β-sheet contacts has an alternating array of hydrogen-
bond donors and acceptors. Chemical decoys that can mimic these hydrogen-bonding
edges provide possibilities for developing new drugs that can block, modulate, or me-
diate β-sheet interactions between proteins. Peptide derivatives which can block the
dimerization of HIV-1 protease [354] and the self-assembly of β-amyloids [355, 356] have
been reported. Nowick and co-workers [357–360] recently reported the combination of
hydrazine, 5-amino-2-methoxybenzoic acid and oxalamide groups with natural peptides
which can form a variety of β-sheet-like structures. The combination of hydrazide, 5-
amino-2-methoxybenzoic acid and oxalamide groups called Hao can be viewed as an un-
natural amino acid which mimics the hydrogen-bonding functionality of one of the edges
of a tripeptide β-strand (Figure 7.1 A). By NMR studies, Nowick et al. [359] found the
tripeptide 9 (i-PrCO-Phe-Hao-Val-NHBu, Figure 7.1 B) to form a β-sheet-like hydrogen-
bonded dimer in CDCl3 solution (with a dimerization constant of about 106 M−1), while the
control tripeptide 11 (i-PrCO-Phe-Leu-Val-NHBu) showed much weaker self-association
with a dimerization constant between 100 and 200 M−1. Addition of CD3OD, which may
compete for hydrogen bonds, to CDCl3 weakens the dimerization of 9. By combination
of a Hao containing strand, a urea-based turn unit (Ut) and a natural peptide strand,
the peptide 1a (i-PrCO-Hao-Ut-Phe-Ile-Leu-NHMe, Figure 7.1 C) was shown to adopt
an intramolecular hydrogen-bonded β-hairpin-like structure in CDCl3 [358]. The unnatu-
ral amino acid Hao confers a preference for a β-strand conformation to the peptide that
contains it, and facilitates its dimerization through β-sheet interactions. On the other
hand, Hao-containing peptides will not induce the formation of multiple-strand β-sheets,
because the aromatic ring of Hao inhibits β-sheet formation at the other edge of the β-
strand. Therefore, Nowick and coworkers [359] anticipated that Hao-containing peptides
may also serve as antagonists to block β-sheet interactions between proteins. They illus-
trated this through a docking study of Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe to the Ras analogue Rap1A
protein.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been proven successful at reproducing
the folding of a number of peptides and have provided insight into some of its principles
[54, 61, 63, 361–368]. Here, we present a series of MD studies of the dimerization of peptide
9 (i-PrCO-Phe-Hao-Val-NHBu), of the folding of peptide 1a (i-PrCO-Hao-Ut-Phe-Ile-Leu-
NHMe) and of the binding of the peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe to the Ras analogue
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Figure 7.1: Chemical formula of a natural tripeptide and the unnatural peptide Hao
(A), the Hao-containing peptide 9: i-PrCO-Phe-Hao-Val-NHBu (B), the Hao-containing
peptide 1a: i-PrCO-Hao-Ut-Phe-Ile-Leu-NHMe (C) and the atom names for Hao (D)
and the urea-based turn fragment Ut (E) that are used in the definition of the force-field
parameters in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The dashed lines indicate so-called charge groups of the
GROMOS96 force field [32, 174].
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simulation solute number of temperature simulation length
label peptides/protein solvent solvent molecules [K] [ns]
9dimer 9 dimer CHCl3 962 303 50
11dimer 11 dimer CHCl3 654 303 50

9ch3oh
dimer

9 dimer CH3OH/CHCl3 115/1033 303 50

1a1 1a CHCl3 875 303 100
1a2 1a CHCl3 875 303 100
1a3 1a CHCl3 875 303 100
Rap1Afree Rap1A H2O 6618 299 2
Rap1Abind Rap1A:Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe H2O 6598 299 2

Table 7.1: Overview of the MD simulations of the dimerization, folding and binding of the
Hao-containing peptides. The three simulations of peptide 1a differ regarding the initial
value and strength of the torsional angle potential energy term for the angle CH22-N-C-N
(see Figure 7.1 E): simulations 1a1 and 1a3 start with the trans conformation, simulation
1a2 with the cis conformation. The strengths of the torsional potential energy term are
33.5 kJ mol−1 for simulations 1a1 and 1a2, and 7.11 kJ mol−1 for simulation 1a3.

Rap1A, using the GROMOS96 package [32, 174] and GROMOS96 43A1 biomolecular force
field [32]. The simulations are summarized in Table 7.1. Results are compared with the
available experimental data and additional information about the structure and function
of Hao containing peptides is provided.

7.3 Methods

7.3.1 MD Simulations

The simulations and analyses were carried out using the GROMOS96 package of programs
[32, 174].

7.3.2 Molecular Model

The molecular models of the unnatural amino acid residue (Hao) and the urea-based turn
unit (Ut) were built analogously to building blocks with the same types of groups in the
GROMOS96 43A1 force field [32]. In this force field the aliphatic hydrogen atoms are
treated together with the carbon atom to which they are attached as united atoms [32].
The force field parameters for Hao and Ut are listed in Tables 7.2 and 7.3. The protein
Rap1A and the natural amino acids in the various peptides were modelled according the
standard GROMOS96 43A1 force field parameters. For solvent chloroform, a four-center
rigid model by Tironi et al. [211] was used, while for solvent water the simple point
charge model (SPC) was taken [12]. After comparing the mixing properties of chloroform
and methanol for two different methanol models [32, 311], the standard methanol model
of the GROMOS96 43A1 force field [32] was used for the simulation of peptide 9 in the
chloroform/methanol mixture. The simulated systems are listed in Table 7.1.
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atom description IAC partial charge [e]

N, N1, N9 amide N 5 -0.28
H, H1, H9 amide H 18 0.28
C2, C10, C11 carbonyl C 11 0.38
O2, O10, O11 carbonyl O 1 -0.38
C3, C8 aromatic C 11 0.00
C4 aromatic C 11 0.18
O4 hydroxyl O 3 -0.36
CH3 aliphatic CH3-group 14 0.18
C5, C6, C7 aromatic C 11 -0.10
H5, H6, H7 hydrogen bound to C 17 0.10

bond length b0 [nm] Kb (106 kJ mol−1 nm−4)

N-N1 0.133 11.8
C10-C11 0.133 11.8

bond angle θ0 [degree] Kθ [kJ mol−1]

H-N-N1, H1-N1-N 120.0 390
N-N1-C2 117.0 635
O2-C2-C3 121.0 685
N1-C2-C3 115.0 610
C8-N9-H9 120.0 390
C8-N9-C10 123.0 415
N9-C10-C11 115.0 615
O10-C10-C11, O11-C11-C10 121.0 685

dihedral angle cos(δ) m Kφ [kJ mol−1]

-N-N1- -1.0 2 16.7
-C2-C3- -1.0 2 33.5
-C8-N9- -1.0 2 7.11
-C10-C11- -1.0 2 33.5

improper dihedral angle ξ0 [degree] Kξ [kJ mol−1 degree−2 ]

N-X-N1-H,N1-C2-N-H1,N9-C8-C10-H9 0.0 0.0510
C2-N1-C3-O2,C10-N9-C11-O10,C11-C10-X-O11 0.0 0.0510

Table 7.2: Force field parameters for the unnatural amino acid residue Hao. The atom
names are defined in Figure 7.1 D; the GROMOS96 integer atom code (IAC) defines the
Lennard-Jones parameters of the corresponding atoms. Parameters (bond lengths, bond-
angles, dihedral angles and improper dihedrals) of carbonyl, amide, benzene, ether groups
(not given) were chosen in analogy to GROMOS96 force field parameters for peptides and
non-carbohydrates [32]. The functional form of the force field is given in refs [32] and
[174].
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atom description IAC partial charge [e]

NP, N amide N 5 0.00
CG aromatic C 11 0.00
CD1, CD2, CE1, CE2, CZ aromatic C 11 -0.10
HD1, HD2, HE1, HE2, HZ hydrogen bound to C 17 0.10
CH21, CH22, CH23, CH24 aliphatic CH2 group 13 0.00
CN bare C 11 0.36
NC bare N 8 -0.36
C carbonyl C 11 0.38
O carbonyl O 1 -0.38

bond length b0 [nm] Kb (106 kJ mol−1 nm−4)

CH24-CN 0.143 8.18
CN-NC 0.123 16.6

bond angle θ0 [degree] Kθ [kJ mol−1]

NP-CG-CD1, NP-CG-CD2, CG-NP-CH21 120.0 780
NP-CH21-CH22, N-CH23-CH24, N-CH22-CH21 109.5 520
CH22-N-CH23 116.0 620
CH22-N-C, CH23-N-C 122.0 700
CH23-CH24-CN 111.0 530
CH24-CN-NC 180.0 401244

dihedral angle cos(δ) m Kφ [kJ mol−1]

-NP-CG- -1.0 2 16.7
-NP-CH21-, -N-CH22-, -N-CH23- -1.0 2 1.0

improper dihedral angle ξ0 [degree] Kξ [kJ mol−1 degree−2 ]

NP-X-CH21-CG, N-CH22-C-CH23, C-N-N-O 0.0 0.0510

Table 7.3: Force field parameters for the urea-based turn fragment Ut. The atom names
are defined in Figure 7.1 E. For further explanation see caption Table 7.2.

7.3.3 Simulation Set-up

For each simulation the solute was placed at the center of a periodic truncated octahedral
box. The minimum distance from any peptide atom to the square box walls was chosen
to be at least 1.8 nm in the initial configuration. The solvent molecules were introduced
into the box by using a cubic periodic configuration of 216 pre-equilibrated chloroform
or water molecules. The minimum distance between the carbon atom of chloroform or
the oxygen atom of water and the non-hydrogen atoms of the solute was set to 0.30 nm
and 0.23 nm, respectively. The resulting numbers of solvent molecules in the systems are
specified in Table 7.1.

A steepest-descent energy minimization of the systems was performed to relax the
solute-solvent contacts, while positionally restraining the solute atoms using a harmonic
interaction with a force constant 250 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Next, steepest-descent energy
minimization of the system without restraints was performed to eliminate any residual
strain. The energy minimizations were terminated when the energy change per step be-
came smaller than 0.1 kJ mol−1.

The initial coordinates of the dimers of the tripeptides 9 (Figure 7.1 B) and 11 were
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obtained by building a model dimer structure. The initial configuration of peptide 1a
(Figure 7.1 C) was extended with all the backbone torsional angles set to 180◦. The
starting structure for the complex of the Ras analogue Rap1A with the Hao-containing
peptide was built from the crystal structure of the Ras-binding domain of the c-Raf1 ki-
nase and the Ras analogue, Rap1A (PDB ID 1gua [350]) by modelling the Hao-containing
peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe on the complex. All the crystallographically determined
water molecules were disregarded. For the dimers of peptides 9 and 11 and the complex
of Rap1A with Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe, 200 ps of MD simulation with distance restrain-
ing of the hydrogen bonded atoms was performed in order to relax the complexes while
maintaining the hydrogen bonds. The MD simulations were started by taking the initial
velocities from a Maxwellian distribution at 100 K. Solvent and solute were independently
weakly coupled to a temperature bath with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195]. The systems
were also coupled to a pressure bath at 1 atm with a relaxation time of 0.2 ps and an
isothermal compressibility of 1.0 × 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1 for the chloroform simula-
tions and a relaxation time of 0.5 ps and an isothermal compressibility of 0.7513 × 10−3

(kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1 for the water simulations. Bond lengths were constrained using the
SHAKE algorithm with a geometric tolerance of 10−4 [194], so that the time step for the
leapfrog integration could be set to 0.002 ps. For the nonbonded interactions a triple-range
method with cutoff radii of 0.8 and 1.4 nm was used. Outside the longer cutoff radius a
reaction field approximation [165] was used with a relative dielectric permittivity of 5.0 for
chloroform and 78.5 for water. Short range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
were evaluated every time step by using a charge-group pairlist. Long range van der Waals
and electrostatic interactions, between pairs at a distance longer than 0.8 nm and shorter
than 1.4 nm, were evaluated every fifth time step, at which point the pair list was updated.
The center of mass motion of the whole system was removed every 500 time steps and the
trajectory coordinates and energies were saved every 0.5 ps for analysis.

7.3.4 Analysis

A cluster analysis was performed on all the trajectories from the simulations of peptides 9,
11 and 1a using structures saved at 10 ps intervals. Clustering was done as described in
ref [348] by performing a rotational and translational atom-positional least-squares fit for
every pair of structures using all backbone atoms and calculating the corresponding atom-
positional root-mean-square difference (RMSD) for the same set of atoms. The similarity
criteria used were an RMSD smaller or equal than 0.06 nm and 0.10 nm for the peptides
9/11 and 1a, respectively.

As criterion for the occurrence of a hydrogen bond in a given structure a maximum
distance of 0.25 nm between the hydrogen atom and the acceptor atom and a minimum
donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle of 135◦ was used.

Interproton distances in the simulations were compared to the experimental NOE inten-
sities. The former were calculated by using r−6 averaging over the trajectory structures
(where r indicates the actual proton-proton distance), which is the method that corre-
sponds best with the time averaging in the NMR experiment in the case of a small molecule
which is tumbling fast compared to internal motions [369, 370]. As mentioned before, in
the GROMOS96 43A1 force field aliphatic hydrogen atoms are not explicitly treated, but
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are part of united atoms. Interproton distances involving the aliphatic hydrogen atoms
were thus calculated by defining virtual (for CH1 and pro-chiral CH2) and pseudo (for CH3)
atomic positions for these hydrogen atoms at the time of analysis [174]. When comparing
the experimental NOE-derived distance with the calculated proton-proton distance, pseu-
doatom corrections involving equivalent or nonstereoassigned protons should be included
in the upper-bound NOE-derived distances [371].

3J-coupling constants were calculated from the simulations using the Karplus relation
[345],

3J(H,H) = a cos2 θ + b cos θ + c. (7.1)

Two sets of parameters a, b, c were used: a = 6.40 Hz, b = −1.40 Hz, c = 1.90 Hz [346]
and a = 7.09 Hz, b = −1.42 Hz, c = 1.55 Hz [372] for calculating 3J(HN, HC).

7.4 Results and Discussion

7.4.1 Stability of Hao-containing peptide dimers
1H NMR chemical shift, NOE, and dilution titration studies [359] indicate that Hao deriva-
tive 9 (Figure 7.1 B) forms a remarkably stable β-sheet-like hydrogen-bonded dimer in
CDCl3 solution while the control peptide 11 (i-PrCO-Phe-Leu-Val-NHBu) self associates
very weakly. Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square distance (RMSD) of the dimer
of peptide 9 with respect to the initial β-sheet structure as a function of time is shown in
Figure 7.2 (lower left panel). At 303.15 K, the dimer structure of 9 in CHCl3 solution was
very stable with a RMSD value of around 0.07 nm with respect to the model-built β-sheet
dimer structure. Using as similarity criterion a backbone-atom RMSD of less than 0.06
nm, a cluster analysis shows that 85% of the trajectory structures belong to the first, most
populated cluster. However, some rearrangement of the two chains is observed with respect
to the model dimer, especially at the chain termini. The β-sheet structure is characterized
by particular NOEs [340]. The properly averaged interproton distances from simulation
are compared with the NOE intensities [359] in Table 7.4. The strong NOEs between the
Phe and Val α-protons and weaker NOEs between the Val γ protons and the Phe α, β
and δ protons cannot be easily explained by intramolecular contacts, but they are wholly
consistent with dimeric structures. The four available 3J-coupling constants extracted
from the NMR spectrum are compared in Table 7.5 with the average coupling constants
calculated from the structures of the trajectory at 303.15 K. These coupling constants
provide further evidence for a β-strand-like conformation [340]. The presence of the inter-
chain hydrogen bonds NH(Hao:A)-O11(Hao:B), N9H9(Hao:A)-O2(Hao:B), NH(NHBu:A)-
O(i-PrCO:B), NH(Hao:B)-O11(Hao:A), N9H9(Hao:B)-O2(Hao:A) and NH(NHBu:B)-O(i-
PrCO:A), which are characteristic for the dimer structure, was inferred from the chemical
shift measurements for the corresponding protons [359]. These hydrogen bonds were found
to be long-lived in the simulation (Figure 7.2, upper left panel). Two intrachain hydro-
gen bonds N1H1(Hao:A)-O4(Hao:A) and N1H1(Hao:B)-O4(Hao:B) appear intermittenly
(Figure 7.2, upper left panel). For these hydrogen bonds, the percentages of occurrence
in the simulation are listed in Table 7.6.

In agreement with the experimental data, the dimer structure of the control peptide 11
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NOE pair simulated distance pseudoatom exp. NOE
H atom H atom < r−6 >−1/6 [nm] correction intensity

H-CA(Phe:A) H-CA(Val:B) 0.236 0.00 s
H-CA(Phe:B) H-CA(Val:A) 0.236 0.00 s
H-CG2(Val:A) H-CA(Phe:B) 0.450 0.15 w
H-CG2(Val:B) H-CA(Phe:A) 0.447 0.15 w
H-CG2(Val:A) H-CB(Phe:B) 0.524 0.22 w
H-CG2(Val:B) H-CB(Phe:A) 0.503 0.22 w
H-CG2(Val:A) HD1(Phe:B) 0.452 0.35 w
H-CG2(Val:B) HD1(Phe:A) 0.443 0.35 w

H9(Hao:A) H5(Hao:A) 0.226 0.00 s
H9(Hao:B) H5(Hao:B) 0.226 0.00 s
H9(Hao:A) H7(Hao:A) 0.357 0.00 w
H9(Hao:B) H7(Hao:B) 0.361 0.00 w

H-CA(Val:A) H(NHBu:A) 0.216 0.00 s
H-CA(Val:B) H(NHBu:B) 0.217 0.00 s
H-CA(Val:A) H(Val:A) 0.278 0.00 w
H-CA(Val:B) H(Val:B) 0.278 0.00 w

Table 7.4: Comparison of experimental NOE intensities [359] (s: strong, m: medium,
w: weak) with the corresponding r−6 averaged hydrogen-hydrogen distances from the MD
trajectory for the dimer of peptide 9 in chloroform. The pseudoatom corrections are taken
from ref [371]. The two molecules forming the dimer are indicated by A and B.

3J-coupling pair 3Jcal
3Jexp

H atom H atom [Hz] [Hz] [Hz]
H-N(Phe:A) H-CA(Phe:A) 8.7 9.0 8.4
H-N(Phe:B) H-CA(Phe:B) 8.7 9.0 8.4
H-N(Val:A) H-CA(Val:A) 7.5 7.6 9.6
H-N(Val:B) H-CA(Val:B) 7.5 7.6 9.6

Table 7.5: Comparison of experimental 3J-coupling constants [359] with the 3J-coupling
constants calculated using the Karplus relation, Equation 7.1, and averaged over the MD
trajectory for the dimer of peptide 9 in chloroform. The two sets of parameters used in
the Karplus relation are a = 6.40 Hz, b = -1.40 Hz c = 1.90 Hz [346] (left column) and
a = 7.09 Hz, b = -1.42 Hz c = 1.55 Hz [372] (middle column).
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Figure 7.2: Upper panels: Occurrences of hydrogen bonds as a function of simulation
time for the dimer of peptide 9 (left panel) and for the dimer of peptide 11 (right panel)
both in chloroform. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if the hydrogen-acceptor distance
is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is larger than 135◦. Lower
panels: Atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) for the backbone atoms from
the starting structure of the dimer of peptide 9 (left panel) and the dimer of peptide 11
(right panel).

turned out to be less stable in the simulation. After 11 ns, the RMSD value increases signif-
icantly and around the same time the interstrand hydrogen bonds, which are characteristic
for the (anti-parallel) dimer structure, are lost (Figure 7.2, right panels). Interestingly,
after 45 ns several new hydrogen bonds are formed and the RMSD from the anti-parallel
β-sheet starting structure decreases significantly. The newly formed hydrogen bonds are
indicative of a parallel β-sheet structure.

Experimentally, the addition of the competitive polar solvent CD3OD to CDCl3 has
been observed to weaken the dimerization of 9. Before simulating this ternary mixture,
simulations of binary mixtures of CHCl3 and CH3OH were performed to investigate the
properties of two different models of CH3OH: the model available with the standard GRO-
MOS96 force field [174] and the more recently developed model by Walser et al. [311]. The
mixing enthalpy at 308 K and the density of the binary mixture at 298 K as a function
of xCH3OH, the fraction of methanol, are shown in Figure 7.3 together with the available

experimental data [326, 327]. The GROMOS96 model reproduces the mixing enthalpy to
within 0.4 kJ mol−1 with a deviation in the density of up to 5% for pure methanol. The
newer model yields a very accurate density profile, but a deviation of up to 0.7 kJ mol−1
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dimer of 9 dimer of 11
hydrogen bond hydrogen bond

donor acceptor % donor acceptor %
NH(Hao:A) O11(Hao:B) 95 NH(Phe:A) O(Val:B) 8
N1H1(Hao:A) O4(Hao:A) 24 NH(Val:A) O(Phe:B) 7
N9H9(Hao:A) O2(Hao:B) 93 NH(Phe:B) O(Val:A) 17
NH(NHBu:A) O(i-PrCO:B) 88 NH(Val:B) O(Phe:A) 5
NH(Hao:B) O11(Hao:A) 94 NH(Leu:A) O(Phe:B) 6
N1H1(Hao:B) O4(Hao:B) 24 NH(NHBu:A) O(Val:B) 3
N9H9(Hao:B) O2(Hao:A) 93 NH(Phe:B) O(i-PrCO:A) 6
NH(NHBu:B) O(i-PrCO:A) 88 NH(Val:B) O(Leu:A) 3

Table 7.6: Fraction of hydrogen bonds in the simulations of the dimers of peptide 9 and
peptide 11 in chloroform. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if the hydrogen-acceptor
distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is larger than 135
◦. The two molecules forming the dimer are indicated by A and B.

for the enthalpy of mixing. Since the two models represent the experimental data rather
well, either of them could be used in the simulation of the ternary mixture. Since we
are interested in mixtures at low methanol fraction, we chose the standard GROMOS96
CH3OH model to study the effect of mixing a polar co-solvent on the stability of the
Hao-containing peptide 9 in chloroform.

Figure 7.4 shows the backbone-atom RMSD of the trajectory structures with respect
to the starting anti-parallel β-sheet-like dimer structure. Addition of 10% CH3OH makes
the 9 dimer less stable and dissociation and re-association of the two chains is observed.
The polar solvent CH3OH can establish hydrogen bonds with the solute, in competition
with interstrand hydrogen bonds.

7.4.2 Folding of peptide 1a into a β-hairpin

For molecule 1a (Figure 7.1 C) three simulations have been performed which differ in
the starting configurations and the force constants of the torsional angle (CH22-N-C-N)
(Figure 7.1 E) in the urea-based turn unit (Ut). The initial values of this torsional angle in
simulations 1a1, 1a2 and 1a3 are trans, cis and trans, respectively, with the force constants
33.5, 33.5 and 7.11 kJ mol−1, respectively. In the NMR-derived model structure, this
torsional angle adopts a cis configuration. The value of this torsional angle as function of
simulation time is shown in the three upper panels of Figure 7.5 for simulations 1a1, 1a2

and 1a3, respectively. In the simulations with a higher barrier for the torsional rotation, no
transition between the trans and cis conformation was observed during 100 ns of simula-
tion. In order to observe cis-trans transitions, the torsional barrier was lowered, resulting in
several transitions, with an isomerization time of the torsional angle CH22-N-C-N of about
10 ns. The atom-positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) from the NMR model
structure for the backbone atoms of 1a in the three simulations are displayed in the lower
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Figure 7.3: Comparison of the mixing enthalpy at 308 K and the density at 298 K of
binary mixtures of CHCl3 and CH3OH for two different molecular models (the stardard
GROMOS96 43A1 force field [32] and the more recently developed model [311]) as a func-
tion of the fraction of methanol xCH3OH, with experimental data [326, 327].

Figure 7.4: Atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) for the backbone atoms
from the starting structure of the dimer of peptide 9 in pure CHCl3 and in a 10/90%
CH3OH/CHCl3 solution.
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panels of Figure 7.5. In all three simulations folding is observed. In simulation 1a3 both
folding and unfolding occur. The β-hairpin-like structure is formed by a turn stabilized
by four hydrogen bonds: NH(Hao)-O(Leu), NH(Leu)-O2(Hao), N9H9(Hao)-O(Phe) and
NH(Phe)-O11(Hao) (Figure 7.5, middle panels). NH(Hao)-O(Leu), NH(Leu)-O2(Hao)
and N9H9(Hao)-O(Phe) were found to be long-lived in all three simulations, although
out-of-register hydrogen bonding was observed in the first part of simulation 1a3. The
NH(Phe)-O11(Hao), which is near the turn, is found to only exist if the torsional an-
gle CH22-N-C-N adopts the cis conformation, as shown in Figure 7.5 (upper and middle
panels).

Figure 7.5: Upper panels: Dihedral angle CH22-N-C-N as a function of simulation time
for the three simulations of the peptide 1a. Middle panels: Occurrence of hydrogen bonds
as a function of simulation time for this peptide. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if
the hydrogen-acceptor distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor
angle is larger than 135 ◦. Lower panels: Atom-positional root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) from the NMR model structure for the backbone atoms of this peptide. The
three simulations differ regarding starting conformation and potential energy term for the
mentioned dihedral angle (see caption Table 7.1).

The 15 NOEs from the ROESY spectrum [358] and the corresponding NOE distances
calculated from the simulations, which are indicative of a β-hairpin-like structure, are listed
in Table 7.7. The one NOE that has experimentally been labelled as strong (s) shows
the shortest distance in the simulation. The five NOEs that have experimentally been
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NOE pair simulated distance pseudoatom exp. NOE
H atom H atom < r−6 >−1/6 correction intensity

1a1 1a2 1a3

H5-C5(Hao) H-CA(Ile) 0.228 0.238 0.249 0.00 s
H5-C5(Hao) H-CG1(Ile) 0.390 0.428 0.415 0.00 w
H5-C5(Hao) H-CD(Ile) 0.489 0.495 0.513 0.04 m
H5-C5(Hao) H-N(Leu) 0.309 0.310 0.336 0.00 w
H-CH(N-ter) H-CH3(C-ter) 0.379 0.364 0.393 0.04 w
H-CH(N-ter) H-CB(Leu) 0.382 0.398 0.428 0.00 w
H-CH(N-ter) H-CD1(Leu) 0.566 0.584 0.578 0.15 w
H-CH(N-ter) H-CG(Leu) 0.439 0.467 0.463 0.07 w
H-CH31(N-ter) H-CH3(C-ter) 0.489 0.474 0.481 0.19 m
H-CH31(N-ter) H-CG(Leu) 0.596 0.617 0.592 0.22 w
H-N(Hao) H-N(Leu) 0.324 0.316 0.349 0.00 w
H1-N1(Hao) H-N(Leu) 0.492 0.486 0.531 0.00 w
H9-N9(Hao) H-N(Phe) 0.422 0.347 0.384 0.00 w
H9-N9(Hao) HD1-CD1(Ut) 0.521 0.461 0.443 0.20 m
HD1-CD1(Ut) H-N(Phe) 0.664 0.517 0.557 0.20 m

Table 7.7: Comparison of experimental NOE intensities [358] (s: strong, m: medium,
w: weak) with the corresponding r−6 averaged hydrogen-hydrogen distances from the three
MD simulations for the peptide 1a in chloroform. The pseudoatom corrections are taken
from ref [371]. The three simulations differ regarding starting structure and torsional angle
potential energy of the angle CH22-N-C-N (see caption Table 7.1).

classified as medium strong (m) are satisfied in all three simulations, except for the HD1-
CD1(Ut)-HN(Phe) upper-bound distance which is only satisfied by the structures from
simulations 1a2 and 1a3. This interatomic distance strongly depends on the conformation
of the torsional angle CH22-N-C-N. In the simulation 1a1, this torsional angle stays trans
and, therefore, the interatomic distance between HD1-CD1(Ut) and HN(Phe) is larger
than inferred from the experimental data. The 10 NOEs that have experimentally been
labelled weak (w) show average distances compatible with the experimental data.

Figure 7.6 shows a superposition of the NMR model structure that was derived using
the experimental NOE intensities [358] and the central-member structures from the most
populated clusters from simulations 1a1, 1a2 and 1a3. The backbone atom-positional root-
mean-square difference (RMSD) between the central-member structures and the NMR
model structure are 0.09 nm, 0.06 nm and 0.07 nm, respectively. The first, most populated
cluster in the three simulations approximately incorporates 84%, 91% and 51% of the
ensemble.
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Figure 7.6: Panel A: Superposition of the NMR model structure with the central-member
structure of the first, most populated, cluster in the simulation 1a1 (population 84%, struc-
ture at time 40.99 ns, 0.09 nm RMSD). The C atoms are in black in NMR model structure
while grey in the central-member structure of the first cluster. Panel B: Superposition of
the NMR model structure with the central-member structure of the first, most populated,
cluster in the simulation 1a2 (population 91%, structure at time 65.27 ns, 0.06 nm RMSD).
Panel C: Superposition of the NMR model structure with the central-member structure of
the first, most populated, cluster in the simulation 1a3 (population 51%, structure at time
66.43 ns, 0.07 nm RMSD).
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Figure 7.7: Upper panel: Occurrence of the hydrogen bonds between the protein Rap1A
and peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if the hydrogen-
acceptor distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is
larger than 135 ◦. The hydrogen-bonds: NTHT(C-ter)-OD2(Asp:38), NTHT(C-ter)-
OD1(Asp:38), N9H9(Hao:2)-O (Ser:39), C5H5(Hao:2)-OG(Ser:39), NH(Gln:43)-OT(N-
ter), NH(Arg:41)-O2(Hao:2) and NH(Ser:39)-O11(Hao:2) are present in 60%, 55%, 52%,
17%, 35%, 89% and 52% respectively of the configurations. Lower panel: Root-mean-
square deviations (RMSD) from the starting structure for all the Cα atoms of the protein
Rap1A (PDB reference 1gua).

7.4.3 Docking of a Hao-containing peptide to the Ras analogue

Rap1A

Molecular dynamics simulations of both the protein Rap1A and the protein-peptide com-
plex Rap1A:Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe in water were performed in order to evaluate the sta-
bility of the protein-peptide complex. As a measure of structural stability, root-mean-
square deviations (RMSD) from the starting structure were calculated based on a super-
position of all Cα atoms of protein Rap1A. As shown in the lower panel of Figure 7.7,
the overall Cα RMSD of Rap1A stays between 0.15 and 0.20 nm in both the Rap1A and
the Rap1A:Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe simulations, indicating a stable protein structure. The
intermolecular hydrogen bonds between Rap1A and the Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe peptide
are shown in the upper panel of Figure 7.7. Although the hydrogen bond between the
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C-terminal end of the peptide and a protein sidechain (Asp:38) is lost after 1.6 ns, the
backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds between protein and peptide that form the β-sheet
are stable during the simulation. The complex is stabilized by the interactions between
one of the β-strands of Rap1A and the Hao-containing β-strand-like structure. Figure
7.8 shows a snapshot of the Rap1A:Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe complex at time 1 ns. The
four protein residues which form hydrogen bonds with the peptide are shown explicitly
together with the peptide. Indeed, the artificial peptide provides an alternating pattern of
hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors that matches that of the target β-strand in Rap1A.
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Figure 7.8: Snapshot of the Rap1A and the peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-Ala-NHMe in the sim-
ulation of the complex in water at 1 ns. The four protein residues: Asp38, Ser39, Arg41
and Gln43 are shown full together with the peptide.

7.5 Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulations including an explicit treatment of the solvent have been
used to study in atomic detail the dimerization, folding and binding to a protein surface of
peptides containing the unnatural amino acid Hao (Figure 7.1 D). The peptide 9 (Figure
7.1 B) is found to dimerize strongly in chloroform as was observed in NMR studies. Com-
pared to the natural tripeptide 11, peptide 9 is longer and can form six intermolecular
hydrogen bonds. The key structural unit Hao imparts a β-strand-like conformation to
the peptide that contains it and facilitates its dimerization through β-sheet interactions.
Compared to natural amino acids, Hao is conformationally more constrained. Artificial
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β-hairpin-like structures such as that adopted by 1a (Figure 7.1 C) can be obtained for
hybrid peptides consisting of the tripeptide mimic Hao, the turn segment and a tripeptide
part. In the β-hairpin 1a, Hao serves as a template that organizes the tripeptide part
into a β-hairpin that in turn can form β-sheet contacts on one edge. In this sense, Hao
confers both structure (folding into β-hairpin-like conformations) and function (β-sheet
blockage) to the peptides that contain it. Because of the high energy torsional barrier
in the urea-based turn segment, starting from the extended conformation, 1a was not
able to fold into the NMR-derived model structure within 100 ns. In the simulation 1a2,
starting from the cis conformation of the torsional angle CH22-N-C-N, 1a did fold to the
experimentally derived structure, with a RMSD of 0.06 nm between the central-member
structure of the first, most populated cluster and the NMR model structure. Reduction of
the torsional barrier allowed the folding to occur within 100 ns. The peptide Ac-Ala-Hao-
Ala-NHMe was found to form a rather stable complex with the protein Rap1A. One of
the edges of this simple peptide provides an alternating pattern of hydrogen-bond donors
and acceptors that finds its counterpart in a β-strand at the surface of Rap1A, forming
an intermolecular β-sheet. As suggested by Nowick et al. [359], Hao-containing peptides
may hold promise as inhibitors to block β-sheet interactions between proteins.



Chapter 8

Effect of methylation on the stability
and solvation free energy of amylose
and cellulose fragments: A molecular
dynamics study

8.1 Summary

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were used to study the stability and solvation of
amylose and cellulose fragments. The recently developed GROMOS carbohydrate force
field was further tested by simulating maltose, cellobiose and maltoheptaose. The MD
simulations reproduced fairly well the favorable conformations of disaccharides defined by
the torsional angles related with the glycosidic bond and the radius gyration of maltohep-
taose. The effects of methylation at different hydroxyl groups on the stability of amylose
and cellulose fragments were investigated. The methylations of O-2 and O-3 reduce the
stability of a single helix more than methylation at O-6, while the latter reduces the sta-
bility of a double helix more. Solvation free energy differences between the unsubstituted
amylose and cellulose fragments and the methylated species were studied using the single-
step perturbation method. It was found that methylation at O-2 has the biggest effect, in
agreement with experiment.

8.2 Introduction

Starch and cellulose are abundant natural biomolecules connected with glucose. Both of
these compounds have 1,4-linked bonds between glucopyranosyl units and they differ only
in their anomeric configuration. Starch contains two kinds of polysaccharides: amylose and
amylopectin. Amylose, defined as a linear molecule of α-(1→4)-D-glucopyranosyl units,
occurs in three allomorphs, known as the A, B and V forms [373]. The A and B forms both
consist of left-handed double helices with six glucopyranosyl units per turn and appear
to differ only in the packing of the starch helices: the A form crystallizes in a monoclinic
unit cell (space group B2) [374] and the B form in a hexagonal unit cell (space group P61)
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[375]. V-amylose is a generic term for amylose obtained as single helices co-crystallized
with compounds such as iodine, DMSO, alcohols or fatty acids. Although such compounds
are required for formation of the V-type form, they are not systematically included in the
amylose helix [376, 377]. Saitô et al. [378] found that the helical conformations ascribed
to both V- and B-types are not very different. Cellulose is a linear polymer of β-(1→4)-
D-glucopyranosyl units and is the most abundant natural polymer on earth. Despite the
considerable degree to which cellulose has been investigated, its detailed crystal structure
has not been identified with absolute clarity and is still a matter of debate [379, 380].
Though ambiguity exists regarding the detailed atomic structure of cellulose, experiments
such as X-ray scattering and electron diffraction show that cellulose aggregates in a fully
extended conformation to form a sheet-like structure.

The geometry of the α (axial) and β (equatorial) bonds from carbon 1 endows amylose
and cellulose with very different physical and biological properties [381]. Amylose is poorly
soluble in water but forms suspensions, in which it is helical. While the special structure
of cellulose gives cellulose fibers exceptional strength and makes them insoluble in water
despite their hydrophilicity, extensive pores inside cellulose fibers can hold a large amount
of water. Cellulose has a close relation to human life functioning as paper, textile and
building material.

Due to the biological availability and commercial importance of cellulose, for many
years much effort has been spent to improve the technical properties of cellulose in order
to add new functions to it, e.g. by the investigation of cellulose derivatives. On the other
hand, since starch is the most abundant biomolecule on earth after cellulose and readily
available and since it differs from cellulose only in anomeric configuration, one might
think of producing starch (amylose) derivatives that have more cellulose-like structure,
properties and functions. For example, at which sites should starch be methylated to
bestow it with cellulose-like properties? Methylation of particular hydroxyl groups will
change the hydrogen-bonding capacity, and may thus change the properties of amylose
and cellulose: their preferred conformations and their solvation free energy.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies of carbohydrates in the literature [38, 382]
deal with maltose or cellobiose composed of two glucose units [383–387] or with cyclic
chains including α-, β-and γ-cyclodextrins [388–394] as well as the single glucose units
of α- and β-anomers [386, 395, 396]. However, there are only a few studies dealing with
longer amylose or cellulose chains [397, 398]. It is the purpose of our work to study the
properties of longer amylose and cellulose chains in atomic detail using 19 MD simulations
(Table 8.1) including an explicit representation of solvent molecules, in order to address
the following three aspects of polysaccharide behaviors:

1. The ability of the interatomic force field used to adequately mimic the conformational
behavior of sugar molecules is tested by a comparison of experimental data (φ,ψ-
torsional angles, C-H vector order parameters and radius of gyration), derived from
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, avail-
able for the shorter polysaccharides maltose, cellobiose and maltoheptaose (SH7), to
simulated values for these quantities.

2. A glucopyranosyl unit can be methylated at three sites, O-2, O-3, and O-6, in order to
change the conformational behaviors of polysaccharides. We chose to study polysac-
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charides consisting of 9 glucopyranosyl units, which are sufficiently long to be able to
form helical structures and sufficiently short to allow for simulation. In a nonamer,
there are 27 possible methylation sites, which means there exist 227−1 = 134217727
methylated derivatives of a nonaose. We chose three methylation patterns (denoted
by the suffixes 6Me, 23Me, and 236Me indicating methylation at different hydroxyl
sites) for investigation by separate MD simulations for three different systems: single
strand maltononaose starting from helical (SH) or extended (SE) structures, double
strand helical maltononaose (DP), and single strand cellononaose (CE), resulting in
13 separate simulations, for which the conformational properties are studied.

3. An alternative way to study the stability of a particular distribution of conformers is
to apply the single-step perturbation technique [73] to obtain from one simulation (in-
dicated by SHPERT, SEPERT and CEPERT for the three systems mentioned above)
the difference in free energy of solvation between a great many methylated deriva-
tives and the ”native” polysaccharides. Although we could calculate all 134217727
free energy differences for all methylated derivatives, we only reported 31 of these.
These concern relatively simple methylation patterns, which may give an indication
of the effects of a particular methylation on the stability of the molecule.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Force-field testing

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed on maltose, cellobiose and maltoheptaose
(see Table 8.1) in water to validate the recently developed GROMOS carbohydrate force
field. From experimental NMR studies the favorable conformations for maltose in aqueous
solution, as defined by two dihedral angles (φ, ψ) (φ = ∠O-5–C-1–O-4’–C-4’ and ψ =
∠C-1–O-4’–C-4’–C-5’), could be derived: (75◦, −170◦) [399], (91◦, −147◦) [400] (Pérez et
al. [400] observed four favorable conformations: 18% (110◦,−115◦), 26% (100◦,−135◦),
26% (80◦,−150◦), and 30% (90◦,80◦)), (84◦, −140◦) [401] (Shashkov et al. [401] observed
four favorable conformations: 40% (50◦, −160◦), 45% (90◦, −140◦), 12% (140◦, −100◦),
and 3% (90◦, 80◦)), and (88◦, −144◦)[402]. In addition, optical rotation dispersion (ORD)
experiments [403] have indicated two favorable conformations at (50◦, −160◦) and (90◦,
−135◦). The (φ,ψ) distributions from the 2 ns MD simulations are shown in Figure 8.1
together with the ideal values derived from NMR and ORD. The same comparison was
done for cellobiose and the results are shown in Figure 8.2 together with the experimental
data obtained from a crystal structure (−78◦, −138◦) [383] and from NMR (−75◦, −158◦)
[383], (−88◦, −141◦) [402]. In the NMR studies the torsional angle values were derived
from 3J-coupling constants using a Karplus-type equation [404, 405], which procedure does
introduce uncertainty [323, 383, 399–402]. In X-ray crystallographic studies, one usually
observes one single conformation, which may not be representative for the ensemble of
conformations present in solution [406]. The MD simulations show a distribution of (φ, ψ)
torsional angle values in which the values derived from NMR and X-ray experiments are
contained. The orientations of the glycosidic bonds in the disaccharides are on average
reproduced.
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simulation label solute number simulation
polysaccharides number of initial of water length

glucopyranosyl units conformation molecules [ns]
Maltose maltose 2 extended 968 2
Cellobiose cellobiose 2 extended 1053 2
SH7 maltoheptaose 7 L-helix 5324 5
SH, SH6Me, SH23Me, maltononaose or methylated 9 L-helix 7978 5
SH236Me, SHPERT derivatives
SE, SEPERT maltononaose 9 extended 8364 5
DP, DP6Me, DP23Me, maltononaose or methylated 2 × 9 double L-helix 7990 5
DP236Me derivatives
CE, CE6Me, CE23Me, cellononaose or methylated 9 extended 11176 5
CE236Me, CEPERT derivatives

Table 8.1: Overview of the MD simulations of the different systems. The systems are:
maltose (α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-4)-α-D-glucopyranose), cellobiose (β-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-4)-β-
D-glucopyranose), SH7 (maltoheptaose, starting from a left-handed helical structure), SH
(maltononaose, starting from a left-handed helical structure), SH6Me (as SH, but with glucopy-
ranosyl units 2, 4, 6 and 8 methylated at O-6), SH23Me (as SH, but with glucopyranosyl units
2 and 6 methylated at O-2 and glucopyranosyl units 4 and 8 methylated at O-3), SH236Me (as
SH, but with glucopyranosyl units 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 methylated at O-6, glucopyranosyl units 2
and 6 methylated at O-2 and glucopyranosyl units 4 and 8 methylated at O-3), SHPERT (as
SH, but with soft-core atoms at H-2, H-3 and H-6 of all glucopyranosyl units, see Section 8.5
for details), SE (maltononaose, starting from an extended conformation), SEPERT (as SE, but
with soft-core atoms at H-2, H-3 and H-6 of all glucopyranosyl units, see Section 8.5 for details),
DP (two maltononaoses, starting from a parallel double left-handed helix), DP6Me (as DP, but
with methylations as indicated by 6Me), DP23Me (as DP, but with methylations as indicated
by 23Me), DP236Me (as DP, but with methylations as indicated by 236Me), CE (cellononaose,
starting from an extended structure), CE6Me (as CE, but with methylations as indicated by
6Me), CE23Me (as CE, but with methylations as indicated by 23Me), CE236Me (as CE, but
with methylations as indicated by 236Me), CEPERT (as CE, but with soft-core atoms at H-
2, H-3, and H-6 of Overview of the MD simulations of the different systems. The systems
are: maltose (α-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-4)-α-D-glucopyranose), cellobiose (β-D-glucopyranosyl-(1-
4)-β-D-glucopyranose), SH7 (maltoheptaose, starting from a left-handed helical structure), SH
(maltononaose, starting from a left-handed helical structure), SH6Me (as SH, but with glucopy-
ranosyl units 2, 4, 6 and 8 methylated at O-6), SH23Me (as SH, but with glucopyranosyl units
2 and 6 methylated at O-2 and glucopyranosyl units 4 and 8 methylated at O-3), SH236Me (as
SH, but with glucopyranosyl units 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 methylated at O-6, glucopyranosyl units 2
and 6 methylated at O-2 and glucopyranosyl units 4 and 8 methylated at O-3), SHPERT (as
SH, but with soft-core atoms at H-2, H-3 and H-6 of all glucopyranosyl units, see Section 8.5
for details), SE (maltononaose, starting from an extended conformation), SEPERT (as SE, but
with soft-core atoms at H-2, H-3 and H-6 of all glucopyranosyl units, see Section 8.5 for details),
DP (two maltononaoses, starting from a parallel double left-handed helix), DP6Me (as DP, but
with methylations as indicated by 6Me), DP23Me (as DP, but with methylations as indicated
by 23Me), DP236Me (as DP, but with methylations as indicated by 236Me), CE (cellononaose,
starting from an extended structure), CE6Me (as CE, but with methylations as indicated by
6Me), CE23Me (as CE, but with methylations as indicated by 23Me), CE236Me (as CE, but
with methylations as indicated by 236Me), CEPERT (as CE, but with soft-core atoms at H-2,
H-3, and H-6 of all glucopyranosyl units, see Section 8.5 for details).
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Figure 8.1: The distribution of φ and ψ torsional angles of maltose from MD simulation
(2 ns) in water. φ and ψ are defined by the atoms O-5–C-1–O-4’–C-4’ and C-1–O-4’–C-
1’–C-5’, respectively. The experimental values derived from NMR and ORD studies were
taken from refs [399–403].
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Figure 8.2: The distribution of φ and ψ torsional angles of cellobiose from MD simulation
(2 ns) in water. φ and ψ are defined by the atoms O-5–C-1–O-4’–C-4’ and C-1–O-4’–C-
1’–C-5’, respectively. The experimental values derived from X-ray and NMR studies were
taken from refs [383, 402].
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Order parameters of the C-H bond vectors in maltose were calculated using Equation
8.5 (see Section 8.5) and compared with the values derived from experimental relaxation
parameters [384]. As can be seen from Figure 8.3, the values for the C-H vectors in the 6-
membered rings are relatively large indicating that maltose and its six-membered glycosyl
unit are quite rigid. Due to greater freedom of motion, in the simulation the C-6–H-6 and
C-6’–H-6’ vectors have much lower order parameters than those within the ring, while in
the experiment the C-6–H-6 and C-6’–H-6’ vectors have order parameters comparable to
those within the ring. As pointed out in ref [384], the large order parameter for the C-6’–
H-6’ vector as derived from experiments is probably due to the approximation of treating
the translational and rotational motions separately in the so-called model-free approach
to derive the order parameters from experimental data [407–409]. In the maltoheptaose
simulation, the averages of (φ, ψ) are (92◦, −148◦), which is comparable to the values
derived from an NMR study of maltoheptaose (87◦, −141◦) [410].

Figure 8.3: Order parameters S2 for C-H vectors in maltose calculated from simulation
(2 ns) and from experimental relaxation parameters (circles) [384]. For the atom names,
see Figure 8.1. The order parameters were defined according to Equations 8.3 and 8.4 (see
Section 8.5 for more details). The S2 order parameters were calculated using Equation 8.5
in two different ways using the configurations from the 2 ns simulation at 0.5 ps intervals:
either by averaging over the whole simulation period (squares) or by using a 25 ps averaging
window (diamonds), that is moved through the whole 2 ns analysis period [408].

The radius of gyration (Rgyr) of maltoheptaose was calculated from the simulation
starting from the helical structure. Figure 8.4 shows Rgyr plotted against time and the
horizontal dashed lines represent the range of experimental values derived from small-angle
X-ray scattering [398]. The average value of 0.90 nm for Rgyr is higher than the experi-
mental one of 0.74±0.02 nm [398]. However, using the regular amylose helical structure
[375], Rgyr is about 0.83 nm which value is also larger than the one derived from small-
angle X-ray scattering. Moreover, the simulated values for Rgyr fluctuate in the range
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0.73 to 1.02 nm.

Figure 8.4: Radius of gyration (Rgyr) of maltoheptaose plotted against simulation time.
The horizontal dashed lines represent the value of 0.74± 0.02 nm derived from experiment
[398].

Overall the simulations described yield results which are in agreement with experi-
mental data, thus validating the use of the new GROMOS carbohydrate force field in the
following studies.

8.3.2 Stability and conformation of amylose and cellulose frag-
ments

Amylose fragments containing 9 glucopyranosyl units

The MD of single helical maltononaose and methylated derivatives thereof was simulated,
each for 5 ns. The atom-positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) with respect to
the model (single-helical) structure of maltononaose in the simulations SH, SE, SH6Me,
SH23Me, and SH236Me (see Table 8.1) as a function of simulation time are shown in Figure
8.5 Panel A. Compared to SH6Me, the methylation at O-2 and O-3 has the larger effects
on the stability of helical structure, while the distributions of φ and ψ for SH, SH6Me,
SH23Me, and SH236Me show little differences as shown in Figure 8.6 Panel A. The aver-
ages of φ and ψ in the simulations SH, SH6Me, SH23Me, and SH236Me are (84◦,−148◦),
(85◦,−147◦), (82◦,−147◦), and (82◦,−149◦), respectively, which are comparable to the pa-
rameters proposed for the regular helix: (84◦, −145◦) by Imberty and Pérez [375] and (82◦,
−132◦) for short-chain amylose inferred from NMR by Sugiyama et al. [410]. Starting
from the extended form, simulation SE converged to the helical-like structure within 5 ns
simulation with similar distributions for the angles φ and ψ. The central member of the
second most populated cluster of trajectory structures of simulation SE (population 10%)
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Figure 8.5: The atom-positional root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) of the atoms O-
1, C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, C-5 and O-5 with respect to the starting (helical) structure as a
function of time for the simulations SH (solid line) / SE (dotted line), SH6Me, SH23Me,
SH236Me (Panel A), DP, DP6Me, DP23Me, DP236Me (Panel B), CE, CE6Me, CE23Me
and CE236Me (Panel C). For further information see Table 8.1.

has an RMSD of only 0.18 nm to the central member of the first, most populated (helical)
cluster of trajectory structures of simulation SH.

The occurrences (in %) of the ”native” hydrogen bonds formed by O-3–H-3 of one
glucopyranosyl unit to the O-2 of the adjacent glucopyranosyl unit in various simulations
are listed in Table 8.2. Methylation at O-3 removes the possibility for a single helix to form
intrastrand hydrogen bonds, thus affecting the stability. Conformational cluster analyses
show that the trajectories of the simulations SH, SH6Me, SH23Me, and SH236Me yield
20 clusters out of 79, 20 clusters out of 77, 22 clusters out of 88, and 21 clusters out of
76 in total, respectively, that have a population larger than 1%. The central members of
the first, most populated, clusters of simulations SH, SH6Me, SH23Me, and SH236Me are
shown in Figure 8.7 A-D. Conformational cluster analyses using a criterion of an RMSD
of 0.15 nm on the merged trajectories of pairs of simulations (Figure 8.8 Panel A) show
that simulation SH shares more conformational space with simulation SH6Me than with
simulations SH23Me and SH236Me.

The MD of a double helical pair of maltononaose molecules and its methylated deriva-
tives was simulated, each for 5 ns. Contrary to single helix systems, methylation at O-6
affects the stability of the double helix more than at O-2 or O-3 (Figure 8.5 Panel B). The
methylated derivative DP23Me shows somewhat stronger hydrogen bonding between the
two molecules than the unsubstituted DP, which may be due to the fact that methyla-
tion at O-2 and O-3 removes the possibility of forming ”non-native” interstrand hydrogen
bonds and thus stabilizes the ”native” interstrand hydrogen bonds (Table 8.2). As for
the distribution of the angles φ and ψ, simulation DP6Me favors a slightly larger φ while
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simulation DP23Me favors a slightly smaller ψ (Figure 8.6 Panel B). Conformational clus-
ter analyses show that simulations DP, DP6Me, DP23Me, and DP236Me yield 5 clusters
out of 16, 12 clusters out of 25, 4 clusters out of 8, and 11 clusters out of 26 in total,
respectively, that have a population larger than 1%. The central members of the first,
most populated, clusters of simulations DP, DP6Me, DP23Me, and DP236Me are shown
in Figure 8.7 E-H. Using a cluster criterion of an RMSD of 0.21 nm, simulation DP shows
little overlap in conformational space with simulations DP6Me, DP23Me, and DP236Me,
while the first chain of the double helix in simulation DP does show some overlap with
simulation SH using a criterion of an RMSD of 0.15 nm (Figure 8.8 Panel B). Although the
helical conformation in simulation DP23Me is very stable during the 5 ns simulation with
an RMSD with respect to the initial double helical structure around 0.20 nm (Figure 8.5,
Panel B), the conformational spaces sampled in simulations DP and DP23Me are quite
different (Figure 8.8, Panel B).

In conclusion, the simulations of single helical amylose fragments and methylation
derivates point to a retaining of overall helical structure, irrespective of methylation, but
with larger fluctuations around the average structure in the O-2-, O-3-methylated case,
while the simulations of double helical pairs of amylose fragments and their corresponding
methylated derivatives show a stabilization of the double helix upon O-2-, O-3-methylation
and a destabilization by O-6-methylation.

Figure 8.6: The distribution (arbitrary units) of the torsional angles φ (∠ O-5–C-1–O-
4’–C-4’) (solid or dotted line) and ψ (∠ C-1–O-4’–C-1’–C-5’) (dashed or dot-dashed line)
for SH (solid and dashed) / SE (dotted and dot-dashed), SH6Me, SH23Me, SH236Me
(Panel A, solid line: φ, dashed line: ψ), DP, DP6Me, DP23Me, DP236Me (Panel B,
solid line and dotted line: φ, dashed line and dot-dashed line: ψ), CE, CE6Me, CE23Me
and CE236Me (Panel C, solid line: φ, dashed line: ψ).
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SH SH6Me SH23Me SH236Me DP DP6Me DP23Me DP236Me CE CE6Me CE23Me CE236Me
8O3H3-9O2 20 6 23 17 44 52
7O3H3-8O2 10 10 4 4 26 1 40 55 0 24 18 60
6O3H3-7O2 10 2 15 21 27 1 34 31 23 47 21 25
5O3H3-6O2 20 3 1 1 31 36 27 58 7 2 3 22
4O3H3-5O2 19 28 26 68 52 56
3O3H3-4O2 0 21 8 8 91 81 73 62 46 51 58 51
2O3H3-3O2 0 21 16 15 58 73 74 87 54 72 57 48
1O3H3-2O2 9 30 7 5 3 49 68 80 22 19 37 2
8O3H3-9O5 11 19
7O3H3-8O5 65 40 53 3
6O3H3-7O5 53 46 5 42
5O3H3-6O5 49 28 41 25
4O3H3-5O5 54 60
3O3H3-4O5 60 71 26 15
2O3H3-3O5 54 23 34 24
1O3H3-2O5 4 70 3 29
7O6H6-9’O2 0 7 0 0 4 6
6O6H6-8’O2 9 2 11 29 6 0
5O6H6-7’O2 46 7 15 12 21 26
4O6H6-6’O2 3 39 30 24 0 0
3O6H6-5’O2 3 4 4 3 4 20
2O6H6-4’O2 3 5 8 18 3 0
1O6H6-3’O2 3 8 1 2 2 5
9O2H2-7’O6 0 7 1 0 37 8 1 0
8O2H2-6’O6 4 37 0 1 30 1 0 0
7O2H2-5’O6 0 23 6 0 19 5 0 0
6O2H2-4’O6 1 25 0 0
5O2H2-3’O6 34 0 4 0 12 31 0 0
4O2H2-2’O6 10 2 0 1 5 30 6 26
3O2H2-1’O6 3 3 9 6 4 2 0 0

Table 8.2: Occurrences of hydrogen bonds (in %) during the 5 ns simulations. A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist if the
hydrogen-acceptor distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is larger than 135◦. For further
information, see caption Table 8.1.
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Cellulose fragments containing 9 glucopyranosyl units

The MD of an extended cellononaose molecule and methylated derivatives thereof was
simulated, each for 5 ns. In the simulation CE of cellononaose, the atom-positional RMSD
with respect to the extended starting conformation (Figure 8.5 Panel C) increases to
about 0.6 nm. Analysing the trajectory structures we found that this corresponds to a
bending of the molecule. Extending the simulation beyond 5 ns, the molecule adopted
again extended conformations (data not shown). The averages of the angles (φ, ψ) in
simulations CE, CE6Me, CE23Me, and CE236Me are (−94◦, −134◦), (−99◦, −139◦),
(−101◦, −139◦), and (−104◦, −143◦), respectively. They are very close to the values
derived from experiments [380]. Regarding the distribution of the φ and ψ angles, there
exist differences between the simulations CE, CE6Me, CE23Me, and CE236Me, as shown
in Figure 8.6 Panel C. Methylation at O-2 and O-3 favors a broader distribution of ψ. The
methylation at O-3 removes the hydrogen bonding capacity between O-3–H-3 and the
adjacent O5 atom (Table 8.2). For cellulose fragments, the methylation has less effect on
the stability of ”native” hydrogen bonds compared to amylose fragments, as shown in Table
8.2. Conformational cluster analyses show that the trajectories of simulations CE, CE6Me,
CE23Me, and CE236Me yield 19 clusters out of 67, 21 clusters out of 67, 23 clusters out
of 84, and 27 clusters out of 89 in total, respectively, that have a population larger than
1%. As shown in Figure 8.7 I-L, the central members of the first, most populated, clusters
in the four simulations are extended conformations. By cluster analysis on the merged
trajectories of pairs of simulations, we found that simulation CE does share considerably
conformational space with simulations CE6Me, CE23Me, and CE236Me (Figure 8.8 Panel
C).

Taken together, the simulations of cellononaose and methylated derivatives show that
the extended conformation of the nonamer is not significantly changed by methylation.

8.3.3 Solvation free energy differences

MD was simulated for 5 ns of amylose-like nonamers (maltononaose), starting from both
extended and single helical (simulations SEPERT and SHPERT) conformations, and of
cellulose-like nonamer (cellononaose, simulation CEPERT) starting from an extended con-
formation. In all three cases, the hydrogens of all C-2, C-3 and C-6 hydroxyl groups were
treated as “soft methylated”, i.e., bearing soft-core Lennard-Jones and electrostatic po-
tentials. These simulations were performed to estimate the solvation free energy differ-
ences between the amylose and the cellulose fragments and a variety of their methylated
derivatives using the single-step perturbation method (see Equation 8.2, Section 8.5). The
computed estimates are shown in Table 8.3.

Comparing the values calculated from the 5 ns simulations and those from the last 2
ns of the simulations, the solvation free energy differences between CE and its methylated
derivatives converged within 5 ns of simulation, especially for the single mutation at O-2
the root-mean-square difference is about 1.4 kJ/mol, while those for both the SH and SE
simulations did not converge within 5 ns of simulation. The fast convergence displayed
by the cellulose system is due to the stiffness of cellulose fragments which means that less
conformations must be sampled.
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Figure 8.7: Conformation of the central members of the first, most populated, clusters
in the simulations SH (A, population 17%, structure at 3.72 ns), SH6Me (B, population
16%, structure at 2.49 ns), SH23Me (C, population 15%, structure at 2.75 ns), SH236Me
(D, population 22%, structure at 4.34 ns), DP (E, population 46%, structure at 2.34 ns),
DP6Me (F, population 42%, structure at 3.81 ns), DP23Me (G, population 89%, structure
at 2.56 ns), DP236Me (H, population 24%, structure at 0.55 ns), CE (I, population 20%,
structure at 2.79 ns), CE6Me (J, population 20%, structure at 3.96 ns), CE23Me (K,
population 14%, structure at 3.61 ns) and CE236Me (L, population 10%, structure at 4.78
ns). The conformational cluster analyses were performed based on the root-mean-square
deviations (RMSD) of atoms C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, O-4, C-5 and O-5 with a criterion of
0.15 nm for SH, SH6Me, SH23Me, SH236Me, CE, CE6Me, CE23Me and CE236Me and
of 0.21 nm for DP, DP6Me, DP23Me and DP236Me.
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Figure 8.8: Population of clusters (more than 1% population) determined for merged
trajectories of pairs of simulations which include 10,000 structures (at 1 ps intervals) from
the two simulations. As for the comparison between DP and SH, only the first chain of
the double helix in DP is considered.

Comparing a single methylation at O-2, O-3 or O-6, the solvation free energy difference
∆∆G caused by methylation at O-2 is the biggest with an average over the full 5 ns
(last 2 ns) of 40 (36), 49 (31), and 43 (42) kJ/mol in the simulations of SH(SHPERT),
SE(SEPERT), and CE(CEPERT), respectively. This has been observed in experiments
(personal communication, Manfred Amann).

Considering multiple-site methylations (e.g. ∆∆G6Me, ∆∆G23Me, and ∆∆G236Me)
in Table 8.3, the free energy differences of the single-site ones are approximately additive
provided that the different methylation sites are far away from each other. For those
methylation sites that are close to each other, the free energy differences are cooperative,
i.e. the free energy difference for a double methylation is not close to the sum of the two
free energy differences for the corresponding single methylations.

The free energy differences caused by methylations in amylose in extended form (SE)
are very similar to those in cellulose in extended form (CE), whereas larger differences are
observed between the free energy differences of amylose in helical (SH) versus extended
(SE) form. This suggests that forcing amylose to a cellulose-like (extended) structure will
make amylose derivatives adopt the properties of cellulose.

8.4 Conclusions

In the present work, MD simulations including explicitly modelled water molecules were
performed to study the conformation and solvation of maltononaose and cellononaose and
a number of methylated derivatives.
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SHPERT SEPERT CEPERT
site 2 3 6 2 3 6 2 3 6
∆∆G1OH 54 (37) 28 (6) -1 (17) 68 (18) 9 (-2) 26 (-11) 53 (53) 18 (27) 10 (10)
∆∆G2OH 46 (27) -32 (7) 15 (35) 54 (32) 28 (38) 9 (1) 48 (48) 12 (11) 32 (32)
∆∆G3OH 31 (35) -30 (22) 7 (16) 57 (23) 5 (11) 21 (8) 28 (28) 18 (14) 21 (12)
∆∆G4OH 64 (34) -17 (19) -6 (10) 50 (37) 29 (41 ) 14 (20) 34 (32) 30 (30) 0 (-4)
∆∆G5OH 17 (34) 3 (12) -2 (15) 47 (58) 44 (15) 34 (13) 27 (27) 25 (25) 18 (10)
∆∆G6OH 19 (42) -24 (6) 16 (34) 40 (19) 24 (0) 21 (18) 43 (42) 36 (36) 17 (15)
∆∆G7OH 40 (37) 10 (16) 6 (24) 48 (17) 7 (6) 18 (8) 60 (60) 34 (11) 16 (10)
∆∆G8OH 35 (30) -5 (29) 26 (9) 46 (33) 43 (4) 30 (-8) 65 (65) 17 (11) 15 (14)
∆∆G9OH 53 (52) 0 (33) 14 (23) 34 (39) 41 (30) 22 (-17) 30 (27) 27 (27) 27 (27)
∆∆Gmean 40 (36) -7 (17) 8 (20) 49 (31) 26 (16) 22 (4) 43 (42) 24 (21) 17 (14)
∆∆G6Me 45 (86) 58 (42) 68 (50)
∆∆G23Me 93 (121) 128 (90) 136 (136)
∆∆G236Me 157 (184) 247 (170) 224 (165)
∆∆Gall 365 (432) 367 (368) 393 (329)

Table 8.3: Solvation free energy differences (in kJ/mol) of methylation at different hy-
droxyl groups with respect to the unsubstituted SH, SE and CE molecules. The free energy
calculations were done for the entire 5 ns simulations as well as for the last 2 ns parts of
the simulations (listed between parentheses). ∆∆GnOH represents the solvation free en-
ergy difference between the methylated derivative with a single methylation at O-2, O-3 or
O-6 on the nth glucopyranosyl unit and the unsubstituted SH (SE or CE) molecule, while
∆∆Gmean denotes the corresponding averages over the 9 glucopyranosyl units. ∆∆G6Me
represents the solvation free energy difference between the SH6Me and SH molecules, be-
tween the SE6Me and SE molecules, and between the CE6Me and CE molecules (4 sites).
∆∆G23Me represents the solvation free energy difference between the SH23Me and SH
molecules, between the SE23Me and SE molecules, and between the CE23Me and CE
molecules (4 sites). ∆∆G236Me represents the solvation free energy difference between
the SH236Me and SH molecules, between the SE236Me and SE molecules, and between
the CE236Me and CE molecules (9 sites). ∆∆Gall represents the solvation free energy
difference between the methylated derivatives with all (27) possible methylations (except at
the two terminal hydroxyl groups) and the SH, SE and CE molecules.

In the simulations of amylose fragments, methylation at O-2 and O-3 affects the sta-
bility of a single helix more than that at O-6, while the stability of a double helix of
amylose fragments is most reduced by methylation at O-6. Methylation has less effect on
the stability of cellulose fragments. Generally, the methylations do not induce dramatical
structural changes in the most stable conformations of amylose and cellulose fragments.
With respect to the solvation free energy differences, methylation at O-2 has the biggest ef-
fect on both amylose and cellulose fragments, which is in line with experimental data. The
simulation results suggest that in order to produce amylose derivatives with cellulose-like
properties (both structural and solvational) from amylose, one should investigate muta-
tions that destabilize the predominantly helical form of amylose in favor of more extended
conformations, e.g. by making substitutions at the O-2 sites.
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8.5 Experimental

8.5.1 Force field

All the simulations and analyses were carried out using the GROMOS96 package [32, 174]
and the recently developed GROMOS force-field parameters for carbohydrates, which are
summarized in Table 8.4 [33, 411]. To model the water molecules the simple point charge
model (SPC) [12] was taken, one of the water models most widely used in biomolecular
simulations.

8.5.2 System setup

The simulations are summarized in Table 8.1. The initial solute conformations of all the
systems containing amylose fragments were, unless otherwise noted, the regular helical
structure built from the data obtained by Imberty and Pérez [375]. It is characterized by
the torsional angles of φ = ∠O-5–C-1–O-4’–C-4’ = 84◦ and ψ = ∠C-1–O-4’–C-4’–C-5’ =
−145◦. The simulations of amylose called SE and SEPERT started from a conformation
with φ = 120◦ and ψ = 60◦. The simulation called Maltose started with φ = 120◦ and
ψ = −120◦. All the simulations containing cellulose fragments (including Cellobiose)
started from an extended conformation with φ = −120◦ and ψ = −120◦.

For each simulation the solute was placed at the center of a periodic truncated octahe-
dral box. The minimum distance from any solute atom in the initial configuration to the
square box walls was chosen to be at least 1.4, 1.9 or 2.0 nm (depending on the size and
shape of the solute). The solvent molecules were introduced into the box by using a cubic
periodic configuration of 216 pre-equilibrated water molecules. The resulting numbers of
solvent molecules in the systems are specified in Table 8.1.

A steepest-descent energy minimization of the systems was performed to relax the
solute-solvent contacts, while positionally restraining the solute atoms using a harmonic
interaction with a force constant of 2.5 × 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2. Next, steepest-descent
energy minimization of the system without restraints was performed to eliminate any
residual strain. The energy minimizations were terminated when the energy change per
step became smaller than 0.1 kJ mol−1.

8.5.3 Simulation protocol

The MD simulations started by taking initial velocities from a Maxwellian distribution at
100 K. Solvent and solute were independently, weakly coupled to a temperature bath with
a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195]. The systems were also isotropically, weakly coupled to
a pressure bath at 1 atm with a relaxation time of 0.5 ps and an isothermal compress-
ibility of 0.7513 × 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1. Bond lengths were constrained using the
SHAKE algorithm [194]. The time step for the leapfrog integration was 0.002 ps. For the
nonbonded interactions, a triple-range method with cutoff radii of 0.8/1.4 nm was used.
Short-range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions were evaluated every time step by
using a charge-group pairlist. Medium-range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions,
between pairs at a distance longer than 0.8 nm and shorter than 1.4 nm, were evaluated
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atom IAC partial charge [e]
C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4 12 0.232
C-5 12 0.376
C-6 13 0.232
O-1, O-4 3 -0.360
O-2, O-3, O-6 3 -0.642
O-5 3 -0.480
H-2, H-3, H-6 18 0.410
Me-2, Me-3, Me-6 14 0.180
bond length b0 [nm] Kb [106 kJ mol−1 nm−4]
C-O 0.1435 6.10
C-C 0.152 5.43
O-H 0.100 15.7
O-Me 0.1435 6.10
bond angle θ0 [degree] Kθ [kJ mol−1]
C-O-H 109.5 450
C-C-O 109.5 320
C-C-C 109.5 285
C-O-C 109.5 380
C-O-Me 109.5 380
improper dihedral angle description ξ0 [degree] Kξ [kJ mol−1 degree−2 ]
C-1–O-5–O-4’–C-2 α linkage 35.26439 0.102
C-1–O-4’–O-5–C-2 β linkage 35.26439 0.102
C-5–O-5–C-6–C-4, C-2–O-2–C-3–C-1 35.26439 0.102
C-3–O-3–C-2–C-4, C-4–C-3–O-4–C-5 35.26439 0.102
torsional angle description cos(δ) m Kφ [kJ mol−1]
C-4’–O-4’–C-1–O-5 α linkage -1.0 1 9.45
C-4’–O-4’–C-1–O-5 α linkage 1.0 3 3.65
C-4’–O-4’–C-1–O-5 β linkage -1.0 1 3.41
C-4’–O-4’–C-1–O-5 β linkage 1.0 2a 4.69
O-4’–C-1–C-2–C-3 1.0 3 5.92
O-4’–C-1–C-2–C-3, O-5–C-1–C-2–C-3 1.0 2 0.418
O-4’–C-1–C-2–O-2, O-5–C-1–C-2–O-2 1.0 2 2.09
C-1–C-2–C-3–C-4, C-2–C-3–C-4–C-5, C-6–C-5–C-4–C-3 1.0 3 5.92
C-1–C-2–C-3–O-3, C-2–C-3–C-4–O-4, O-5–C-5–C-4–C-3 1.0 2 0.418
O-2–C-2–C-3–C-4, O-3–C-3–C-4–C-5, C-6–C-5–C-4–O-4 1.0 2 0.418
O-2–C-2–C-3–O-3, O-3–C-3–C-4–O-4, O-5–C-5–C-4–O-4 1.0 2 2.09
C-1–C-2–O-2–H-2, C-2–C-3–O-3–H-3, C-5–C-6–O-6–H-6 1.0 3 3.90
C-2–C-1–O-5–C-5, C-1–O-5–C-5–C-4 1.0 3 3.77
O-5–C-5–C-6–O-6 -1.0 1 9.35
O-5–C-5–C-6–O-6 1.0 3 9.50
C-1–C-2–O-2–Me-2, C-2–C-3–O-3–Me-3, C-5–C-6–O-6–Me-6 1.0 3 3.90

Table 8.4: Parameters of the GROMOS force field for carbohydrates [411] used in the
present study. The atom names of the (united) atoms are defined in Figures 8.1 and 8.2.
The methyl group which is used to methylate O-2, O-3, and O-6 atoms is indicated as Me.
The partial charges of atoms C-2, C-3 and C-6 are 0.180 e and those of atoms O-2, O-3
and O-6 are -0.360 e when the hydroxyl groups are methylated. The GROMOS96 integer
atom code (IAC) defines the Lennard-Jones parameters of the corresponding atoms. The
functional form of the force field is given in refs [32] and [174]. a This value differs from
the value of 3 of the latest version of the GROMOS96 force field for carbohydrates [411].
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every fifth time step, at which point the pair list was updated, and kept constant between
updates. Outside the longer cutoff radius a reaction-field approximation [165] was used
with a relative dielectric permittivity of 78.5. The center of mass motion of the whole sys-
tem was removed every 500 time steps. 200 ps of MD simulation with harmonic position
restraining of the solute atoms were performed to further equilibrate the systems. The
trajectory coordinates and energies were saved every 0.5 ps for analysis.

8.5.4 Single-step perturbation simulations

The single-step perturbation methodology [32, 73] makes use of the fact that the free
energy perturbation formula for calculation the free energy difference between two states
a and b with Hamiltonian H(λ) defined by λ = λa and λ = λb

∆Gba = G(b)−G(a) = −kT ln
〈
e−(H(λb)−H(λa))/kT

〉
λa
, (8.1)

where the brackets represent an ensemble average over the configurations corresponding
to the state λ = λa, requires no simulation in the state λ = λb to calculate the free energy
difference. This means, in principle, that a single simulation can be used to predict the
relative free energy differences between a native molecule (state a) and a great number of its
mutants (states b, b′, b′′, etc.). However, the reliability of the results is highly dependent
on whether the configurations sampled in the state λ = λa are representative for the
ensembles of configurations of the collection of mutants (b, b′, b′′, etc.). To ensure enough
sampling, in the single-step perturbation technique a single non-physical reference state
(R) is chosen that samples maximally the collection of mutant end states of interest. The
single-step perturbation simulations (SHPERT, SEPERT, and CEPERT) were carried out
for 5 ns under the same conditions as the simulations SH, SE, and CE described previously.
In order to maximize the sampling at the methylation sites, all the hydroxyl groups in the
amylose and cellulose fragments except for the two terminal ones were treated as soft-core
interaction sites for the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions with the soft-core
parameter values αLJ = 1.51 and αC = 0.3 nm2 [412]. The free-energy difference ∆Gba

can then be estimated from a single simulation of the reference state R using

∆Gba = ∆GbR −∆GaR (8.2)

In this way, we are able to efficiently but approximately estimate the solvation free-energy
differences for a huge number of mutants from a single simulation. Since the amylose and
cellulose fragments studied here have 9 glucopyranosyl units each with 3 hydroxyl groups
that can be methylated, we can obtain free-energy differences for 227 − 1 = 134217727
methylated derivatives of a nonaose. We only reported 31 of these (Table 8.3).

8.5.5 Analysis

According to their definition, generalized order parameters S2 may be directly calculated
from a simulation using the long-time tail of the second-order Legendre function of the
reorientation correlation function of the C-H vector (~v):

S2 = lim
t→∞

C2(t) (8.3)
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where
C2(t) = 〈P2(~v(τ) · ~v(τ + t))〉τ (8.4)

Here P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial, P2(x) = 1/2(3x2 − 1). The angular
brackets (<>) represent the average over the ensemble (trajectory). The unit vectors ~v(τ)
and ~v(τ + t) describe the orientation of the C-H vector at times τ and τ + t in relation to
a fixed reference frame. To construct this frame, the translational and overall rotational
motions were removed by a root-mean-square fitting of all the C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, O-4,
C-5, and O-5 atoms onto the starting conformation. In the GROMOS96 45A3 force field
[33] aliphatic hydrogen atoms are not explicitly treated, but are part of united atoms. So
all the C-H vectors were constructed according to the ideal tetrahedral carbon structure.
In practice, expressions (8.3) and (8.4) are not very suitable to obtain accurate results,
since the long-time tail of a correlation function is generally plagued by poor statistics.
Therefore, the alternative formula [413, 414]

S2 =
1

2

[
3

3∑

α=1

3∑

β=1

< vα(t)vβ(t) >2
t −1

]
(8.5)

is used, which involves trajectory averages of the elements vαvβ of the Cartesian tensor
built as a direct product of the Cartesian components of the unit vector ~v(t), and yields,
therefore, more accurate results. The average of S2 is either taken over all configurations
at 0.5 ps intervals of the whole simulation or by using an averaging window of 25 ps moving
through the whole 2 ns simulation period [343, 408].

A conformational cluster analysis was performed on all the trajectories from the simu-
lations using conformations at every 0.5 ps. Clustering was done as described in ref [348]
by performing a rotational and translational atom-positional least-squares fit on every pair
of conformations using atoms C-1, C-2, C-3, C-4, O-4, C-5, and O-5 and calculating the
atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between two structures using these
atoms. The similarity criteria used were an RMSD smaller or equal than 0.10 nm, 0.15 nm,
and 0.21 nm for heptaose, nonaose (single helix), and nonaose (double helix), respectively.
The cluster analysis was performed for the structures from the individual 5 ns simulation
trajectories as well as for the trajectory of the unsubstituted nonaose merged with the
trajectory of the various methylated derivatives. In the latter case conformations at every
1.0 ps were used.

As criterion for the occurrence of a hydrogen bond in a given structure a maximum
distance of 0.25 nm between the hydrogen atom and the acceptor atom and a minimum
donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle of 135◦ were used.



Chapter 9

Molecular dynamics study of the
stabilities of consensus designed
ankyrin repeat proteins

9.1 Summary

Homology modelling and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with explicit solvent have
been performed for two designed ankyrin repeat (AR) proteins (E3 5 and E3 19). These
two designed AR proteins are highly homologous (with about 87% sequence identity) and
their crystal structures have a Cα atom-positional root-mean-square difference of about
0.14 nm. Experimentally it was found that E3 5 is considerably more stable than E3 19
against GdmCl and thermal denaturation. Since the crystal structure of E3 19 was solved
later than that of E3 5, homology modelling was used to model its atomic structure based
on the crystal structure of E3 5. E3 5 shows a very stable trajectory in both crystal and
solution simulations. The C-terminal of E3 19 unfolds in simulations starting from either
the modelled structure or the crystal structure, although the unfolding C-terminal part of
E3 19 has a sequence identical to that of E3 5. A continuum electrostatic model was used
to estimate the effect of single mutations on protein stability and to study the interaction
between the internal AR part and the C-terminal capping AR part. It was found that
the mutations involving charged residues have large effects on the stability. Due to the
charge redistribution between the internal ARs introduced by the mutations distinguishing
E3 19 from E3 5, the interaction between the internal ARs and the C-terminal capping
AR becomes less favorable in E3 19. The simulation trajectories suggest that the stability
of the designed ankyrin repeat proteins can be enhanced by optimizing the electrostatic
interactions between the different ankyrin repeats.

9.2 Introduction

Ankyrin repeat (AR) proteins mediate a host of important protein-protein interactions
in virtually all species ranging from viruses to humans and are found intracellularly,
extracellularly and in membrane-bound form [415–418]. More than 25,000 AR repeats
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have been recognized in more than 4,000 proteins in the non-redundant protein database
(http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de) [419, 420] since this motif was first discovered in yeast
cell cycle [421, 422]. They are built from tightly joined repeats of usually 33 amino acids.
Each repeat forms a structural unit (β2α2) which consists of a β-turn, followed by two
anti-parallel α-helices and a loop reaching the turn of the next repeat [415–418]. The
extended β-sheet projects away from the helical pairs almost at right angles to them,
resulting in a characteristic L-shaped cross section. Some AR proteins consists solely of
AR, others are multidomain molecules, in which ARs are combined with other structural
modules. The number of repeats within one protein is highly variable. Usually four to six
repeats assemble into a domain, but up to 29 consecutive repeats can be found in a single
protein [418, 423]. Their repetitive architecture permits the adaptation of their size and
thus their variable and modular binding surface to a target protein, leading to high-affinity
interactions. AR proteins are involved in a wide variety of biological activities, such as
transcription initiation, cell cycle regulation, cytoskeletal integrity, ion transport and cell-
cell signalling [415–418]. Recent X-ray and NMR structures of AR proteins and their
complexes have provided invaluable insights into the molecular basis of the extraordinary
variety of biological activities of these molecules [416, 418]. Up to now, the atomic struc-
tures of 18 (including 13 naturally occurring and 5 designed) ankyrin repeat proteins have
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank [424]. Even though different parts of the surface
of an AR domain could be involved in protein-protein interactions, most AR domains
interact with their partners via the protruding β-turns and the following α-helices.

For practical biotechnical applications of proteins, in addition to specific functions of
binding or catalysis, it is important to use molecules that are well behaved with regard
to physical properties, like stability and propensity for aggregation. Various design ap-
proaches have been proposed in protein design and protein engineering [425]. Consensus
design is one of the approaches applied to protein engineering. It makes use of statis-
tical analyses of sequence alignments of families of homologous proteins [426, 427]. Its
underlying idea is that functionally important residues of proteins are more conserved
than other residues during protein evolution. Thus replacing a residue with a correspond-
ing consensus amino acid may improve the stability or the folding efficiency of a protein.
Generally, AR proteins are considered thermodynamically as rather unstable and prone
to aggregation. Recently, consensus design was successfully applied to AR proteins with
a fixed framework (joining an N-terminal capping AR, two to four internal ARs and a C-
terminal capping AR) and randomized interacting residues [428–432]. It has been shown
that designed AR proteins are well expressed and possess a high thermodynamic stability.
The structures of two N3C AR proteins (E3 5 and E3 19), with three internal ARs, were
solved by X-ray crystallography [428, 432]. E3 19 differs from E3 5 by 20 amino acids (all
within internal ARs, about 13% of the sequence). In Figure 9.1, the superposition of the
two crystal structures, based on a least-squares fitting of the Cα atoms, is shown. The
Cα atom-positional root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between them is about 0.14 nm.
The major structural difference is the orientation of two helices in the C-terminal capping
AR. GdmCl unfolding and thermal denaturation experiments followed by CD showed that
E3 19 is considerably less stable than E3 5 [428, 429].

Complementary to experimental studies [428, 429], in the present work molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations in combination with homology modelling and continuum elec-
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Figure 9.1: Superposition of the crystal structures of proteins E3 5 [428] (PDB: 1MJ0)
and E3 19 [432]) based on least-squares fitting of the positions of the Cα atoms.

trostatics were used to study the stability of the designed AR proteins E3 5 and E3 19.
Since the crystal structure of E3 19 [432] was solved about one year after that of E3 5
[428] and the sequences of E3 5 and E3 19 are of high homology, homology modelling was
used to build a model starting structure for E3 19. Given this level of homology, structural
modelling approaches have been proven to be highly successful [433]. Results from MD
simulation of E3 19 in aqueous solution starting from the modelled structure (E3 19MS)
are compared with those obtained starting from the X-ray crystal structure of E3 19
(E3 19S). In addition, the simulated properties of E3 5 in aqueous solution (E3 5S) and in
crystal (E3 5C) are compared. From the resulting trajectories, we examined the difference
in the fluctuations between the two proteins E3 5 and E3 19. Continuum-electrostatic
model calculations based on static structures were used to study the effect of 20 single
mutations of the protein E3 5 on its stability in the native fold and on the interactions
between the internal ARs and the C-terminal capping AR. Based on the findings from
the simulation studies, an avenue to increase the stabilities of the designed AR proteins is
proposed.

9.3 Materials and methods

9.3.1 Molecular dynamics simulations

MD simulations were performed with the GROMOS software package [32, 174] using the
force-field parameter set 45A3 [33, 263]. The simulations are summarized in Table 9.1.
Initial coordinates were either taken from the X-ray structures of E3 5 (PDB entry: 1MJ0)
[428] and E3 19 [432] or from the structure of E3 19 obtained by homology modelling
from the X-ray structure of E3 5. The modelled structure of E3 19 was generated by
substituting the side-chain configurations of the mutated sites of E3 5 by those of a set
of standard configurations of amino acids [32]. The 20 mutation sites are: Thr33Glu,
Asn35Thr, Asp36Tyr, Tyr38Asp, Ser46Arg, Asn47Val, Ser66Leu, Leu68Phe, Thr69Ser,
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Simulations label E3 5C E3 5S E3 19MS E3 19S
protein 4 × E3 5 E3 5 E3 19 E3 19
boundary conditions rectangular truncated octahedron trunc ated octahedron truncated octahedron
starting structure PDB entry: 1MJ0 PDB entry: 1MJ0 modelled X-ray structure
number of water molecules 712 9522 9528 8790
number of ligand/ions

SO42− 8
TRS 1
Na+ 80

total charge [e] 0 -16 -16 -16
simulation time [ns] 6 12 12 12

Table 9.1: Overview of the MD simulations of the different systems. E3 5C: for E3 5
proteins in a crystal unit cell, starting from the X-ray structure (PDB entry: 1MJ0),
E3 5S: protein E3 5 in aqueous solution, starting from the X-ray structure (PDB entry:
1MJ0), E3 19MS: protein E3 19 in aqueous solution, starting from the model structure
derived from the X-ray structure of E3 5, and E3 19S: protein E3 19 in aqueous solution,
starting from the X-ray structure [432].

Ile71Ser, Ala79Lys, Thr80Arg, His92Tyr, Tyr99Asp, Asn101Thr, Asp102Ile, His104Ser,
Lys112Asp, Tyr113Thr, and His125Tyr. Ionization states of residues were assigned ac-
cording to a pH value of 8.0. The histidine side chains were protonated at the Nε atom. For
the crystal simulation denoted as E3 5C, the crystallographically determined 178 water
molecules, two sulfate ions and one tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane molecule were in-
cluded. The simple-point-charge (SPC) water model [12] was used to describe the solvent
molecules. In the solution simulations, water molecules were added around the protein
within a truncated octahedron with a minimum distance of 1.4 nm between the protein
atoms and the square wall. In the crystal simulation E3 5C, the starting coordinates of
the four symmetry-related E3 5 molecules in the unit cell were obtained by performing
the P21212 symmetry transformations using the experimental unit cell edge lengths a =
7.3864 nm, b = 4.7360 nm, c = 4.7003 nm. A total of 80 counterions (Na+) were included
in the crystal simulation. All the bonds were constrained with a geometric tolerance of
10−4 using the SHAKE algorithm [194]. A steepest-descent energy minimization of the
systems was performed to relax the solute-solvent contacts, while positionally restraining
the solute atoms using a harmonic interaction with a force constant of 2.5 104 kJ mol−1

nm−2. Next, steepest-descent energy minimization of the system without any restraints
was performed to eliminate any residual strain. The energy minimizations were terminated
when the energy change per step became smaller than 0.1 kJ mol−1. For the non-bonded
interactions, a triple-range method with cutoff radii of 0.8/1.4 nm was used. Short-range
van der Waals and electrostatic interactions were evaluated every time step based on a
charge-group pairlist. Medium-range van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, be-
tween (charge group) pairs at a distance longer than 0.8 nm and shorter than 1.4 nm,
were evaluated every fifth time step, at which point the pair list was updated. Outside the
longer cutoff radius a reaction-field approximation [165] was used with a relative dielectric
permittivity of 78.5. The center of mass motion of the whole system was removed every
1000 time steps. Solvent and solute were independently, weakly coupled to a temperature
bath of 295 K with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps [195]. In the solution simulations, the
systems were also weakly coupled to a pressure bath of 1 atm with a relaxation time of 0.5
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ps and an isothermal compressibility of 0.7513 × 10−3 (kJ mol−1 nm−3)−1. 100 ps of MD
simulation with harmonic position restraining of the solute atoms with a force constant of
2.5 104 kJ mol−1 nm−2 were performed to further equilibrate the systems. The simulations
E3 5S, E3 19MS, and E3 19S were carried out for 12 ns and the simulation E3 5C for 6
ns. The trajectory coordinates and energies were saved every 0.5 ps for analysis.

9.3.2 Analysis

Atom-positional root-mean-square differences (RMSDs) between structures were calcu-
lated by performing a rotational and translational atom-positional least-squares fit of one
structure on the second (reference) structure using a given set of atoms.

A hydrogen bond is assumed to exist based on a geometric criterion: the hydrogen-
acceptor distance is smaller than 0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is larger
than 135 ◦.

The secondary structure assignment was done using the program PROCHECK [344].
The dipole moment of a set of (partial) charges with non-zero total charge is dependent

on the choice of origin of the spatial coordinate system. Since the latter choice is arbitrary,
we have calculated the dipole moment of the protein or a part of it in two different ways:
either by distributing the non-zero total charge equally over all atoms or by shifting the
origin to a point more or less in the middle of the atoms for which the dipole moment is
calculated.

9.3.3 Poisson-Boltzmann type of calculations

The free energy difference between a protein in its native (N) state and its denatured (D)
state, ∆GN−D, is a measure of its stability. For the wild-type protein this quantity is
denoted by ∆Gw

N−D and for mutants of the protein by ∆Gm
N−D. The relative stability of

the mutant with respect to the wild-type protein is then [434]

∆∆GN−D = ∆Gm
N−D −∆Gw

N−D. (9.1)

Since the free energy is a thermodynamic state function, we can express ∆∆GN−D also as
a difference between the difference ∆Gm−w

N = ∆Gm
N −∆Gw

N between the mutant and wild-
type in the native state and the difference ∆Gm−w

D = ∆Gm
D − ∆Gw

D between the mutant
and wild-type in denatured state,

∆∆GN−D = ∆Gm−w
N −∆Gm−w

D . (9.2)

In the absence of structural information about the mutant, ∆Gm−w
N can be approximated

by using in the free-energy calculation the wild-type native structure and a mutant struc-
ture obtained from homology modelling the wild-type one. The quantity ∆Gm−w

D cannot
be calculated in an analogous manner, since no information of the ensemble on denatured
conformations is available. However, it has been proposed by Börjesson and Hünenberger
[434] to assume that the quantity ∆Gm−w

D is linearly related to ∆Gm−w
N , which yields

∆∆GN−D = ∆Gm−w
N −

(
α∆Gm−w

N + β
)

= (1− α) ∆Gm−w
N − β. (9.3)
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An even simpler approximation is to use α = β = 0. Then the free difference between 20
single site mutants of E3 5 and E3 5 in the native fold can be calculated as [434]

∆Gm−w
N = Gm

N −Gw
N

=
1

2

N∑

i=1

qmi

[
φmεw(~ri)− φmεp(~ri)

]
− 1

2

N∑

i=1

qwi

[
φwεw(~ri)− φwεp(~ri)

]

+
1

4πε0εp

[
N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

qmi q
m
j

rmij
−

N−1∑

i=1

N∑

j>i

qwi q
w
j

rwij

]
+ ∆Gw−m

N,np . (9.4)

The continuum electrostatics calculations were performed on static protein structures using
a modified version of the GROMOS program incorporating the routines of the UHBD
program [435, 436] for solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation using a finite-
difference algorithm to obtain the electrostatic potential φε(~r) for a dielectric continuum
with permittivity ε and for computing the surface-area dependent nonpolar term (np)
[74, 75]. The partial charges were taken from the GROMOS force-field parameter set
45A3 [33, 263] used in the explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations. The atomic
radii of the solute atoms were calculated from Lennard-Jones C6 and C12-parameters
defining the interaction between the specific atom and an SPC water oxygen atom [12] as
R = (2C12/C6)1/6− 0.14 nm (the approximate radius of a water molecule subtracted from
the atom-water oxygen distance at the minimum of the Lennard-Jones curve). Hydrogen
atoms were treated differently and assigned a common radius of 0.01 nm. The protein was
centered on a cubic grid of 7.0 nm edge lengths with a uniform grid spacing of 0.05 nm,
and rotated to maximize the solute-to-wall distance (> 0.5 nm). The value of the relative
dielectric permittivity of the protein interior, εp, was set to 2, the ionic strength was set to
0 M. A value of εw = 78.5 was used for the relative dielectric permittivity of water. The
effective microscopic interfacial tension was set to 10.46 kJ mol−1 nm−2 [437].

Poisson-Boltzmann calculations were also used to investigate the interactions and
”binding energy” between the internal AR part and the C-terminal capping AR part of the
proteins [74, 75]. The internal AR part and the C-terminal capping AR part are treated as
two separated molecules or components. Figure 9.2 illustrates the thermodynamic cycle
to calculate the binding energy which can be expressed as

∆Gbind = ∆G1 = ∆G2 + ∆G3 −∆G4, (9.5)

where ∆G2 is the solvation free energy of the complex, ∆G4 is the sum of the solvation
free energies of the isolated components, and ∆G3 is the binding energy of the components
in a constant environment identical to the biomolecular interior. In practice, the solvation
free energies ∆G2 and ∆G3 are obtained by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation and
calculating the non-polar contribution, while ∆G3 is typically calculated using Coulomb’s
law. The parameters were the same as those used before.
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Figure 9.2: Thermodynamic cycle for calculating the binding energy of a complex of two
molecules or components. The white background indicates an environment identical to the
biomolecular interior with a low relative dielectric permittivity (in our case εp =2). The
gray background indicates an aqueous environment with the relative dielectric permittivity
set to that of the solvent, i.e., in our case εw = 78.5 of bulk water. ∆G1 is the binding
energy of the complex in aqueous environment, ∆G2 is the solvation free energy of the
complex, ∆G3 is the binding energy of the components in a constant environment identical
to the biomolecular interior, and ∆G4 is the sum of the solvation free energies of the
isolated components.

9.4 Results and discussion

9.4.1 Comparison between the crystal structures and modelled
structure of E3 5 and E3 19

MD with positional restraining the protein atoms in water was used to refine the modelled
structure of E3 19 derived from the crystal structure of E3 5. With the large force con-
stant used for the restraining potential energy term, little structural rearrangements were
observed during the refinement and the Cα atom-positional root-mean-square difference
(RMSD) between the modelled structure before and after MD refinement is 0.02 nm. The
crystal structure of E3 19 is rather close (with Cα atom-positional RMSD of 0.14 nm) to
that of E3 5 (Figure 9.1). The major structural difference between E3 5 and E3 19 comes
from the orientation of the C-terminal caps.

9.4.2 Convergence and stability of simulations

Atom-positional RMSDs were determined for backbone atoms in the MD trajectories with
respect to the X-ray derived or modelled starting structure. In Figure 9.3, backbone atom-
positional RMSDs of protein E3 5 are shown for both simulations E3 5C and E3 5S. In
the crystal simulation the RMSDs converge slower than in the solution simulation. Not
unexpectedly, the crystal simulation stays–in terms of RMSD–closer to the X-ray structure
than the solution simulation. The four different molecules in the crystal simulation show
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Figure 9.3: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) in the simu-
lations E3 5C and E3 5S of protein E3 5 with respect to the X-ray structure as a function
of simulation time. The values for the four molecules in the unit cell of the crystal sim-
ulation E3 5C are in solid, dotted, dashed, and dotted-dashed line respectively while those
in the solution simulation E3 5S are in thick solid line.

very similar behavior. In the solution simulation larger fluctuations are observed. In
Figure 9.4, backbone atom-positional RMSDs for the proteins E3 5 and E3 19 in solution
are shown for the simulations E3 5S, E3 19MS and E3 19S. The E3 5 protein remains
close to its X-ray structure over the whole 12 ns simulation (E3 5S, thick solid line) with
a RMSD of 0.25 nm at the end of the simulation. Starting from the modelled structure,
the E3 19 protein was stable for about 5 ns in the simulation E3 19MS (thick dotted
line). Then there is an increase of RMSD which indicates a large structure rearrangement
(details will be discussed later). The RMSD in the simulation E3 19S (thick dashed line)
steadily increases after 5 ns. Taking together the two simulations E3 19MS and E3 19S,
we can conclude that in solution the protein E3 19 is less stable than E3 5, which has also
been observed experimentally [428, 429]. Regarding the internal AR parts of these two
proteins, there is not much difference in their stabilities. The backbone atom-positional
RMSDs of the atoms in the internal AR (IAR) helices hoover between 0.07 and 0.13 nm for
simulations E3 5S, E3 19MS, and E3 19S (thin lines). This indicates that the internal AR
parts of the two proteins are comparably stable and the difference between their overall
stabilities mainly originates in the N-terminal and C-terminal caps.

9.4.3 Atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations and struc-
tural rearrangements

Cα atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) were calculated for the final
4 ns of the simulation to ensure full convergence [438]. Not unexpectedly, compared to the
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Figure 9.4: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) in the simu-
lations E3 5S, E3 19MS and E3 19S of proteins E3 5 and E3 19 in solution with respect to
their respective initial structures as a function of simulation time. The values in the simu-
lation E3 5S, E3 19MS and E3 19S are in thick solid, dotted, and dashed line respectively.
Those of the backbone atoms in the internal AR (IAR) helices are in thin lines.

Figure 9.5: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) in the sim-
ulations E3 5C and E3 5S of protein E3 5. The values for the four molecules in the unit
cell of simulation E3 5C are in solid, dotted, dashed, and dotted-dashed line respectively,
those in the solution simulation E3 5S are in thicker solid line, and those calculated from
the crystallographically derived experimental B-factors are in thickest solid line. The α-
helical parts (as found in the X-ray structure) are indicated by black bars.
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RMSFs in the crystal simulation (E3 5C) of protein E3 5 (Figure 9.5), the solution simula-
tion (E3 5S) shows larger atomic fluctuations especially in the turn and loop regions. This
is consistent with early experimental and simulation studies on the structural comparison
between proteins in crystal and in solution [23, 342, 343]. The RMSFs derived from the
X-ray crystallographic isotropic atomic B-factors are shown in Figure 9.5 for comparison.
They are of comparable magnitude. In the crystal simulation, the atoms in helices are less
mobile in comparison to the crystallographically derived B-factors, while for the loops the
opposite is observed. As pointed out before [343, 438], these two sets of RMSF are not
wholly comparable due to their different definitions.

Figure 9.6: Backbone atom-positional root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) in the sim-
ulations E3 5S (solid line), E3 19MS (dotted line) and E3 19S (dashed line) of proteins
E3 5 and E3 19 in solution. The α-helical parts are indicated by black bars while the 20
residues, for which E3 5 and E3 19 differ, are indicated by black squares.

Figure 9.6 shows RMSFs of Cα atoms in the solution simulations E3 5S (solid line),
E3 19MS (dotted line) and E3 19S (dashed line). Generally, those of E3 5S are smaller
than those of E3 19MS and E3 19S, especially at the C-terminus. Although the difference
in sequence between proteins E3 5 and E3 19 resides within the internal AR’s (black
squares in Figure 9.6), the major difference in mobility is observed at the C-terminal cap
of the protein.

Figure 9.7 shows the secondary structure pattern in the simulations E3 5C, E3 5S,
E3 19MS and E3 19S as obtained from the program PROCHECK [344]. In the crystal
simulation E3 5C, the helical secondary structure elements are well preserved in all four
molecules (only the first molecule is shown), while in the solution simulation E3 5S slightly
more fraying at the ends of the helices is observed. In the E3 19MS simulation, the C-
terminal helix totally disappeared after 5 ns. This occurs still earlier in the simulation
E3 19S, in which the pre-last helix disappeared too thereby partially adopting π-helical
conformations.
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Figure 9.7: Secondary structure of the proteins E3 5 and E3 19 in the simulations E3 5C, E3 5S, E3 19MS and E3 19S as a
function of time. For the crystal simulation E3 5C only the secondary structure for molecule 1 is shown. Secondary structure
definition is according to Laskowski et al. [344]: 310-helix (black), α-helix (red), π-helix (green), bend (blue), β-bridge (yellow),
β-strand (brown), and turn (gray). In the MD trajectories each dot represents a period of 50 ps.
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In Figure 9.8 the final structures of simulations E3 5S (Panel A), E3 19MS (Panel B)
and E3 19S (Panel C) are shown. The 20 mutation sites are shown in licorice format with
the negatively charged residues in red, the positively charged residues in blue, and the
neutral residues in cyan. The final structure of E3 5 in the simulation E3 5S is similar to
the X-ray crystal structure and those in the crystal simulation (picture not shown). The
final structure of E3 19 in both simulations E3 19MS and E3 19S illustrates the unfolding
of the C-terminal part.

�

�

�

Figure 9.8: Snapshots of the proteins E3 5 and E3 19 in the solution simulations E3 5S
(Panel A), E3 19MS (Panel B) and E3 19S (Panel C) at 12 ns. The 20 residues that are
different between the two proteins are drawn in licorice format with the negatively charged
residues in red, the positively charged residues in blue, and the neutral residues in grey in
Panels A and B.

9.4.4 Hydrogen bonds

In the crystal simulation E3 5C most of the hydrogen bonds determined in the X-ray
structure are preserved and the four molecules show very similar patterns except at the
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end of the helices (see Table 9.2).

Residue Percentage hydrogen bonding
X-ray crystal MD crystal MD solution

E3 5 E3 19 E3 5C E3 5S E3 19MS E3 19S
Donor Acceptor PDB: 1MJ0 X-ray [432] cry1 cry2 cry3 cry4
6 Lys 1 Gly 32
6 Lys 2 Ser 30 83 94 95 90 95 80
7 Lys 3 Asp * 93 96 48 93 87 84 81
8 Leu 4 Leu * * 86 92 92 90 90 93 88
9 Leu 5 Gly * * 72 75 96 77 86 86 83
10 Glu 6 Lys * * 80 64 94 67 78 80 80
11 Ala 7 Lys * * 83 89 93 88 94 93 93
12 Ala 8 Leu * * 94 97 96 96 96 96 97
13 Arg 9 Leu * * 74 88 71 81 83 84 84
14 Ala 10 Glu * * 92 89 90 94 94 70 77
15 Gly 11 Ala * 53 62 55 45 30 27 22
15 Gly 12 Ala 10 11 12 19 37 39 43
16 Gln 11 Ala * * 51 77 86 90 80 72 72
20 Val 16 Gln * * 87 94 77 95 90 80 83
21 Arg 17 Asp * * 81 61 87 70 83 84
21 Arg 18 Asp 45 3
22 Ile 18 Asp * * 87 90 20 90 76 86 82
22 Ile 19 Glu 10 2
23 Leu 19 Glu * * 98 99 96 99 91 89 93
24 Met 20 Val * * 95 92 92 83 97 96 96
25 Ala 21 Arg * * 67 64 71 19 73 82 80
25 Ala 28 Ala 29
26 Asn 22 Ile * 50 37 39 30 86 73 84
26 Asn 23 Leu * 26 35 27 16 10 4
27 Gly 23 Leu * 10 1 43 62 47
27 Gly 24 Met * 34 23 40 14 15 10 12
27 Gly 25 Ala 16 23 19 31 1
28 Ala 23 Leu * * 14 39 36 25 3 30
28 Ala 24 Met 10 15 17 20 13 1 8
30 Val 28 Ala 13 4 20 1
31 Asn 29 Asp 4 12
32 Ala 29 Asp * * 13 48 29 42 23
34 Asp 32 Ala 26 5 15 1 1
34 Asp 38 Tyr/Asp * * 4 83 32 84 26 35
34 Asp 66 Ser/Leu 20
37 Gly 34 Asp * * 36 10 62 56 14
37 Gly 35 Asn/Thr 69 27
38 Tyr/Asp 34 Asp 79 90 5
41 Leu 30 Val 25
43 Leu 39 Thr * * 87 74 83 68 94 89 91
44 Ala 40 Pro * * 98 99 97 96 94 94 97
45 Ala 41 Leu * * 96 98 96 98 92 96 96
46 Ser/Arg 42 His * * 94 97 95 93 75 92 14
47 Asn/Val 43 Leu * * 58 87 82 80 15 86 57
47 Asn/Val 44 Ala 43 29
47 Asn/Val 45 Ala 11
48 Gly 44 Ala * 5 17 21 59 18
48 Gly 45 Ala * 53 46 26 62 14 12
49 His 44 Ala * * 95 88 71 91 18 23
49 His 47 Asn/Val 40 24
53 Val 49 His * * 74 97 84 93 14 66 40
54 Glu 50 Leu * * 41 88 77 94 60 93 94
55 Val 51 Glu * * 97 96 91 89 96 90 90
56 Leu 52 Ile * * 96 97 94 93 83 87 83
57 Leu 53 Val * * 90 98 97 95 94 95 94
to be continued
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continued
Residue Percentage hydrogen bonding

X-ray crystal MD crysta l MD solution
E3 5 E3 19 E3 5C E3 5S E3 19MS E3 19S

Donor Acceptor PDB: 1MJ0 X-ray [432] cry1 cry2 cry3 cry4
58 Lys 54 Glu * * 91 94 92 91 93 92 97
59 Asn 55 Val * * 60 81 83 44 60 72 87
59 Asn 56 Leu 24 10 4 34 27 15
60 Gly 56 Leu 33 10 10 22 33 51
60 Gly 57 Leu * * 22 17 37 19
60 Gly 58 Lys 5 24 28
61 Ala 56 Leu * * 34 36 26 21 23 21 27
61 Ala 57 Leu 14
61 Ala 59 Asn 2 22 17 11 18
65 Ala 62 Asp * * 18 13 29 29 27
65 Ala 63 Val/Ser 2 15 30 45
66 Ser/Leu 64 Asn 5 14 17 20
67 Asp 71 Ile/Ser * * 38 71 69 17
68 Leu/Phe 36 Asp/Tyr * * 35 18 34 10
68 Leu/Phe 37 Gly 58 18 22
70 Gly 67 Asp * * 10 18 16 6 6
76 Leu 72 Thr * * 55 66 88 91 78 67 72
77 Ala 73 Pro * * 98 97 98 98 95 96 94
78 Ala 74 Leu * * 98 98 96 97 97 98 97
79 Ala/Lys 75 His * * 96 99 98 98 97 94 97
80 Thr/Arg 76 Leu * * 90 92 92 85 94 94 93
81 Gly 77 Ala 48 18 36 47 53 20
81 Gly 78 Ala * 20 49 40 77 22 27 40
82 His 77 Ala * * 88 84 90 91 76 24 77
86 Val 82 His * * 83 86 90 95 92 80 94
87 Glu 83 Leu * * 94 77 79 94 65 90 82
88 Val 84 Glu * * 91 67 81 89 88 90 89
89 Leu 85 Ile * * 94 99 98 97 97 91 96
90 Leu 86 Val * * 98 98 97 98 95 95 98
91 Lys 87 Glu * * 91 91 69 91 93 96 95
91 Lys 88 Val 10
92 His/Tyr 88 Val 59 67 30 75 86 90 88
92 His/Tyr 89 Leu 16 15 36 11
93 Gly 89 Leu 25 41 39
93 Gly 90 Leu * * 22 10 33 20 30 28
93 Gly 91 Lys 49 63 37
94 Ala 89 Leu * * 17 12 44 39 28
94 Ala 90 Leu 33 25 49 13 25
94 Ala 92 His/Tyr 38
98 Ala 95 Asp * * 7 44 27
98 Ala 96 Val 1 37 10 33 17
100 Asp 104 His/Ser * * 34 5 6 2
101 Asn/Asp 69 Thr/Ser * * 7 22 49
101 Asn/Asp 70 Gly 27 56 49
103 Gly 100 Asp * * 52 3 7 1 3
109 Leu 105 Thr * * 97 98 97 99 97 68 80
110 Ala 106 Pro * * 98 98 99 96 98 95 93
111 Ala 107 Leu * * 98 98 98 98 98 96 86
112 Lys/Asp 108 His * * 96 97 97 97 96 90 85
113 Tyr/Thr 109 Leu * * 85 64 60 77 85 70 71
113 Tyr/Thr 110 Ala 3 12 15
114 Gly 110 Ala 33 13 23 25 46 51
114 Gly 111 Ala * * 31 58 68 27 48 18 14
115 His 110 Ala * * 73 85 94 81 72 72 46
116 Leu 114 Gly 15
118 Ile 115 His 19
119 Val 115 His * * 53 90 80 78 90 91 65
120 Glu 116 Leu * * 41 62 56 74 67 76 78
121 Val 117 Glu * * 36 73 89 84 72 85 78
122 Leu 118 Ile * * 85 97 98 98 91 97 93
to be continued
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continued
Residue Percentage hydrogen bonding

X-ray crystal MD crysta l MD solution
E3 5 E3 19 E3 5C E3 5S E3 19MS E3 19S

Donor Acceptor PDB: 1MJ0 X-ray [432] cry1 cry2 cry3 cry4
123 Leu 119 Val * * 95 95 96 90 97 98 96
124 Lys 120 Glu * * 79 50 88 33 91 92 83
124 Lys 121 Val 4 13 13
125 His/Tyr 121 Val * 78 25 64 53 90 85 83
125 His/Tyr 122 Leu 10 35 13
126 Gly 122 Leu 24 5 44 18 58 61 72
126 Gly 123 Leu * * 50 22 24 26 20 21
126 Gly 124 Lys 7 48 28
127 Ala 122 Leu * * 33 20 37 18 14
127 Ala 123 Leu 30 44 33 31
131 Ala 128 Asp * * 13 15
131 Ala 129 Val 14 12 14
133 Asp 137 Lys * * 49 10
134 Lys 102 Asp/Ile * * 17 61 63 11
134 Lys 103 Gly 53 44 31
135 Phe 103 Gly 31
136 Gly 133 Asp * * 3 2 4
139 Ala 129 Val 43 60 69
139 Ala 130 Asn 85
140 Phe 129 Val 72
142 Ile 138 Thr * * 98 95 98 98 92 93 48
143 Ser 139 Ala * * 62 76 47 59 89 87 19
143 Ser 140 Phe 17 16
144 Ile 140 Phe * * 84 71 36 75 78 83 44
145 Asp 141 Asp * * 96 80 96 96 83 65 30
145 Asp 142 Ile 13
146 Asn 141 Asp 60
146 Asn 142 Ile * * 31 70 74 27 93 35 13
146 Asn 143 Ser 51 15 10 52
147 Gly 142 Ile 13
147 Gly 143 Ser 16 78 26 10
147 Gly 144 Ile * * 70 66 42 64 6 1 3
148 Asn 143 Ser * * 63 38 28 48 2 11
148 Asn 146 Asn 23 15
152 Ala 148 Asn * * 89 79 84 88 75 48 22
153 Glu 149 Glu * * 81 91 89 92 80 38 12
153 Glu 150 Asp 11 2
154 Ile 150 Asp 11 76 52 65 49 23
154 Ile 151 Leu 21 3 19 15
155 Leu 151 Leu 66 90 81 86 52 26
155 Leu 152 Ala * 18 1 20
156 Gln 152 Ala 6 31 75 62 10
156 Gln 153 Glu 11 40 12
156 Gln 154 Ile 24 24 12

Table 9.2: Occurrence (%) of intramolecular backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds in the X-
ray structures of proteins E3 5 and E 19, in the crystal simulation E3 5C (four molecules)
and in the solution simulations E3 5S, E3 19MS and E3 19S. The residue names of protein
E3 5 and E3 19 are separated by the symbol / if they are different. The criterion for a
hydrogen bond in a given structure is a maximum distance of 0.25 nm between the hydrogen
atom and the acceptor atom and a minimum angle of 135◦ between donor, hydrogen and
acceptor atoms.

In the solution simulation E3 5S, the hydrogen bond pattern is similar to that of the
X-ray structure. In the solution simulations E3 19MS and E3 19S, the hydrogen bonds
that are responsible for the eight helices of the first four ARs (residues 4-25, 39-59, 72-
91, and 105-124) are stable and those in the two C-terminal helical structure elements
(residues 138-142, 148-153) are much reduced or lost in the simulation, which confirms the
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residue E3 5 charge E3 19 charge ∆Gm−wN residue E3 5 charge E3 19 charge ∆Gm−wN
[e] [e] [kJ mol−1] [e] [e] [kJ mol−1]

33 Thr 0 Glu -1 -431 79 Ala 0 Lys 1 416
35 Asn 0 Thr 0 80 80 Thr 0 Arg 1 447
36 Asp -1 Tyr 0 522 92 His 0 Tyr 0 -30
38 Tyr 0 Asp -1 -434 99 Tyr 0 Asp -1 -595
46 Ser 0 Arg 1 410 101 Asn 0 Thr 0 90
47 Asn 0 Val 0 88 102 Asp -1 Ile 0 548
66 Ser 0 Leu 0 -2 104 His 0 Ser 0 11
68 Leu 0 Phe 0 4 112 Lys 1 Asp -1 -1110
69 Thr 0 Ser 0 -6 113 Tyr 0 Thr 0 16
71 Ile 0 Ser 0 -7 125 His 0 Tyr 0 -14

Table 9.3: Free energy ∆Gm−w
N (Equation 9.4) for 20 mutations of the protein E3 5

calculated from a solvated X-ray structure using a Poisson-Boltzmann based continuum
electrostatics method [434].

observations from the secondary structure analysis.

9.4.5 Relative stability from continuum electrostatics

The free energy differences between 20 mutants of the protein E3 5 and E3 5 itself were
calculated by solving the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the structure after
energy minimization of the X-ray structure in explicit solvent. The values of ∆Gm−w

N

arise from the partial cancellation of two large contributions, a Coulomb contribution
favoring mutations leading to positive charges and the solvation contribution favoring
the mutations leading to negative charges. The non-polar contribution is relative small,
except the mutation from Ala to Lys. Qualitatively we can see that mutations changing
the charge of a residue have a large effect on the stability of the proteins (Table 9.3).

The calculations performed here are very crude for the following reasons: the structures
of mutants were built by replacing the corresponding side chains, the protonation states
of charged residues were the same as those used in explicit solvent simulations without
taking into account the protein environment [439–442], and the dielectric permittivity of
the protein was set to 2 without any adjustment [97, 443]. The sum of the values for the
20 individual mutations amounts to 3 kJ mol−1. This would mean that E3 19 is barely
less stable than E3 5. However, by applying the same approach to the X-ray structures
or the modelled structure of E3 19 and E3 5 we get ∆GE3 19M−E3 5

N = 50 kJ mol−1 and
∆GE3 19−E3 5

N = 40 kJ mol−1, which are in magnitude comparable to the experimental
value of 22±10 kJ mol−1 [428, 429]. The discrepancy between the results obtained by the
two different approaches might stem from two possible sources: first the effects of single
mutations on the free energy difference need not be additive (for non-charged mutations,
see for example Ref. [444]), and second the total structural rearrangement induced by 20
single mutations (which is ignored in the present treatment) can be fairly large.

9.4.6 Charge distribution and dipole moments

The total charges of the two proteins E3 5 and E3 19 are -16 e (see Table 9.1), however,
the 20 mutations do change the charge distribution between the AR parts (see Table 9.4).
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NCap AR1 AR2 AR3 CCap Total
E3 5 -1 -4 -3 -3 -5 -16
E3 19 -1 -4 -1 -5 -5 -16

Table 9.4: Charge distribution over the various ARs in the proteins E3 5 and E3 19 (in
e). The atomic partial charges were taken from the GROMOS force field parameter set
45A3 [33, 263]. NCap: residues 1-32; AR1: residues 33-65; AR2: residues 66-98; AR3:
residues 99-131; CCap: residues 132-156.

The major difference between E3 5 and E3 19 is that negative charge has been shifted from
the second to the third internal AR in E3 19 compared to E3 5. Since the total charge
did not change, the change in dipole moment resulting from the redistribution of charge
will dominate the change in electrostatic energy due to mutations. The dipole moments of
the internal AR part (AR1, AR2, AR3) and of the 20 mutated residues were calculated in
two different ways, i.e. after neutralizing the overall charge or after shifting the origin of
the coordinate system to the position of the Cα atom of Ala79 (E3 5) or Lys79 (E3 19).
The dipole moment of the internal AR part of E3 19 is about 72 Debye larger than that
of E3 5, while the dipole moment of the 20 mutation residues is about 48 Debye larger.
Thus, the 20 mutations constitute a redistribution of charge within the internal AR parts
that enlargers its dipole moment. The shift of negative charge of the AR2 to the AR3,
i.e. in the direction of the negatively charged CCap, is likely to destabilize the latter by
electrostatic repulsion.

9.4.7 Binding energy between internal AR part and the C-terminal

capping AR part

The ”binding energy” between the internal AR part and the C-terminal capping part was
calculated using Equation 9.5. The difference in binding energy is ∆∆Gbind = ∆GE3 19

bind −
∆GE3 5

bind = −1256 − (−1281) = 25 kJ mol−1, which indicates that the ”binding energy”
between the internal AR part and the C-terminal capping AR part is less favorable in E3 19
than in E3 5. This is likely to be due to the unfavorable electrostatic interaction between
both the negatively charged third internal AR (-5 e) and the C-terminal capping AR (-5
e) (Table 9.4). The sequence of the C-terminal capping AR was taken from the naturally
occurring protein GABP with slightly modification [445]. In crystallographic studies, of
other AR proteins this very C-terminal capping AR could not be located, which might
also be caused by the unfavorable electrostatic interactions with internal ARs due to the
highly negative charges.

9.5 Conclusions

Molecular dynamics simulations offer insights into the energetic, structural and dynamic
behavior of macromolecules in a solvent environment. They can complement a too static
picture (e.g. derived from a crystal X-ray structure) of molecules by highlighting the
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motions of the protein atoms in solution. This may hint at modes of operations based
on this fluctuating nature of the molecules [26, 27]. On the other hand, continuum elec-
trostatics models provide a static alternative for investigating the energetic properties of
biomolecular systems [74, 75], in particular the electrostatic interactions in protein-ligand
(or protein) complexes or between particular parts of a protein.

In the present work, MD simulations with explicit solvent models together with ho-
mology modelling and continuum electrostatics were used to study the stabilities of two
designed ankyrin repeat proteins, E3 5 and E3 19. By comparison between the proper-
ties of E3 5 in the crystal simulation and in the solution simulations, it is found that the
structural properties of E3 5 are similar in solution and in crystalline state with minor
differences in loop or side-chain conformations, while the variability in atom position is
somewhat larger in solution. Complementary to the experimental data, MD simulations of
E3 19 starting from a structure obtained by homology modelling and from the X-ray struc-
ture of E3 19 both demonstrate that the difference in stability between E3 5 and E3 19
seems mainly due to the difference in stability of the C-terminal caps while the proteins
have similar properties for the internal ankyrin repeat parts. A continuum electrostatics
calculation shows that the mutations that involve charged residues have a large effect on
the relative stabilities of the proteins. Through analysis of the charge redistribution when
mutating E3 5 into E3 19, we found that the third internal AR, which is spatially closest
to the C-terminal capping AR, becomes more negatively charged, which explains the unfa-
vorable binding energy as obtained from continuum electrostatics between the negatively
charged internal AR part and negative charged C-terminal capping part and the unfolding
of the latter in the MD simulation of E3 19.

Previous experimental studies [428, 429] have shown through consensus design that the
conserved residues contribute to the stabilities of the ankyrin repeat proteins. Addition-
ally, we found through simulation the importance to their stabilities of the electrostatic
interactions between the internal AR and the C-terminal capping AR. If one would aim
at improving the stabilities of the designed ankyrin repeat proteins, our results suggest
to optimize the distribution of charge over the ankyrin repeats. One possible way is to
decrease the net charge of the C-terminal capping AR to favor electrostatic interactions
with the internal ARs. However, a decrease of the net charge might affect the solubility of
the AR protein. Another possibility is to redistribute the charges within individual ARs
with an eye to optimize their charge-charge and dipolar interactions. In summary, our
study illustrates the complementarity between experimental and simulation studies when
designing proteins with specific properties. Simulation studies offer detailed energetic and
structural properties of proteins in solution which are inaccessible to experimental probes
and which may suggest design changes subsequently to be investigated experimentally.



Chapter 10

Outlook

There are three main factors that to a large extent limit the MD method, i.e. the accuracy
of the interaction function, the size of the model system, and the length of the simulation.
The computational cost increases with increasing complexity of the first and increasing
size of the latter two. As shown in Figure 10.1, a plane of constant CPU time is shown to
indicate that for a given amount, several different combinations are possible and one has
to balance between the accuracy and the speed, depending on the particular properties of
the systems one is interested at.

CPU time

A

C

B

ln (system size)

ln (sampling time scale)

ln (accuracy)

Figure 10.1: The figure shows schematically the three main directions (accuracy, system
size, and sampling time scale) that can be followed to improve the predictive power of a
MD simulation.

With continuing advances in the methodology [28, 29] and the speed of computers [446],
molecular dynamics studies are being extended to larger systems, greater conformational
changes [447–449] with better sampling [450, 451] and better force fields [35, 36, 452].
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10.1 Accounting for polarization in classical force fields

Without more research into the accuracy of force fields, biomolecular modelling may be
limited rather by the validity of the energy functions, particularly with respect to the
description of electrostatic terms, than by the technical ability to perform the simulations.
One of the directions in which force fields are currently moving is to incorporate explicit
electronic polarizability [45, 46]. Many aspects of the treatment of polarizability in MD
simulations are still under investigation (see Chapter 2): What is the most practical way
to model polarizability? How should the size of the molecular/atomic polarizabilities be
chosen, etc? In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, a relatively simple, but promising method (Charge-
On-Spring) is investigated and applied to develop polarizable water and methanol models.
With increasing computing power, it is expected that polarizable models, and especially
polarizable water models, will be more prevalent in biomolecular simulations involving
heterogeneous solvent environments. Inclusion of polarizability in the interaction func-
tions for proteins and other macromolecules is also likely to become more common, and
hence a careful assessment of the importance of polarizability for the system is needed.
Other directions in the development of polarizable models and simulation algorithms are
to include the combination of classical polarizable models with quantum-mechanical sim-
ulations, and to study chemical reactions in biomolecular systems [453, 454]. Another
important issue on electrostatics is the charge transfer interaction [455, 456]. Besides an
intramolecular redistribution of electrons, an intermolecular charge transfer can occur be-
tween two molecules in close contact. There are no methods proposed in literature which
can include the intermolecular charge transfer into a classical model. In order to cap-
ture this effect, a quantum-mechanic (QM) treatment is unavoidable. QM based methods
have been, and will continue to be important tools in the study of biomolecular systems
(ranging from force-field parametrization, to studies of enzyme catalysis) [118, 457].

10.2 Interpreting experimental data

MD simulation has become a standard tool in the determination of spatial molecular
structure on the basis of X-ray, neutron diffraction or NMR data [458]. One of the obvious
advantages of MD simulation is the possibility of analyzing molecular processes at the
atomic level. Most experiments involve a time and ensemble average, and the probability
distribution of a biomolecular system in a microscopic state is usually inaccessible. The
problem of connecting the measured value of an observable with its underlying ensemble
is a general issue for any observation that involves some kind of averaging. It is known
that in NMR studies the available NOE distances and 3J-coupling constants are not able
to precisely define the conformations populated by the molecule. Complementarily, MD
can provide a useful tool to probe the conformational distribution of biomolecular systems
at atomic detail and assess the effect of averaging on the measured values. Results from
Chapter 6 show that when interpreting experimental data, one has to keep in mind that
different observables may have different sensitivities to the underlying distributions. This
problem of interpretation of experimentally measured averages will be relieved when more
accurate conformational distributions will become available from longer simulations based
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on more accurate force fields.

10.3 Studies of biologically relevant processes

Peptide folding: Peptides have many of the features and complexities of proteins and
computationally offer a simple, more tractable system for the study of protein folding [60].
In general, the competition between configurational entropy, hydrogen bond formation,
solvation, hydrophobic core formation, and ion pair formation determines the folding rates
and stabilities of polypeptides. Recent developments in simulations and experiments have
positioned the simulation community to make significant advances toward understanding
the folding mechanisms of peptides. The role of solvent in the folding mechanisms makes
it imperative to include explicitly the solvent in MD simulations to study peptide folding
and association [62] (see Chapter 7). Recently, greater attention is being paid to an
accurate description of the unfolded state of proteins, which is closely related with the
folding thermodynamics. It is found that the unfolded state of peptides might be much
smaller than what we used to think. With more computing power, it is expected that
folding/unfolding studies for longer peptides will solve discrepancies found in the studies
either using MD with explicit solvent or using simplified models [63, 459, 460].
Free energy calculations in biomolecular systems: Free energy calculation is a holy grail in
molecular simulations, because it is closely related to many fundamental chemical prop-
erties [66–69]. The continuum electrostatics model can be used as a predictive tool for
studying the relative stability of a protein and its mutants (see for example Chapter 9)
[74, 75]. However it may not be able to capture certain important features of solvation
and can not fully take into account the flexibility of the solute. Possible extensions or im-
provement (e.g. partially including the flexibility of the solute, sophisticated treatment of
nonpolar interactions) are discussed in the literature [434]. In its application, efficiency is
another important issue. The so-called one-step perturbation method [73] can predict rel-
atively efficiently the relative solvation free energies [412], the relative binding free energy
of not-so-different compounds [461] (see for example Chapter 8). With the development of
accurate and efficient methods and refined force-field parameters, it is expected to achieve
”chemical accuracy”–errors of less than kBT–in the future.

Summarizing, molecular dynamics simulations are widely used today to tackle prob-
lems in biochemistry and molecular biology. With the continuous development in MD
methodology and the rapid progress in modern experimental techniques, hand-in-hand
with experiments, MD will help to reach the long-term goal of molecular the approach to
biology: the description of living systems in terms of chemistry and physics.
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